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Foreword

te: N Cr. r tar

rstIin th,ought IF1 h .111 LAU)2L''-- -I edu,:ationai
ptalosophc. 1rd to,. such es.rf Otilp_luTh idtjsn,-,i(

kLuJIK. 1,1 IA ird h,,cd
people in ntemperir ssretet Nn phspil th,o mw,o, he
askcd in hit 01 to ,k degie tat
fit into prvadv attitudes p American edneatioi

N.Ve are pleasoal that ,',-,huric I ot ,p, st
rPri%:,C,` ,:± ha'r% the ,-orltmir...!:cr.

reacts through ii nic

evidence that the outstanding re ';I
.he National Awards Pr..,eiarn fin the lea., re 50 1 ,oh, 11,1% r ins:

tight tithe busies and ..:e need tor p5ocfl ,c:r.petem:tes that [mist he !might

buttressed the basics through the iintision ot econom.c ,:oncepts.
undr,tat,dirl,! and !ermine .- tsr the ,,n-ooin,,

cull-lc-Ma. S hiiLit sktlls Seine mask: 5 inst ariihmefic calculations
are but a tew of the roam (samples cited ir the puhlication "hen are
enhaneed throne-1 the litili/ation of basic eeinunnies.

Innovative teachers charaLleiistieall, 'istinguish themselves s in their
alninvoo c.c and mist-I, ,ppoionn;,c, ,naLfk
-rhev Are in touch with the times and are eager to dimensions to their
teaching that will enettitisec student understandine and involvement in
matters of personal and societal concern. Readers of Volume find
these features apparent in the wit\ economics teaching has been related to
mar disciplines in addition to career edueation, consumer eduextion. and
the environment. We earl expect Mai' nest cal 's elm es SII1 include
Proposition l3. the enero crisis. and wage and price guidelines, among
many othe- contemporary issues s ettecTe;e teachers continue to integrate
economics into thee programs of

The siveenth vear of the National Awards PrograT fir the Teaching of
Economics brings both had news and good news. The had news i that
George G. Dawson. Who served as editor of Economic Education I: peri-
cnrev of Enterpri..ing leachers for the past *.hirteen years, has deci: cid that
other di:mands upon his nrofessional life. especially in econo ie Ale:anon
research and writing as well as university administrative res 'sibilities,
prohibit his continuation as editor of this publication. Dr. Dawson tireless
efforts, seemingly boundless energy. arid deep love anti belief in
cducration, have in good parr lieun instrumcinal in Use thc Nional
Awards Program. The good news is that Andrew T. Nappi, director of
research development, and cornimmitv service and former director of the



Center for Econorn,,location at St (i(1 State l.ms ei-its,m(1
Nimonal hz, winnei=-ba, a;.,o2e, eJito:.

(nsu-ing a the high ,windards set N. I)0". so- (

annuiI publication,
Joint J. ouncil :ts ; wei

of-,,iudg for their ;:on.,..217intio,i, and liCt111,1(2d CNOrt, (112,irtY...

pr41csof-of economic and \tirtMt)( ol th ( Iltel tor and

EctQomic Education ,mpae State ( ()liege ot :he state r er I t \fr.: \\

YOrk.,` Myron professor; of econom,,s. (Ira, !an:

Industhillafra-gement, Carnegie-Mellon 1,ruyerots 1-, 1 camel

director of the Centet for Economic Education and Public Polies StaL.

University of-New York at Ringharnton:pelmas F. Miller. sisumg prolc,sor
of education West Virgin i (Jr-liver-sits Edward U. Prehn, social studies
consultam an economic education ednot York Cir, tour11 on
Economic Education. Rodne!, Iffiman pitei and dean. School of
Education. (icoo.te Washington rniersit.. Hears protessor

emeritus and lou r chairman. Econ wino, , The City timversits
of New York: 1), Aith( Cowles %Voss. elementars education consult::nt.

Lk01111,-,, '

thOlt, volume 4 reviewed h me Publications committee ratul the Joni',

(Ouncii -tornary for the tC1-
\.e also ackn(nAledge \A ith sincic thanks th(_ ,:oopciaoon of the

teachers whose ideas appear in in publica' in I fie have been most
understanduig in granting us permission to to,e then nhiterial and agreeing to

our many editorial revisions. V, e also este-n(1 knor gratitude to Michael A.
presidcut of the .1,n; I. onria on t.,'!: lie'

counsc and assistance in making this publication Finally. the Joint
Cou,icil offer"ts appreciation and extends its gratitude for the commitio(nt
to economic education and the support of the National Aar as Fi ogram
the International Paper Company Foundation through its Nice president and
director of education programs. Sandra 1,. Kuntz. We also cAtend our
compliments to Sharon Swit and John '00;i:a o; Ja:nt Count.: ' staff for

their many efforts in carrying out al! ph .es at the National Awards
Program, and to Andrew U. Nappi h,r F edAorial work in publishing
Volume 16 of this tr ntral publication

Anthony E. Suglia
Director. Affiliated (-min( its Pr, 4rar.,

r,o1.1trtotor, National 4 worth, PrI);!reint
`%_ hr the Ii ii ()I 1-xon,,l111r%

vi



Edit d lion
, H r'H 'Iks

litn;111', not t. m :t, it

Daw -ion. I)' ltae, -oft LI,: i,11.: .1 .1HW ,titnni,11d/C
ihc al,1/4:ild= Inning C1-111C, !II I .itplitte the ci-citcul.,.e ot the
teacihing eperacnctiii, :ti c practa it !n thi:, annual
mos.:ram. fie is ruf, 11111,1ci 1 r1;41,41Idinc . cLtqlorinc
plocedure.i, do eloped in the piineci, iit tateiniAnine Ott create and
imatzinance approache,,, hi% Icd,_11cf, ft' id' driccinen1 ot
economic. education

f.),ct the cat,. Pi ^;,111 .10i114, HI;1, h enctiolage.
ackni . ledge. and reward the iiiiistandirne tL,IIlnH prd,11,c, h eleincintarc
and ,,cicorinfrl, !hi.: Taint'. it 'hi- i , if i,J-anL
prolectit,, too, h gr titnk hi:eh ft 1, hop, rhc ccample tit the teachc
ct't is puhlrithed here will onolt:age odic' tuac;,cri,.. not pret,L;Al-s,
o. ti, tirld 'NUMMI! oe, tiptintis
,T their ..:lassroom c\perience, Ia Cr-- "he hit' c

'1',
few:lung-leaf nine pi Uc't

I re\ tewed the awalci 11n, Heti , competitIon I .as
impressed w ith the ie:,, hinc meihods And cmrr'rig ..a.:11% !tics
emplo,.cd to con 11111-11Cdic C,'71,2cpt, itld imiicrt,tanitinci, I call
-,ine that teactieiii, who ate con:a:tip:aline ,unnutting iii chi! N. In Inc Av.iir,d,
Program. and those v, Ito c proico, hut tailed to win, will gain
trim a generalized deNc;iptiou tit winnine cntricit, It intod he noted that the
reports puhlisfr:d in this hook are coldetv,et.1 ' et Nions of the original protects
and !ILA some of the material Lacher. Nithilat cannot he presented or e'en
surrimarized easily'. The characteristics ot a pnie-winner are as follows:

Ihe project (0441(4trt% 0 slit cim I sluterrICHI of fnctcimis Jewnins,1
ci?jeCtIce.$. it 11, important to state the spc-citie cognii ee and aftet:tive
outcomes that the teaching epenence is directed toward. It is not necessary
to prepare a long list Of ohjeetie,. Rather, Nhould he dearly
artIcuted and related to the instructional program. How can a reader tudge
a project unlwo, the important economic faLts, skills, and generalizations are
define-4i?

2. The learning experit'aur is related to et (mouth- j, tiers tatuiittg. The
imives want tti know how each onit ecson method or activity inellided in
the project will help to develop economic concepts -and generalizations. That
does not mean that math, writing. reading. or other communication skills ere
not important, but simply that awards rrmst go to those who focus on drr
teaching and learning of ecernmmett,

3. A tcell-orkauured and clear wrifiltrn (4.1 the steps, procedures,
and ft'eddertee actietticv prei.itti a. In his section at the report_ the

vii



crriph:e-,h ,hotthl he on the rmsterittN. the mine ,chedide. linthaton

assignmcnts
,nit

periences, the length -1 tine required to teach the [miter-Lit, -hk,ulki he

Nttit.mtonoi 7
at ii

actrvines dest;rihed in deudi. Hoy Jul the teacnei get the pip t!-- i:iteresh,

th dcu ti> he taught How it2...sn anti. ...rour,c. or

inivated"' ! he reader should he tot at the \,-,;.;-%, heemning het het

descrIbes Vear-1,mt or a ,erheNtn-1,ng ci4use. .tr

spciAal studs. 1;,.sting two
It it is iess than

a full course the atith,; ,bould show how tt:.: hued in the eourse or

being taught and hov, wa, eluic. to material that p-;!cedLd or

'-,wed
4. Ihr vv. -ctins! .

it

rthed ('a entrit'S I he w..nu to kriov, Abihts

levcIs, or speci,il etaravteristics appl 1Fth e \\;_1`, de eloped for a

rrlieultir soctoccononue t eihnft grouptrinp th uo)4,..2, ne:.1 10 he informed

5. step-by:step h,, (at 1 MUSt

;, 111.2 nrIrro,o f )1 the v,rds Poertit is to help tthei

teachcrs. Thcsicroiects can serve 00 onls

of the methoi!, mpIuiyed. It Ito! criough -.impl . to sas that i resource

speaker via,. ilk-0 -the reaoer should he 0%.1: h,-0A the

speaker presented economft ideas. yk,,:it touoyi, .ten,, -11:5 Albre con-

ducted. how this activity ' el the total nrolect, how 1 es evaluated,

and so on Where :Topriate samplc s-on plans ',honk] H ncluded, along
Otcet, that might have

been prepared for the Indent-, and the like. A con- 01 trIc

human and material resi;ur,:s used should he included in the rept t.

The i1,44, r h,,!, t. 0 Ii 0-1011111 be more than a rehash of

someone clse's work. At the k st Wye on entirely new -twist- to

'n idea,developed in a pro ion y ear. Ideas 111,11 ,captured awards in ti-,-:ars

tend to bold hat.- Ibis does not mean that they are not good.

but simply that the alliiirtiN mus' go to those V. tIO develop fresh applOaches ikr

teaching economics.
7. Plioroi,,,rviik or %amides s(iii i (,r), or un hided. Photographs

of bulletin hoard arrangements. table displays. and other items that

cannot be siiippc..; ftro not'oss;iry to submit large posters or

bulky objects if a photograph ,ak ill suffice. Neither is it nek.-essiu y to send in

everything the students ha.e done, A fow examplesone or two typical

term papers. for instance v. ill

h. Me cuitniewiion
flood teaching

units have three basic rNirts: (1 initiatory and motivational activities, (2)

developmental activit.,:s and.() culminatir.g activities. The first h,:lps to get

the pupik interested in the un}l project. or lesson: the second develops the

ideas. concepts. skills. undo standing and attitudes Nred n Iht: 4(41.11. nd

the third brings the experience to a close by summarizing and applying what

was taught. Plilys, assernlatv programs. displays. field trip s. the making of

;)
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'<iu Town: A Prirnar
Economy
An Finnornns Unit fur I hir c.rad, r=

CHAPTER ONE

Nancy L. Naumann

intrtAuction
1111,

r.,111L'Illitri\ in the cJcri:riiti er C1,11 Juldien ink. the
tore, program goals dealing w "Ctt. Ted to help -Aliderns
prpgress from xcr,. ts quite ahstraci le,= els of thinLing in

hoth eognitive iiid atfecnte id I l0 ut t).,1,11 tities (,)1 111.111

or language. It Jr a)1 LJJLsl II .1

students' indit idual as well as interperson crow th: t:hildren learn h doing.
We begin with a few has;c es:onk-sin ideas ;old grad'. supplement

these until we hat e established uI emu L ommunitt the centrai Milts( of
our effort is the operation lit mr toxxn--complete with economic, cuttural .
and political components. Youngsters spend :thou( three 0-mmute periods a
week engai. !n their respecilyt: t:MI eel I seeking (hell 101 Wile', iii ou,

kid-sized u d [he other blocks of time are desisted d to latIUP discussions
of concepts related to eLoliuuuluc, wh m_h in turn add tie examples of
iommunit!, life. re.kiing. math seiene, and art
experiences are c(iordinated tvith economics ;:ts much as ruroieble and spread
throughout the school day rhe program is not textbook oriented. It is based
upon dis,ussion, teacher-prepared activities. and enrichment activities
culled from a variety of resource matOrials. We do use a couple of social
itildies texts as reference, hecatis, the topics in a test of the chapters are
appropriate to our needs. An text or IrAde hook kNith pertihem information
would serve the same porpose.

To he truly effective this project must he developed through creative
teaching. I decided ,iagd

needs and to maint0 enotO t1cIhi v to move ahead NA it h the interests of-

the class. We have a'1+iti I oxii ctL'h xeiti III mx third glade all alike in



general format, but incredibly different in their specific characterioics, as
different as the pecsonalities that :omprise each group of .students. TbAs

particular unit encompassed nine weeks:but the length varies somer.bat

from it rm to term, although the project is usually conducted during the final

two innriths of school. We save the hest till lastwhen the class has
.i,hicved enough cohesiveness and basic skills to allow the program to

ttt- Citt'(.11%.el4

,earning .Activities

one point I regarded the idea of building a simulated community as unique
in the field of primary education. It is not, brit that hardly affected the
c/sifilren's fascination and involvement with our town. It was to stave off the

nutldle-of -March blahs that I decided to look for something besides a
pencil -.end -paper approach to learning at,out money. I scribbled ideas into
iris plan hook to share with the children. I Ivan a fairly intense discussion

(Irk . hut ent'ustasm is contagious and eventually most eyes
ic open and hands up. Everyone knew that money has something ter do

u. ith \Atli, people Akork, but it took us a little longer to sort out just what

people spend money for. We established three categories: needs (food..
niinspoi tation, medical eire): privileges :it fudge sundaes. an

afternoon at the movies); penalties (a ticket for speeding. a fine for littering).

e then discussed how people earn money: the production of goods and
services. When we had listed a sufficient number of examples for each

suggested we translate these social activities into classroom-
For convenience. we drew up a single list of classroom

ti ities the children would either Pay for (penalties and privileges) or he

p.iid GI( 1,.CrAkes). Even hefore the fees were determined, our list revealed

,
sshich heclii-- more telling as the children

attached a price tag to each item.
No'w I told them I would give each pupil ten dollars of play money a

I he could use it ir!s way !hey wanted for the things on our list. They
kIIIR:10 discovered that depending on how they behaved. how many treats
the4 ddcutted, and how hard they worked in the room. they might have more

nuns at the end of the ',keel ir norie----atallz There were still some looks of

!,nt the game element won unanimotP4 approval. Werthen turned

!hi,: won) into a money factory, tracing real coins orrto--4*ardboard and

,lestuiling Uoilm 1?111", dittO 111.011Li N. 1)11Q of the coin orkerz-. -observed,

ou kl)(14%. . if we're going to have all this money. we ought to have a _

toy keep it Someons added from across the room. :'and wallets, Why
not I found some small business envelopes. which, when adorned with a

tined monogram. served for holding several Lilts and coins. We decided

to transtorni our puppet theater into a hank, complete with counter and
window. We decided that the job of hank teller would pay 75 cents a day,

that the hanker should stay in the Wank at all times (even while e-doing class
ork ). and that everyone would have a turn as hanker.

13



When we officially started the project. everyone received a spanking
new ten-dollar bill, and immediately there was a run on the hank. Not only
did this frustrate the teller but mild anarchy broke out in the room. Children
walked around aimlessly and before long I had imposed three modifications
of the prgject: ( I) no one could miss more than One period of math or reading
per week: (2) an alterhative activity (privilege) would have to he chosen (and
paid for) when skipping the regular activity; and (3) no more than two people,
could opt to miss the same activity. Money changed hands very rapidly the
first week. The ambitious were hauling in nickels, dimes. and quarters as fast
as they could wash the sink or clean the hoards: the thrifty stashed away
their cash for a rainy day; and the others enjoved spending without Much
thought of the future. While I did not much enjoy keeping track of who was
talking out of turn or who was not paying attention or who was teasing
whom, and collecting the designated fees. I could not help noticing how
everyone's behavior was improving.

The children who were content to swap their money for the privileges
on our list stayed highly-interested in the project. but the avers needed to
see a grease. nurpose than just collecting a wallet full of hills. One of them.
after about two weeks. came in lugging a hag stuffed with old, toys and
hooks. "My mother.- she exclaimed. -said we don't nek-1 these any more
and we should auction them off! What's an auction?" Other youngsters
followed suit, and soon we were ready for our first auction. Auctiobs quickly
became a weekly event and the most eagerly awaited of our activities. All
items were displayed beforehand, so that the children could evaluate the
merchandise and choose ' hat they wanted. H-lf-used coloring hooks
bwright in as much as sis or seven dollars. which really holstered our
banking funds. Stuffed animals. even the well loved grungy sort. werelbig
sellers. One of the children w ho contributed -a sitahle bundle of goods
thought it was unfair not to receive some money in return The class decided
that 50 percent of the price of each item sold would go to the contributor.
This provided a good introduction to fractions and also encouraged more
children to bring items in for the auction.

At ten-dollar sala,res per week. a good Adeal of money entered the
economy. For several bursting :diets. hank accounts were opened. We all
wade hank books with columns for "deposit." -withdrawal.- and -hal-
:ince.- and we learned the meaning of "interest.'' which was compounded
weekly at 5 percent. Before this the hank had been simply a treasury for
rep ivine or paving ont fec, !nd ;, was really a hank. We got
involved in a lottery. Our infant economy was fast growing into a way of life.
From our nat :ow study of :Honey was emerging a small community, in which
differing values and varying lifestyles %Acre corning into play. much as in the
real world. We decided to name our community'. Several possibilities were
suggested. but "Kid Town" won by popular acclaim, We then agreed to list
the things we had d, .aped thus far as a way of seeing where we had been
and possibly understanding where we were going. We wrote on the hoard:
money. the bank the auction, the lottery. Then we asked. "What real goods



and services do people need money for ?" The list included food, shelter.
clothing, medical care, and utilities. We then named the services provided

for a community rather than for individuals alone: mail delivery, police, fire
fighters, garbagf collectors, street cleaners, a mayor. That these services

were supported bytax dollars clarified a few issues that had received much

attention locally teachers' salaries in particular.
Next we assigned an arbitrary value to each service, hoping the fikures

would be commensurate with other "Kid Town" prices. When we totaled
the _cost of all public services and divided by the uumbcr of citiicns, it
worked out to a tax of four dollars a month. Fair enough. I though(but the

children did not want to part with their hard-earned money for such remote

purposes. The groans increased when I introduced the notiorrOf bills. Cards

were designed indicating repair charges, doctor's fees, and the like. Each

child bad to draw one card a week and pay the fee tda clerk who noted each

payment on a master chart. All this began to complicate life a little, but we

had added thinks gradually enough so that the children were able to
understand each new phase of our world-within-a-world.

Kid Town wanted a town crest, as a sign of its identity and unity. It had

four sections with a symbol in each: money. depicted by coins; working

together, by two smiling faces; learning, by a book and pencil; and jobs, by a

factory. We had already decided on important town functions, so now we

made a list of jobs not necessarily supported try public funds. The class
discussed how the various roles could he adapted to the classroom. We came

up with a chart showing a variety of career opportunities including teacher,

author, carpenler, toy maker, dancing instructor, newspaper editor, farmer,
insurance agent, librarian, and store clerk, Everyone was ready to turn the

-classroom inside out to create shops and offices. All I had to do was help

i,n.ganize their industrial fervor. This employment boort led us very naturally

into a consideration of advertising. "Words That rake Us Buy" was the
'theme of our next activity, and we pored over 010 newspapers and

Magazines to find catch ro "Best Buy Ever!" Pollutibn Free!"
"Giant Economy Size!" and on and on. In making our signs and billboards.

we combined a lesson in letterin with composing of the -commrcial

message,
.

Next came the scavenging for raw ma cria s. Before 'long. the library

was filled with books and the' carpenter shop accumulated a useful stock of
woo4. We also found a resource person to help our local farmers get started

productively. Some minor arranging of the room gave everyone enough

space to set up shop and let the room look somewhat townlike without its

being disrupted for math and reading time.
Now we were ready for business, which also meant eliminating the

ten-dollar salary for all but town employees. The others had to sink or swim.

Kid Town thereupon entered a phase that is not easy to describe, functioning

casually yet with a structure arrived at by the children themselves. The first

big question was: "if we're always busy doing our own work, how are we

ever going to see other shops or buy things from other pcople? I didn't have

any answers, but the dileMma resolved itself naturally once we got started.
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As in the world outside. some children worked continuously and produc-
tively. and concentrated on selling at the best possible price. Others would

make something. sell it, then idle for awhile until that money was spent. and

begin the cycle all over again. Some children had a difficult time settling into
anything constructive on their own initiative. I could not help wondering if

_these particular patterns of behavior would persist through the children's
lives, or whether the clear financial consequences of productivity or lack of

it 'would work to redirect the children!s performance.

In any event, some remarkable zoods and services came out of kid

Town: Our toy ,makers recycled cereal boxes to create a freigh train; the

carpenters designed airplanes, sailboats. and a few nameless products that

became useful items when turned upside down; the farmers planted so many

green bean seeds that some actually sprouted; and two girls founded a

dancing school. One of our brighttst ventures was a candy shop. stocked

from home. which operated one afternoon a week and caused most other

businesses to shut down temporarily_ , Most of our -business folk" began on

a self-employed basis. People were more apt to work side by side on similar

projects than to join forces "a a single item. Toward the end of the school

year. however. a few job ihnis and mergers took place, By this time, we

were devoting three 45-minute afteraffon sessions a week to individu:il jobs.

with. an optionar 70 minutes each morning. On the other afternoons we
discieed ways of developing our community further. One idea involved the

purchase or rental of propertyspecifically. one's desk. This meant a bit

more bookkeeping and a 'cision to 'flier huy a "home" for eight dollars or

rent one for 75 cent' a week. A rot- y at the -Kiddie Carl Shop" inspired

an interest in law and order that led to a town government. Two candidates

for mayor were selected and the campaigned before the election. Besides

the traditional promise to lower taxes, they urged -a full day of Kid Town.-

-an extra fee for staying in the bathroom too long'- and "a 20-second chink

after gym As luck would have it. the, voting elope out a tiebroken (in
Curt's favor) by telephoning a child at home with the chicken poX.

By June we tried to limit any further development. Mayor Curt had

taken over much of,the town organization and had ideas of his own. The

mystery of the missing money at the Kiddie Card Shop was never solved.

but the detective work that transpired watt is impressive as any I had seen on

IV. (For a while they even suspected me!) None of us iiKiirmIked about the
closing of school, but about the closing of Kid Town. Our community had

become the focus of our saool life: the source of our motivation. and the

aim of much learning. A rninisociety, it shared many of the features of the

larger society features that, made for the interest and value of Kid Town.

Evaluation
There is no statistical evidence that this project worksno pencil-paper
tests, no recorded scores in a teacher's marking book, none of the traditional

A's. B's, and C's to send home to parents. Through this study I am seeking

to develop children's cognitive and affective - levels of perception in eco-
g
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-44nomics. Goals are achieved through direct involvement in a simulated
community. And it is in terms of the quality of that participation that
students are evaluated.

As children engaged in day -to -day Kid Town experiences, I asked
.myself many of the questions pteviously designed to measure each objec-
tive. Five consecutive classes have now en' ed cr their own
-communitytestimony that most of those questions have been nswered
with a hearty yes. making this a unit worth repeating each year .

Youngsters' self-evaluations have also been instrumental in promoting
the program. Their accounts of what they have learned, what they have
enjoyed. and what they hope to remember confirm and strengthen teacher
interpretations regarding the validity of incorporating economics into. the
curriculum.

The impact of this unit upon student behavior transcends the field of
economics. It is a natural exercise in behavior modification complete with
contingencies (penalties) and rewards (services and privileges). Children
stand to gain or lose depending on their actions and values in the classroom.
It fosters a marked improvement in everyone's behavior. -

Loyalty to Kid Town extends beyond IM period of the study itself. This
classroom town has become somewhat of a legend at our school and
generates continued interest among third-grade alumni. "Did you start Kid
Town yet?" children inquire throughout the year. greeted by blank stares
from students not yet introduced to Ow program. Once the community does
open its doors, fourth-, fifth-. and sixth-graders return frequently to check
our progress. They offer helpful hints to proprietors and draw comparisons
between their economic ventures and those of the current community. -We
didn't have a sports arena last year." a fourth- grader lamented recently_ .
"We should have thought of that.-

Kid Town lives on ; the hearts and minds of its citizens. This collage of
experiences is best captured not in words but in the spirit in which it is
conducted. with sensitivity toward student growthboth great and small.
Laura, acquires hundreds of d 'liars through clever and wise business
investments. Joey willingly completes xn entire project for the first time all
year. And Margie overcomes deep personal insecurities enough to join with
a classmate in a career enterprise.

. Joey irrid Margie may not have attained extlemc heights in critical
thinking through their involvement with economics. But their growth is at
least as significant as [.aura's and niav eventually make a gi-eater difference
to their future. Progress is relative in oup simulated community. there's
something for everyone.

Kid Town seems to combine meaningful education in all academic areas
with high-interest activities. It helps children to want to learn and provideS
them with the tools and skills to make that learning come alive. The goal of
all education should be to develop students who actively use their minds to
search for and interpret new knowledge. Furthermore. that goal should be
the criterion by which any curriculum program is evaluated.

6
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Kids. Kountry Kookbook
Economies For Third aryl Fourth Grades

Cathrine A, Richmond

Ne on-Ransom Elementary School. Clarks Summit, Pennsylvania

introduction
My main goal in teaching this unit was to provide students with a wide range
of learning experiences that would be unique in terms of what youngsters
typically expect in an elementary classroom. My plan was to incorporate
other subjects into this economics project, to offer children a variety of
challenges, and to provide them with opportunities to nractice decis'on-
making and problem-solving skills.

The following specific objectives were developed in the unit:

To involve students in production. marketing. advertising. sales, and

business operations;
To establish a classroom corporation. "The NewtonL Ransom Kids
/Corporation," and to operate a hisiness;

qv To provide pupils with first-hand experiences in producing a product fot

sale;
To demonstrate, how a business operates within the framework of the

American economic system;
To involve students in activities designed n) develop their critical
thinking skills and abilities.

Overview
This project was designed, to involve students in a 'real" business experi-
ence. 'Learning activities included selecting and leveloping a product.
establishing a corporation, holding elections for,otlicers, borrowing money
to go into business, selling stock in the company, marketing the product. and
paying taxes. I felt thar the first step in this undertaking was to develop
individual initiaove. The children would be pr6,,idcd with many oPportuni-
ties to make choices and solve problems both independently and collec-
tively. -Working with two grade levels and with students of differing abilities,

'I hoped to instill an attitude of Cooperation among the children. At this point,
the.main emphasis was'on helping the students adapt to new situations and

providing them with opportunities to contribute to the total project.
The success of this project was far beyond my expectations. What had

actually begun as a spin-off of our classmom newspaper grew like Topsy,"
Originally I had planned on preparing a mimeographed cookbook after the
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children wrote to a small up of people reqt:esting favorite mcipes.
However, press co erage of our project attracted recipes from a fifty -mile
radius, and many people wrote to us asking to purchase the cookbook:

Our project actually began with our school newspaper, The Three-
Fourtonian. We printed our first issue just before Christmas, and it was
distributed to all classrooms in tfie school. The children also took a copy
hofne to dick parents. They loved writing the newspaper and they received
armor helpful instruction- from the editor of our local paper. The Voice.
During a class discussion, the editor suggested that an important function of
a newspaper isto advertise products and services available to consumers.
The children w-:re shown how advertisements were designed and prepared
for printing. When I originally decided to incorporate a unit on economics.
into the second semester, I had no actual "product" in mind. I knew what I
wanted to accomplish in terms of integrating other subjects into the project
but had no definite ideas of what could be accomplished. While I was
teaching a tnit orsnutrition, the idea of a cookbook came to mind. In fact, it
was the - children themselves who decided a cookbook wouki be a great
produet ey were aware of the, ecoribm'es unit I was planning since I hadIl

introduce
i

everal concepts. including producer. goods, consumer, and

business. 1 so mentioned that our unit of study would explain how many
different businesses operated in the economy to produce goods and services
for consumers to satisfy their wants.

I created -Egbert,- the economic egg. since it is not always easy to
capture nine and ten year olds' attention without some creativity an
motivation. Egbert was 'a hand puppet who became an immediate hit.
Several Egberts were always available. for the children to take home, with
the understanding that Egbert would tell their parents what they had learned
in school. As a part of this activity we role-played with Egbert, made murals
and collages.- prepared vccial reports. and learned new words

Next-we tuivertised for recipes in our class newspaper. asking pern.
sion to publish them in our cookbook. The children also wrote personal
letters to- well-known individual.s'in the community and throiighout the
country, requesting their recipes. The children were especially pleased and
excited when they received a reply from Rosalynn Carter. First Lady of the
White House. During this phase of the project, various resource-persons
were called upon to help us learn some basidieconomic principles. A market
analyst for Sandvik Steel Company arranges] a field trip to the plant. where
the pupils observed the assembly line :,, opelation-and.list, [led to managers
of the company discuss how prices for manufactured goods are determined.
Several guest speakers were invited to the classroom and gave informative
presentations on operating a business.

After a few weeks of planning, we decided it was time to establish our
business. Just before Easter vacation, the children Chose to name their
company the -Newton-Ransom Kids Corporation.- Officers were elected,
and the various stages of production required- to produce. cookbooks were
identified. We role-played the productivity of an individual worker versus -

the assembly line, assigned jobs. and issued stock in the company. The stock
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waN p d at 5 cents per share and was sold on one -to a- customer basis.

total of shares of stock was sold the first week it was issued.
1-1

Recip s kept coming in by mail almost every day. In just a few days we

received 125 recipes. Now it became necessary to make arrangements with
The Voice, one of our two weekly newspapers. to set the recipes,in type to
be pasted on boards for photographic reproduction. One mother who is a
commercial artist came to the classroom and introduced the children to
kitchen art. Each student produced some art work on a 4' x 5- piece of
paper. The collage of their artwork was used for the covet of the eooki,00k
as well as throughout the body of the publication to add interest. The original
art collage was reduced 58 pert.etit for reproduction. and. the reduced print

was cut up and pasted on various pages throughout the cookbook.
Right before Easter, the newspripe. writers produced the third issue of

the class newspaper and included a sample recipe as a teaser for future
cookbook sales. Copies of the paper were distributed to rae children~'
parents, to all classes at the school; and to local and Scranton newspapers.
Our advertising workers also placed ads in the two local newspapers to ask

tor recipes, and later used the same approach to sell the cookbooks.
Newspaper coverage of the project wie-. superb. Once people read-abauf the
cookbook. requests poured into our classroom. _Many people included
comments indicating that they thought, this acti!ty plovided an excellent
learning experience for the children. Our ,student vice president of the
company rect'rded the 0.-ders as they e received. noting the date.
customer's name. address. town, aad -/op code, and the amount of purchase.
We were fortunate to have the cooperation. of the school district in many
ways. The cookbook was actually printed in the graphics art department of
the high school. Parents also cooperated by volunteering todrive children on
many of our field trips. F6e most exciting field trip for the children was a
visit to the high school to obsere the actual process of printing the 221

copies of the cookbook.
The officers.of the corporation drafted a resolution to borrow $25,00

from the hank office of the Third National Bank in Clarks Summit to
establish an account f°+- the cookbook project. The children presented their
resolution to hank officials and were given approval to qt up a checking
account for the, Newton-Ransom Kids Corp 'ration. T money from the
loan as well as from stook sales and cookbook orders deposited. our
treasurer was then given the authority to at rite checks and to pay hills. Our
bills included $75.00 for typesetting. $13.01 for paper on which to print the
cookbook. and $12.80 for film plates used by the printer. We also purchased
envelopes from the school district and paid the postage for mailing the
cookbooks to our customers. Throughout the project the children were
introduced to fundamental economic ideas and generalizations through a
variety of teaching strategies. .1 few of the learning activities are described

below,
What makes our economy' work? This activity was to show students

ttaw goods and services are produced. to explain the process of economic
growth. to demonstrate the workings of the economic system. and to help



them understand the, relationship between producer and consumer. hgbert.

our economic egg. crved as the "tour guide diroughout this activity.

including ".. ities Need Services" and A City Needs Goods, to make
Pictures fr m magazines were employed, as well as several filmstrips.

Vadents aware of consumption and production and anther forms of economic

activity Cast surround their everyday life. Our discussion focusect on con-

sumer wants and the impact of consumer demand on the economy. The
children began to see the Importance of comparative shopping and the need

for consumers to maximize incir limited ircomes to s:visfA allele unlimited

wants for goods and services. The children discussed the role government

plays in protecting consumers through regulation and control of the market

stem. Each child wrote letters to lawmakers expressing an interest in

wing how government actions influence economic decisions. The CBS

documentary film, Children of Harvest. was used to explain the govern-
ment's role in protecting the rights of migrant workers and their families.
The students worked in groups to learn about people who start their own
businesses, and they made charts showing different types of businesses and
occupations, including those of their parents.

Business erterprise. What began as a 'simple project by the third- and

fourth-grade youngsters had now burgeoned into a full-scale business
venture. In preparation for publishing the cookbool'. the children heard a

presentation on the manufacture and types of papers available to publisher~.

The talk was by a sale.4"representative with H. A. Whi -!rnan Company. who

served' as a community resource person. The guest speaker discussed the

many uses of trees and how one important product of tree,. is paper. The-

youngsters were asked to look around their classroom and see how many

things were made of paper. They agreed that they probably needed paper

most of all as students in a classroom. The speaker explained how chemicals

are added to pulp to refine the paper and how titanium is necessary to make

white paper. He described paper machines and how paper is first made into

rolls and then cut into sheets. The children received many swatch books of

sample papers from which to select their choices for printing their cook-

books.
Health foods. This part of the protect introduced children to important

cAcepts related to food preparation. meal planning. and personal health and

hygiene:The values of health foods and their positive influence on proper

utrition were discussed in connection with the cookbook ct. A

co triunity resource person spoke to the youngsters about e effee s of

sugar, and preservatives in their diet. The discussiorialso focus on

fruits and ve_ tables., and the children had the opportunity to sample -uch

products as protein cookies, yogurt chips. carrot chips. soybean snacks Ind
sunflower seeds during the presentation on health foods. This led to a st dy

of nutrients. minerals. carbohydrates. fats, vitamins. and proteins in conn

tion with well-balanced meals and the primary food groups. Several

were used to reinforce these concepts. including Where Does ifeat feemme

From? and Ill Trade My Cookie for an Orange.
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A ial field trip. A fiMd trip is usually an exciting experience for
elementary children, but even more exciting when four boys and girls.
officers in the Newton-Ransom Kids Korporation, visit the superintendent's
office to sell their first shares of stock in their cookbook publishing firm. The
children explained to the superintendent that stock purchases were limited
to a sin& share, pricedat 5 cents. Their business trip increased their :-offers
by 15 cents, since the business manager and the assistant superintendent
:Ai, purchased -hares to insure the stieettss of the venture This was an
assignment that the children enjoyed, and they were delighted with the
terrific response &cm the -school district. parents. and community. They
wrote letters to express their appreciation to many friends throughout the
area'who helped provide investment capit, to establish the company. New
economic ideas were developed from this activity and included concepts
such as common stock, capital, stock certificate, income, profit, dividends,
investment. and corporation,

Advertising the eonitheok. The children sent letters to many people
asking for recipes to he included in their cookbook. The school district
public relations office alsosent news releases to help us get recipes. First on
our agenda were lessons in letter writing to prepare the children to appeal to
parents and friends to submit favorite recipes. Of course the youngsters
were hoping for lots of recipes so that ile-t could produce a cookbook that
would make all of their newfound fricids proud of their effort. A special
edition of The Three-Fourtmlian was issued with a request for recipes. but
the greatest response came when area newspapers printed an article about
the cookbook. The return mail for sev et mil weeks hrought letters postarke
from Honesdale to Montros and from Wilkes-Barre to Scranton and all

vromts between. One of our adveruseau nts is shown below;

W.111 r.,:-,i ;is, it will he
adding anotl- publishing venture besides our newspaper. We're
using our new spapet to advertise for your favorite recipe because
were going to publish a cookbook using our parents' and friends'
favorite recipes. We want to hOve it re4dy for Mother's Day, Will
you help us'' Please send your favorite recipe to the Newton-
Ransom Elementary School. Clarks-Summit. PA 18411. We'll
ippreciate it much. Thank You

F

Producing thr Cookbook. Mt:Wight of the pi ow-,A took pioee iii the
high sclbiol graphics art room when fhe students and some of their parents
-walked through" the entire printing process of the cookbook. Under the
supervision of the printer. they .were shown how the camera is used to

vpholograph pages for reproduction. how film is processed for negatives, how
.negatives arc made into aluminum plates. how plates are .burned. cleaned.
and put on the press, The printer ran pages off the press for the children,
who collated preprinted hooks in assembly line fashion. The children were
then shown how the folder works :aid how ar stapling machine is used to bind
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books. The children helper' staple the cookbooks and enjoyed using the foot

pedal on the stapler. As, a final operation. the children again formed an
assembly line to count and package finished cookbooks. rhe children were

excited when they saw a photographer from a local newspaper taking
ictures of our work,.

Selling cookbooks. Our cookbooks sold at $2.00 a copy and the recipes

ranged from flower candies to main dishes. homemade breads, and delicious

desserts. The cookbooks V-, to ..::1,,mor,. to Prilt. for Mother's

Day, and orders received after the deadline date were canceled, and checks

returned to customers.
Our newspaper advertisement read as follows:

If you really want cook. here "s something to co ik with. The
Newton-Ransom kids Korporation is now taking orders for our
cookbook. If you want to buy a cookbook. write' .4i check for $2.00

and send it with your name and address to the Newton Ransom
Kids Korporation. There are some good things in this cookbook!
This - cookbook will let you have>a ball in the kitchen. The recipes
are yummy. So please ask anybod to buy a cookbook. Don't wait
to order because our limited:Jsupply will he on a first-t.oine,
first-served basis. Order Now!

Concluding Comment
The first-hand lei son these youngsters learned about the Inplexities of
business, from its conception all the way to a profitable operation, t he

measured in words or numbers. The very magnitude of the probl4ms
in, olved in tits project. engaging students in the third- and fourth grades,

surely says a great deal about the skill daring. and confidence the children
displayed as well as their ability trid__yy_illingness to learn. Utilizing, profits

from our sales. the children decided i21 donate $50 to the Tackawanna
County Association for the Blind and $10 to the American Red Cross. My
personal refiections of the economics project are as varied as the activities

we undertook and the successes the children achieved. I believe the most
significant outcome %yds the learr;ing of basic economic concepts which will

serve as useful analytical tools to help children become responsible citizens.
This project provided me with a wonderful, warm. and ,joyous experienkx us

encI4r.
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Economk Changes over the
Ages
A Third-Grade Economics Study

Mary Kathryn Bourbonnais-,
Jefferson Elementary School. Shawnee, Oklahnia

Introduction
This project was de- igned to help third-graders become responsible partici-
pants in our country's economic system. My main goal was to integrate basic
economic ideas and understandings into the existing curriculum where
reading. writing, and aripMetic received major emphasis I wanted the
children to read stories. to write creative essays. reports. and plays, and to
work math problems that dealt with evcrythiy economic living.

Developmental Activities
We began the year by discussing the meaning of the word change. On the
first day of school the children were greeted by chart posted on the
clasroom door: "Vacation Time Is Over It's Time for a Change!" Our
discussion helped children become aware of changes in, the ways People

wgrk and live, as consumers. savers, income earners. progucers, and

iriestors. At this point the youngsters were beginning to appreciate lb
many goods and services which they had. in the past. taken for granted. This
activity paved the way for the development of the project, -Economic
Changes over the Ages.- I told the children that during the year we would
study important changes in the economy that enable us to coy the standard

of living we have today.
The project theme was written on the chalk board. tvly students started

to discuss changes that were made from the age of the cave people to the
space age of today. Creative thinking also was encouraged, as each child
responded to such questions as the following:

How wouleyour life he changed if all of the money in the world
disappeared?
How would yciur life be changed if you had to produce everything you
constAned?
How would your life be changed if you were told when and where you
could work as an adult?
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How would your life be changed if television and radio quit orking
forever?

The point to emphasize, is the difficulty of examining changes in the
ways people work and live withaut including eco9omics as a vital part of the
discussion. My students started to learn some basic economic concepts
during the very first day of school. We began with a discussion of producer.
constiTher, goods and services, wants, natural resources. and income The
children were excited and motivated to learn- more about economic changes:
and they realized how and why learning takes place; they had fun while.
applying their efforts. A few.-of the learning activities developed in this
project are described below(

Early people. Some of the goals of this unit were to help the students
become aware of the basic economic wants of all people throughout the
ages, to show the students the importance of capital and the impa4r f
division and specialization of labor, to-help them realize the significant of
technology and innovation, to reveal that production of great importance,
and to provide pupils with opportunities for planning and decision making.

Early in the unit the conception of basic need for food, clothing, and
shelter was established. Pictures and stories about prehistoric life were
used to develop a time line. We were dealing with a period before
civilization, when there were no stores or factory-manufactured clothing.
tools. and processed foods; yet early people survived in spite of many
economic hardships. The children learned ,hat the invention of tools and the
discovery of fire were especially impoi taut to early people. 'The children
loved to tell-anyone who was willing to listen how early people discovered
and used fire.' The children would light up" when they related facts about
the economic changes that were taking place during this periosi.

timely story about pottery was used to introduce basic economic
ideas, and the children made pottery in class. With pottery in hand they-
enjoyed explaining how early people's discovery of pottery allowed them to
store grain and barter for other goods and services. Because money (as we
know it today) was not availableat that time. grain was used as a medium of
exchange. At this point in our study, children brought things from-home to
barter in class and they learned how the value or worth of these items was
determined; they would not trade unless they felt they were making a good
deal.

Lady people's shelter lung he 1,iiiembeled by the students. The
children constructed a cave in the corner of the room, to he used as a
resource and learning center. They made a list of the resources needed.
developed a division-of-labor chart and identified specialists who would
build the cave. Economic concepts such as specialization, labor, capital.
production, and resources became a part of the children's vocabulary. As an
outcome of this activity, the children recognized the importance of having
skilled workers to build our houses, and they were thankful for the many
tools, building materials, and supplies that we have today.
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While studying the basic food groups in yur health class, we comparEd
early people's diet to our own. The children identified =foods cave people
pro ly depended on for stirvivil Next. they collected and consumed
van kinds of nuts and berries thitt might have. been typical of a food
Bath is meal. This tasting experience helped to point out ate dependence
of y people n nature. Again, we were thankful fig, thechanges which'e

allow 'us to h many kinds of food. to consume today.. Just think:
without t nsportaUon, science, and teennotogy, , we too, might have to

ihake demperate attempts for survival., .
The children appreciated the advantages of tools after they studied the

science unit. 'Fools and Their Uses:. Each student made tools representa-
tive of the Old Stone Age. They concluded that even simple stone tools were
better than no tools at all. but that cariepeople would have enjoyed a better
life if tools had been made of steel and iron, or if electrically powered tools
and machines had been available. They also learned that ciivepc,,ple showed
it lot of ingenuity in terms of developing tools to meet it 'tr needs. A bullqtin
hoard, -Tools and -Dien- Uses,- w Li. pi epai ed to lemind s about who: we
had learned.

Early people migrate to North America. I his activity was designed to
,help students understand economic changes made during the Stone Age. to
make them aware of the faciors that influrc consumer behavior, to show
the importance of division of labor 1,, incjeic,,i1 production. .nd to help
pupils realize that resources help determine production.

Early people's migration to North America became much more mean-
ingful to the children after extensive map study and discussion, The
movement aeross the Hering Strait was particularly impressive to the
children. especi: after they realized the fiardship:, early people had to
endure just to stay dive. The children learned that early people's survival
continued to der `iii upon then ingenuity and list, of mutual resources, and
the pupils were provided the opportunity to use their own ingenuity to find
solutions to economic problems, l'hey' discussed changes (improvements)
made during the Stone Age that helped eat k people raise their standard of
living. The improvement of tools', production techniques. and consumer
goods. including better housing clothes, and food preparation and preserva-
tion/ were identified. Out, studv focused on the Indians of the Northeast.
Hams. Southwest, Anil Northwest and the was in which they satisfied their
basic needs for food. clothing and shelter. Many of the previously discussed
economic ideas were repeated: but in particular. this unit emphasized the
importance of climate and natural resources in determining production and
consumption.

After a discussion of foods. we prepared and consumed squaw corn in
class'. Most of the children prepared the recipe for theil families. The sense
of satisfaction they derived from pi vriiiring the squaw ,:orn for their families
prompted the children to assinne active roles as producers of services in
their homes, We eomp ed division of labor in the early_ American Indians'
homes to division of l' ewr in our homes today.

)
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`NC \i ran \pk.Jidnon used h', ic e.trlt Ameri.,0

he Juldien noted the importance of (re!fl,,r,-:Litfon hi the

,;list \ ,monitc nectk, I 1,..,pk the

i'eater to g, ids ,Ind services iind chan,,ed their sLitiLLtrd tit h11114,

I he hiehlight tit' this aetivio, was a visit to the Suw;dl Museum at the
.nr,ersity of ttkkihoma in Norman. I he museum alrllttst seemed to he made

- Neolithic tools surroundA clothirw early people

disp;;o, arid charts ,how me food ',onto:, ,cad 1,Lht,ki, of transport.,

were avad,ihle for our evirmnation I he tom IttlIdt2 IC11LN.

tht %anon-, change, early people had made tr.on the t nti stone Age to the

New Stone Age.r 0. p11710,

that pet:tali/anon and division of ..i-cosed production, I he new

titmil, ideas io he it:arned v.eic th.it ,hone c transportation

promoted coral rule growth that production mere,,,ed n people ilsed
speciallied labor, that consume' demands changed a, :Li mat keN. vt.cre

developed, and that new inventions 1.14211 ,IN the I and the pilaw
increased agricultural production.

deals with the four gt eat discoveries of the European, the plow wheel,

iron and steel, and domesticated animals, The class wit', divided .-no tour

groups to rese.-eh anti present findings pertaining to
Gathering economic facts and sharing information was fun-for the children.

When the class realized the Europeans had much higher standar+, of living

th,ai thL !rniLln.,, of North merit:a thoy immediately asked. why?" They
knew the -Nrneriem Indian had ingenuity What caused the Europeans to he

t,l,anced. he children did research, gathered facts, and concluded that the

European, had raised their standard of living het.:sc they lived in large
groups, developed common languages and number stems. invented the

printing prcss, and ris..itre0 1,c

improvements in the wads they lived and worked.
As a follow-up activity the child- n made a bulletin board to emphasize

the differences In standard of living between Europe and North Ameriea.
During a class discussion we talked about Inc Rica trial Me people of Eu,k)1,

and America of those time,, should have met. If they could have met ar,d
learned to understand each other, many economic changes could have been

)111- h,trf_.,1 i,t rmin rc;,,,on,, %Alp, uropcans were slov,

to discover America. For the people of the two worlds to meet, the
European, would have had to oNertcmc fears of the unknown ocean. I he

inadc a list of the reasons e hi di-,:overies. c\plon+iions, and sea

voyage, had noi leeii p,pular. Ffic, rrepay,.! board can-

boned "rrossing the Ocean Caused a Yommotion. I is ,ietivav helped
focus our attention on the importanL,2 tit Prince Lenry`., 'School to,

Navigators. 1 ne children realised that or kloy iedge regarding sea
travel brought about and ,insed prOgreN'N. l t. ;t, the children



conclusion that Prince tient; probabk rho inore tor tile than any other
person in Europe.

The ehildrer. ..1/4-,mted krcv, lore about t" br:iyy....f rine i,eopie who
promoted economic growth. Lich ehId p,eparcd a hi Lid about .i rite
lexplorer and was allowed to share his info; nation with the elass. Map ird'
(skills were introduced during this acnvit. We traced the rkli!112,, 01 the
yxplorers, discussed the hazards and Im,nefirs of partieular routes. and noted
the imporfance of each ,.%ii4e to Cin t. erowth and lc\ he

children -tched- v. --Id trade unfold before their 1 he members of
th:s unit were to lemtoree thr earlier leaning, and add soinc new

elisions. Now they would learn about supply and derrhoW 'onditio. i !

ho- those conditions intliien,-ed econonne development. I he ad Lnt.L1 ,

:ind disadvantages it .,der 1niu lii 11:titspkol Ill L tc- 01,0

the children learned that the desire frit- wide opened nesr trade r Ades.

hc disL N Afn,ife f_f

role=played the Indiars first siriht if he csplircrs I he class discussed the
excu,kment of the Indians as am, witnessed the explorers use of domesti=
eated fmimals, tools made of iron and steel, the wheel. and later. the plow.
Fhe children betran to see that consumers were nes et satisfied, as they
demanded more and metier goods ono se, ies. that pl wotvu
scientill, thinking, and that producers change their methods of production to
increase profit intl reduce costs. 1-1 he time finished this unit, the class
had re-enacted the :tee of disco' ery and exploration and had become quite
proud of the progress and economic ehanees accomplished over the ages.

New ways in the New World. Fhis unit was designed to make students
aware that consumer demand detormines how productive resources will he
used, to show student', how pioneer families practiced division and spe-
oalization of labor, and to help students understand the economic problem
of scarciL, Utley wet L. to lea' uu the meanli of -cntrepreneur.- and develop

aporeerition. of the economic motives for which the Pilgrims came to
America. It woUld become clear that people's wants vary because of cultural
differences, but that all societies have the same basic economic needs for
food, clothing, and shelter.

11=w ,-hddren did research, wrote creative stories.
prepared a dramatisation to show what life was Like in an English village

at the time of Columbus. The children acted out various roles of the period to
portray fa'rin workers. royal messengers, peddlers, peasants. blacksmiths.
and pioneer farm! :s I nott oramantation made us folk await: of the
importance of t.ht. individual consumer. The students noted that pioneer
families wove their own wool into cloth to make their clothes. We also

discussed how city people bought cloth from the merchants, and we
determined that as more people moved to otie,i, more wool was needed by
merchants and weavers. It became apparent to the children that the weavers

were willing to pay high prices for wool to ,m one who offored it for sale.
this faete, was reinforced when children di', ii that tar,,11,inds which
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had onc-,- been planted an were quieki- hem:: lw !led into tr-
NheeP.

i he ,:hildren pul h irja,c
they 1.4,onld do if they had the ,hone io make rnone h raKing sheep

selling Wool instead of grow ing grain. i-hev hdd some empath (or the squir,!:

but most of the -nig-ken sympathized with the peasants. The childrei. kept

saying. "I.and w the peasants needed .0 make a livin In spite ,t ill

our brainstorming. we could not find atv, of heiping
land without money, and there were no robs aadabl-- to them. I he children

understood the peasants' plight. Through li_dThet the pupd lv rned
that other F.uropeans wanted to come t0 me l led tt i

telio0o, nd
noliticil freedom and to find robs. The class Vt rote ess,0.- a hi lin the Pilgrims'
voyages o America, condL.,led research on the i.ondon i. mpan ano own
rn tel English [minors and Nasal ' house, as well as Pilgrim houses like

in the New World. i-he 1/4. quickit poimed oka zhe

want to continue many of their Flw- van custom, and of living, and
that ci,ming to America would -)ring hardships for the first Thei,

would he no homes available when they arrived, and no markets or creeialty
u,,,d to hayino in Tur,,no one student remarked.

1 hey must have really wanted freedom Land, irid hilt to %;01rIc. 1(,

Ameri 'a where they' would have to start from the beginning again!
The chi .,;ar.dhoc wa, Turned int-, -in early American ttlemen, the

chil,Iren. Part of the class built an Indian village, while another group mode a

Pilgrim settlement. We role-played the Pilgrims settling the Fast ('oast and
employed divisiort.and specialization of labot to build our homes and stores.

Now the children would learn that it %A as necessary for the Pilgrims to

produce the goods and services they wanted because there were no store*.

We watched filmstrir.: and filmloops, read stories, and did research to learn

more about life in the colonies. -The ehtidreti would see the colonies prosper
and ,,,r1,1mi r:h,1100,. %Uh11+1 tt'ri responsible for progress. It
would become clear that specialized labor allowed the colonists to produce

more and better products, that new markets would ho established to
accommodate expansion, and that settlements would grow as the population

'tft,:i= role playng, an,± ,ettlemenr s. the

children had gained a s :rise of pride and satisL ,00n in seeing the progress

that had been made in the New World. It lka', now obvious that we could
survive without the mother country. We grew to resent the King's orders
and taxation from England. Independence tram the mother c--ounn
about to become a real issue. and our fee: nes were so strong about America

that we wanted to tell everyone what we had learned.
Nov, the class asked if they could M, rite a script and present a play at our

next Parent-Teachers Association meeting. They believed they could help a
lot of people appreciate America more if they could shill with them a few.

ideas about our economic system. -lhe children finished the script and
entitled their program "Stand Up tor America, The playpli tt as, i roaring
success. Parents and friends gave the pupils many rous of applause and a

standing ovation af the conclusion of the program.



Better s, ays of working and lining. We hegan this is it tet,:2\sing
the economic changes made hs earl:, people, explorer's. Pilrirris,

ooneers In particular. w e no(ed the H food Nhei!2!-,

tools, production, transportation, eon-monk:anon. and the use of produelke
resources. The children made hooklets, eollages. rid charts and drew.
Illustrations and cut out pictures to show the dlAnge., %.+hieh %1/4 etc oer
the ages ssay.s. ,L.ports. tapes, chalk ihot:irrio, ;Ind models
were means by which we shared IA,

To climax our years studs the CLVO, planned A Pioneer D;t:.. )n this d.o.
we would contrast our ssass .,1 hying with tho\e of the pikMIL!Ci wining
hack the pages of time and drAmanzing the movement. ()to r
ela\sroom resumed ft\ H,1kNhOrl tumo\phero the eh!ldren erupt
thymselses to make preparations. L,; h group it.mstormed its little red
w.igon into a e.wered voigon by hint hric ;Ind gel mg A +-Arne to stet an.r)
Ire group -, were giceri tool\ . it Instanetlons. tor minding
the I: :the It ,,was a thrill to w.it,,h them to-,e th ;;V, dtsision itt
labor. and specialization V.OhOtl: heini, told

Pioneer food and clothing s4.ele pler.,0.2d dAs When

econorme changes over the ages with our school Arnim \ trawls and parents.
Believe me. nese ;.idults Tot the children to a reit! test! When the children
used econort- terms .,Hilt oitH .t) for dermitions. he adults
expressed uazement to `1,ar third-graders fluently use tel ;us such as
entrepreneur. division of lahor, m:o.s production, speeialization, ingenuity,
markets, and economic growth in their even, da:. Yoeabillar),.

We used modern transportation to go the the W. C. Garnet [atm. foto-
miles east of town. When we arrived, the children once again erruped and
pulled their covered wagons to areas within the ten acres that had been set
aside for our use. I hey pretended to ..et up camp separately. Each group was

essay questions and a creative story before they returned to the campfire.
All their belongings were in their little covered wagons. Each group was a
special sight to see! In contrast to the covered wagon. the Smith family

f not ,*
modern conveniences. When the children completed their vvork they
returned to the campsite to prepare a typical pioneer meal of brown beans.
boiled corn, cornbread, freshly churned butter, and fried apple pies. The
fo. . was the hest I ha', c ,:r tasted! Wc iised big iron kettle and cautiously
cooked over an open campfire. 41 found parent involvement to he an asset.
and it was extremely good for parent- teacher rapport and public relations.)
The children loved to shore what the), had learned with their INtrents.

Summary

Economic Changes over the Ages is continuous project
about people and their attempt to sotods economic wants. It was an
interesting story ahout consumers, producers, and inventors who were



dreamer". adventurers, tind builders, I Wrough hopes, dreams, ind endlL

aspfiratto..", people tnroughvut the Ages made changes which shaped our

nation economy i he participation and rolpi, mg r k hildrcn ttltin

our st-Ady allowed us to witness people making econotme :Agress

fording rivers, felling trees to clew their Lind. and huilding

',aid schools with !heir hands brain
From the he ,nning of our unit to the end the snide' . CR:

to visualrie in conch, tc terms the contmumg econowk: LILmge. the

people worked and lived, through reading and research. ttl. student,

Lhson.ered the significant factors conliThining to th,

discovery of new resources And sources of riCACt at iI1 ennon of fie,A
a n.: ,Pill cave

students the opporrumt ,lentn: with the

The House the Children
Built
Economics for Second.Graders

Betty Cole Muench
Ho, k Arkansas

Introduction
Th;,; proje,:t A'is designed to trt ke the children personally in economic

decision making. I he students Ns c gi ell inany tlpporttlnitles to make

decisions, including building a house, choosing carpeting, paint, and drapery

materials, and shopping for household furnishings. They became familiar

with ceunomic tern; such as orp,i ninny cost choice making, meome, and

vonsumer goods and services, f:.ev made their decisions. The project was

also designed to involve the ; rents in every phase of the economic

education program in which thee' children were participating. The parents'

:Tort and enthusiasm for th. project Hart: evident in the amount of time

they spent working with the era4iren.
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Vb. LA ss ,;onsistec 11111 1;d, tat

differing abiut representing
ds the edt I kIC,,ljt:ti ;)

economic ,_oncepts and pr:i,;t:,:L's ttr slit - ttrtlt kut I did not hae
sneLific ideas in mind. :A, the NL_:hk,(11'y cat- piocres,e: I disco\ ,:ted that naio,
of the children 1.4ere hietik mon .dt 1 to learn. and their enthu,idsm hlped
to get me eeued and inten,ted in f.,luhtne \I% :

super-intendent dlo tftle

economies unit. I heir inter( - me
r,h,

11110- 4.40 0404,-..

In the pro,: [1,11:

sAlldrirn learn econ,,m, I me I,. ti i'. , them km inLm Immo,
toll i,r find tail !hell Mit' It ill-ICJ

!ha; an activnA like , 1 h 11,t would plo,, a hands-on
eperienee that would stimulate the ,Thlidter InterL t them

.

with rity principal and disem.,', that her enthusiasm ni truhetl mine After
organizing my thoughts and id nt0 mg specific goals for the project. I

ointactili parent', and nieet 7%! t `Pi

help plan learning activities. I ;11,,I) spoke architeo, ho volunteered
to help put the finishing touches on the ..ketches Ind diawino for the doll
house. .A pharmacist with the Veteran's Administration in'North Little Rock
agreed to help us. build Ole house. One of the pharmacist's hobbies was
designing and building furniture In fact we learned that he had built several
doll houses over thi v ears aml 1/41/4 it, currentF i l !he process of designing his
own house, which was soon to he hti It.

designed to achieve the following oblecti\e'i

lo understand that thec are nut enrrugh prtttlireti.l ,esour,:es to satisfy
our unlimited wan (the problem of carcit
To learn that it takes people, tools, iv. materials and management to
produce the goods and services needed satisfy economic Ai.(fils:
! c that. ,vrrImp. h rwony. how. h. Hhlt`r

for whom to produL are made in the marketplace
fo show that because resource, are scarce. people specialize !el produc-
ing those g. Js and services for which they are ht t suited:

demonstiatc (he flow ,
allocation of goods and services and the distribution of income to
households;
h) explain that the need for trade develops as people become more
interdependent through Increased speci,dizatr m of resources



From the 'start, Lon,e1 flea ,,t pto ,..; oh: the ha
knoAledge necessar for the r the resource do with tht

hildren kift re- titer

to the bask; economic ,,oncepts cmphAsI/e, ire the in-dructionai
objeeti es we had set up. ()ur plan of stu,b, had to he t', rhle_ e did not
know exactly how the resource sp,akers would LW.L: the ,,akepts. which

discussed with them in ad,..anc,!: I decided to organize the proreet inter titter

main stud', EsLih:h-Th.nr: the I- PLi1101142

Economic (= oncepts and How I he, Kulaic it, fiuddirre a Flou,c. : I he

r "nrshing Toth:he," of the o,o2t-lappol to sortie L` 1,11T :!3 11' of

the economic Lorei rs I it thi
knee 1-11a.iren do not A In i ri in the 10.. II v.as need

t:11111,4

hoe of mot
nd hook!

ong exe
th.f Th..

!micro lk made ,:haris po . h iletin hoard
tror,ed ire different

. 1 lead hooks. ac,...pApci ..wd ICI, ,hue. films :aid

filmstrips, took field trips. and \Aron; reports .11,0in enences.

r.,tivity enhanced the project in .1

We began ouriiiudy by diseussing the lain0 i pupils were asked to

sinii;arities and diff -ences among the families In the Jass. ke deLltied

to select (V.0 children the eI s. k) represent our 'amity for the
doll-house project. The students decided th the tinnily shouid include both

a mother and father, but they could not agree on the number of children to
include in the household. At this time K le ;Ind 1.1,0 were chosen 10 he the

parents. and they decided 14y wool.] both drl it.ide the horse to earn
income. Kyle wanted to he an architect. while Lisa explored the possibility
of being a teacher. 141e Li ti. bureau k-11 I ithOr ,a.111 1L1 //041/0/111

011(1001. rtes;, ,;,",;)0_ help (air student-parents

learn about Their occupations, including educational requirements, salary.

and job responsibilities A bulletin hoard entitled -Fishing for, ter kigiu
Decision'. helped reinforce the idea that ehoosin job is one of the most
important decisions individuals Make as adults

The children discovered that Kyle needed college degree to he an

architect. We learned that generally people are capable of earning higher

incomes tic they obtain more education. skill, and work experience. Next we

estimated that Kyle could possibly earn an iconic of S35.000. But after
doing SOIFOL' 1110) !h!f. !h!, !rli:clIT11' level .1.A,,

somewhat high for architects in Arkansas. K le, howecr, was consinced
that our original estimate I'm hi- salao, was ippropritite! Motinwhile Lisa
found that the average salary for teachers in Arkansas tt as approximately.

$9,000. depending upon educational expel teliLc arid ti..ining. Intcre-amp,h,.
the students did not think it was fair that all teachers with lhe same level or
education and experience were paid the same salary . l'he felt
teachers should receive a higher salar-. than tc-chers ordgC:tgl(t'rt:'ihe

'belt -overage'. in performance



The children were becoming aware evens',"
families encounter on a daily 1-,asis. We pre! show ul !he
expenses :.or our NttitientAiiinth he epensi.,
for food, clothing, shelter, medical care. turnnure. utilities, insurance, el

awl taxes. This led to a discuss!on of the 'crew decision- families fiai to
make, including the following!

How viii money he earned ti
How much money should he save()
How mu,h income should hi. ,pcni
Ho,4 warp, children ,brie it he in the I

lJurltlg our oiscussion. II km, f, prorliern; .o.erc)
presented. The children %), ere abed to prepare a bulletin hoard ),hos.ing how
a farnily wouki ii-,c the flit_ ,fop, at ',Oki_ Lilco
problems. 'The steps verei 111 &hwy. the prohll:m. 12) 0,L11,11) Fling goals.
(.ff identifying alternatives, (4) anab, zing the ,onsequences of alterniuo e
actions. and (5) choosing the best soh-ion.

Dc-cidme how many ehildren would be in the family started not to he a
very difficult problem to solve to Lisa and byte. I he had twenty -tour
classmates who wanted to he children in the I rnily. This seemed to he a
good time to mit-, Itice the pupils :4) NOITIC important econ.irmc ideas related
to the cost of raising children. We read, -The $3.000 Hativ. in the local
newspaper. The article contained information ahout hospital and doctor
costs, the cost of furnishing a nursery, and the cost of clothing a baby. The
children discussed the tact that a family's expenses do not stop once those
initial expenses are paid: for example, the baby continues to require food.
clothes, shelter, medical care, toys, and school supplies. After that discus-
sion. Lida and Kyle welt_ asked how many children they wanted in their
family: Kyle wanted four and I two 'Thev decided tocomnromise and the
class voted on three pupils to repre-,ent the children in the family.

A resource person from the First National Bank in Little Rock came to
discuss family budgeting with the eke's. This activity he nod the children to
understand how Thu inci)f110111011 Ti t him..Ang

and doctor bills. The children were aware that their parents must continu-
ously make choices about how to use the limited income available to them.n
We discussed the concept that satisfying -people's wants for good- and
.iervices is the main purpose ot economic actmiy. r fur student-tamuy had to
decide how to allocate their limited money income among basic or subsis-
tence wants :and the wide variety ot goods and services that provide the
convenience and pleasant living they desire.

Using the five steps of economic analysis outlined above. I designed a
problem-solving activity. I wanted the students to recognize that economic
issues can he analyzed effectively only by replacing emotional judgments
with a reasoned approach. Deciding whether to buy and remodel an old
house buy a new house, or build a house for our student-family Lonstituted
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iin mtcrestinz case stud% in the at pheatior onon i ott,_,_ pi, nd

analysis to an important problem. f=irst. 'c.e &fined I: ti pr ,hie,

identifN mg the basic tacts. i he ,T,etiotott ow ..; f t,:71. n. = ..I I. , !fl

1,4.i -. 100 small and they needed a larger plat. I ht. , flat t paat cillph,t / :,1 in

this dist. tssion Riffs that we needed to know where tke ,. CIL. lapattnierm ;n

relation iii f nere we wanted to he intmset \e \t we identified 11111 P,t' 1%._

120.1L ..,k hiCh %Ca', rs land new lit. tne ,i,titels that ,,sill ,,,,;,,ill, 'date our

needs. We .tcg:in Irwin:that...tit. to look , 1 lire pi moo,: .:-,,;:-... :._ '....tt.s tti .

attaining auk, goal. wizen our limited Ittcon,..; \ hat too...e the nos,thlt

options.' WhIch options : ,z,; ',', _scented
'I lo.e

alternatives=

liuv h atitf re mo, t

Buy a ncto. house
Build a new Mouse
Bus, a house that Hit , not me t

remodeled
Nlos, e to a large,

AI this point we started to L mine tole 0,11'--L2q1.101,.,, o:

alternatives for the attainment of our eoal. Adt.antages and disadvantages of

each option wcic listed and discnssett rho children ked in groups to

investigate the various options and to reach decisions, l hey concluded their

analysis by deciding that building a new house was a eood investment. that it

would he too expensive to rerriodeln old house. that buying a house might

not he Jost what they wanted in tot ins of stir carpeting. and color scheme,

and that moving to another apartment was not a good solution at the present

time
Once we decided to build a, house. we cotttat.,ted spy i di',t s so th the

tlitutiut. helb is plan, An architect

explained how land is Jivided into lots which could he flat, hilly, or sloped,

and could have water on them. fhe children decided to build their house on a

sloped lot. We then discussed the utilities we would need in our house as

well as the various a owns ,tati purr,; - c., began thinking about

room arrangement by drawing outlines or sketches of their own homes, By

discussing their own houses, the children could see that rooms should be

gronped and designed to meet the special needs of each familso. Designing a

house proved to he a yetis difficult task tor the children, but tfies found this

activity to he interesting and informative, .1-hey worked in groups and

developed six different floor plans for their house. Ihe six plans were placed

together. so that the children could vote on the one they liked be,t.

Once our floor plan was chosen. we decided to contact a builder t his led

to a discussion of how a house is built and the types of supplies and materials

that are used in construction. The children had to decide where to place the

garage, stairs, windows. doors, and hallw tots. they learned that when

building a house people %8 ant to gt,' the most satisfaction for their money,



that a st. mire nguiar house is germ. WW1 1,)1111,.:1

inai a RI. o-stor house costs less per square foot than a one-story house I he

builder outlined the steps in It pow won
and ins ling the plumbing and flooring to framing the house and putting up
the outside and inside walk, As as result 1 this actin ity ,
to build a two-story house For cony emenee, the garage , tie be located in
the side of the house.

the children were tnteres.te.t in tindine
the house. John yy arn,,,yi kno,Y p

supplies and cut down trey

,,aye rulld..
loci our k!t huildIng

that people cannot
always do ever :thine for PemselY hecausc they :, n, ,t the necessary
skill Sr took. hut that an vthing` ,y c could ito for ins.. , heir., save

money. This led to a discussion -1 the 41 CIJepenrtens and
dcoded that pr -. plc haY mal.o,7 soma;specialliation lit rcsom

decisions about ho's .HL L
include-

Ilrtw 111Lial I a 51- told he C -tt.i I ! '

I`-1, Nst

How much money can he -aye,t h
specialists.'
V% hat

.1 Hi.: the I of ettit+Irrytng

he class hewn questioning the cost of ,he house w e ,ranted to build a
house that would he s, mfortable to live iii simple to maintain. money-
saving. and have enough variety to make it interesting io live in, We
discovered that the lot wouId cost about S I 2.tr00 I his amount included the
price of land electricity, gas. water, and sewer connections. The cost of the
house would depend upon the numoer of square lecl. we talked about

an, with monthly payments totaling 'Sf,58. At this time we took a field trip
to the First National Kink to talk with hank oftleiils in the Home Mortgage
Department, Here we learned about the different loans that were available to

thc irlforimiti,r, poteril
borrowers before a loan application is process td. and what problems occur
when borrowers are unable to meet monthly use payments. This learning
activity enabled the students ipply many economic concepts,

this protect provided an opportunity t1 use many different teaching
strategies. Our social studies text, One Plus On:'1.carnitu: Abe
munitie.s. reinforced many of the economic concepts s.4.42 were learning.
Some of the concepts we studied included interdependence, technology.
government. taxes. and resources. I also used ideas in Ertmomic Education
for .4rkamsds- Elementary ,Sc hools and .S/1"1;., .1:21: berg hing Ea 01101Mr5 as

primary' resource materials. We prepared a otili,_tin board entitled 'Catching
onto Economics"' to ,,hov, the concepts we usrri in our work. After
discussing our families. we developed at booklet 1/4h),:h contained examples
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parents completed a utteNtimutaite describing the v,ink diLL the tools

and maci, les thet, tied performing their r,,ht, and their educational

training and vni., experiences the information irMil Mir

helped the pupth-, rt:atri,2 rn at ,,i
income tlso discovered that earning an income is not the onl!,, reason

people %vork. Parents also indicated that the heirk lie did made them feel

the \Acre contributing to the economic giokAth and deelopoicrit of. societ%
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poem entitled "The In,-ome F.arn helped tin the meaning
ttf in,,nev mcome. We learned that the site ttt ;t

largely determines hi, or her share it the good
Students c.. -I some understanding of the s, 'trees of personal income and
the factors that a 'Thence the was, income Is distributed in the economy. A
eireular-flow bulletin oo,:rd entitled Monev Flows: Where Do We (jet It''
Where Doo It (iii t M.:1, used N-1 het,- the Jiildren understand the concept lit

irning and spending, money income. A field top to the Arkansas state
capital allowed us to see how t t 11 ie used he t4,0,, eminent to provide
public goods anti services such as cOocation. ano defense. I he
hit lilt c1 Ati,,!q litii i rut the: enha cd our stiiii or the government's

in the e,
As we V, c re preparing to build our house, it was easy tor the children to

understand the importance of prk !imp, e !.esours-es the eoneept wit\ then
btoadened to include the product', a it oil good,. .uid ices: Ake prepared
a bulletin board, entitled. oducto, Ale I. set,' to Build
House,- to show how land. labor. and capital aft used Another bulletin
boaro ,as created: -Lnlinutcd \\ .ant, I,tirttted Resources Searcny.- It

. . ,

lively in nroducing goods and services. I his led to a discussion of the energy
problem. A resource speaker from Arkansas Power and light Company
howcd the arid discu,cd the cari.:nt energy

stiortage in relation to the problem of scarcity. The children made posters to
show ways to conserve energy. We reminded ourselves that builders begin
their energy conservation when they desitial and build houses, and that new
hous-es should he constructed with energy-saving in mind. A otilletin board.
entitled "Decisions Have t He Nlade Becaus of Scarcity:* was developed
and a poem, -The Forester. wits (I'leti to emphasiie the impTirtance of
making wise choices regarding the allocation of resources. 'Fhis concept wlts

rson-s money incor-

it. I.-I I. I I I

trees.
The big day finally arrived! (fur house was finished and ready for

display, The children could hardly wait to Inspect the house, turn on the
lights, ring the OMIT Nt/NA dial tat L1,011

was finished it was time to apply what we had learned about making
decisions as consumers. savers, investors. and income earners. The children
became conscious that consumer decisions ate made oh the basis of income.
taste. age. and other fac'tor's. N. it was easy 101 them to see how their pet ,oral
preferences influenced tv hat they wanted the dull house to look like. One
mArning stir classroom turned into a -store- where the children could select
carpeting. drapes. and paint b- the hisio:e eitement lens high the day the
carpeting was installed and the rinishin.. touches were completed. The
children fell it great sense of accomplishment, and they were always caper to
show the doll house to our many visitors. (hie yeai ended before we knew it.
We still had concepts we wanted to learn more afloat. and more decorating
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communicate as they talked v ah resource peon,_ and listened to their
presentations. In addition to going back to tl he children were

exposed to 'teal sA011.1

This is what education should he all ahout

end the

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER ONE

cild ideas in Brief. Prim- __eve!

BE RNA JO GAY I ER or C /a! hirmearr .5 / boo, Las c'egas,
Wevada, taught her third-grade students economics byi starting a business

venture. The class became vcry interested in growing arid selling plants, so a

corporation was established complete with officers ando'board ordirectors. A

market survey was taken to determine the demand/ for different types of

v- getable and flowers. To raise enough working ciipital. the class issued

stock certificates at 50 cents each to a total of 70 sh: reholders. Ihe children

co served division speeialtzatiim of labor: sa esper ple and gardeners

were needed, rope hangers were hired, and artists were employed to decorate

milk cartons that were used as omit cortliners. 'Elie children learned that
natural resources, labor. and capital are n -.ed in producing and growing
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ciirnings. An.tlk Nes rc made et thi,' ititrid,:
and tat the re h\ tet dittereni nl i plant !rid
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dividends ainOolitink.. I cents per share were distrii,red Iii ctLh. lers

ircorne and ,;xpendituri, tor hc ,_orripan !ell trlpc and

written reports abigil plant-, and
post=test Ill ei_onerrn, wd, Annmstcrk'd t ih pep n

COncitided, Fidi/atit?' indis,...liCt; I! t Ic c flee

Wit .rstanding of haste in -pr itt pie.

OF

4r,i,,wsa. has de% eloped number tat LiI. tie .tnd lctrrliiig evpt nences
teach sonic econon, = concepts to to.. c= eat -ikl, I o flii how the goods
and selkio:s we kiant mid lick,1 atc
Presents, a poem hv Marchetti: Chtire.In the follow up activity, the
pupils cut pictures t.)I the things the\ anted out I he concept

examined tni it children i cholots intone their many
wants. 1hk activity delnonstrated th ,",ans1, mg people s wants

far go,kis and servi;:cs i th.,: main purpose et Lti:onemii,- :at le pupils
learned the meaning of opportunitk Cost when they had it make ision to

A .consume particular goods or st:rvikres. needs and ants bean= ga ie
lewioicL

opportuni, Cost. Films, flannel hoards, and stories wore used also A trip to
a to store introduced the youngsters to the process of production, The
children were shown how the price of s is determined on the basis of the
resources used in mantnacturing thein'", yootie gawk: licIpckl
understand the various stages inived in manufacturing products. -Tilts led
to discussion of the importance , I division and specialization of labor, and n
the impaLi 44- mass production and technoloo on e,Jnomic effickno,'. the
children formed an assembly line. 'Altaic stories. and drew piLtut ,ho%5

what they had learned: A newspaper article. Toy lakers Use Stat %ars.
launched a studs if how toy rriakers capitali/e on movies and television
programs to et1 toy,- lithff cirlcapr a aft di rm? the protect were
govc mem. taxes, services. capital lermation and conii.etition. As a
culminating.acfivity, the ci,ts, presented puppet show. Each child made a
sack puppet to represent a particular communit, helper engaged in pertorm-
ing valuable ecoruirrac sei vice. I he 1C11.11t it post -tests administered to the
pupils indicated a significant increase in economic leaf -ling.
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DEANNA SUE DYESS and SUZANNE D. MOVIDER of the Pace
Elementary School, Pace. Florida, have developed a variety of techniques

and resoitrce materials to teach economic' concepts to first-graders. This
.well-organized unit starts with a series of questions which help the children
to understand the concept of scarcity. (Example: Do any of you make
choices?) Goals and specific learning objectives are listed, as are the key
economic ideas contained in the project. The game of musical chairs helped

to demonstrate that when resources are limited- must be made. This

was followed by an activity in which the students wrote stories and made
posters describing scarcity situations that they encountered. Games and
simulations were used to reinforce the concept of scarcity and the need to
make choices, 1 story about the operation of a lemonade stand and the film
An Economic Adventure were used to explain the factors of production. The
children were divided into several groups to produce ice cream and to
observe how specialization permits resources to be used more effigy ently.
The youngsters learned that the basic problem of scarcity makes it necessary

for all societies to decide which goods and services will be produced, which
will be postponed (opportunity cost). and when and him productive re-
sources (factor, of production) will be transferred from one use to another.
Role-playing simulations were set up to demonstrate the process of produc-

tion and to give the pupils opportunities to answer the basic economic
questions. The role of banks was studied. and the impact of savings and
investment on employment and income was applied to the circular flow of
economic activity. This activity culminated in a field trip to a local hank to
review the functions of money and to show the relationships among savings.
interest, borrowing, and spending. Films. stories. and field trip_ s were used

extensively throughout the project.

FLOY PLUNKET LUPPEN of the Terry Elementary School, Little

Rock. Arkansas, taught her second-grders economics by having the class

write e. textbook entitled "Talking T-Shirts.- The class formed a corpora-
tion. issued stock, and elected officers, The story -How to Turn Lemons

into Money was used to explain how a'business is established. The pupils

read books and newspapers. made posters. and did research to learn about

money. banks. financial institution's, and the publishing industry before they
started their business. A resource person from a local department store
sl..Iwed the pupils how newspapers arc published. The children drew
pictures of many different T-shirts and selected 28 different styles and
patterns to include in their hook. The officers of the corporation decided to
have 100 copies of the book published by a local printing company and to
charge $1.00 per copy. The children prepared advertisements for area
newspapers to announce the sale of their book. The costs of operating a
business were examined as the childrer learned about profit. dividends.
printing, collating. and binding. Other concepts taught in this project were
specialization, budget, supply and demand. savings. taxes and production.
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The culminating activity was-an "open house" in which the children were
able to sell the ho ks to parents and invited guests. Role-playing situations
1,1cre set up to teach 4ii 41.81.4i 1101A . ail fuiioicilis of lialks, awl decision
making. This activity helped the children to understand that productive
resources constitute the input to production, while the goods and crvices
prOduced constitute the output. They observed the kinds of human. natural,
and capital resources required to produce textbooks and how the price of
goods and services is deter fined. All parts of the curriculum were used to
teach basic economic concepts.

SHERRIE GROVER GIBNEY of the homer Drive 1:11^'net ry ol.
Athens, Georgia, has developed a large nun her of techniques and materials
to teach economics to kindergarten children. A "Crazy Cookie Factory
was set up in the classroom to involve the children in a -real economic
experience,- Virtually every area of the curriculum was integrated into the
project. including language arts. mathematic. art. science, music, and social
studies. A detailed list of learning objectives is included n the materials
along with a summary description of eighteen teaching activities. The pupils
studied producers and consumers in the community by preparing posters
using pictures from magazines. depicting goods and services and productive
resources. These concepts were also applied to "Anatolethe Business
Mouse... The children drew pictures of the story characters to illustra the
eh :icters' needs and wants. cut them out. and pasted them in their
workbooks. i he criudien then discussed producers and consumers in their
own families. In a discussion that followed. the youngsters were able to
understand that in addition to goods and services, consumers also want
leisure time in which to enjoy consumption. The filmstrip "Choosing Goods
and Services" was used to help the pupils realize that consumers must
continuously make choices about how to use their limited income to satisfy
their unlimited wants. This was followed by an activity in which the students
compared the prices at three local grocer v stores for ingredients for a cookie
recipe. They discovered that the array of prices confronting individuals and
households helps determine the way they will spend their money incomes.
To teach the concept division of labor, the class prepared a wall chart
listing the various jobs that need to be done in the cookie factory. The class
was divided into groups to bake cookies. reah. ng that the group employing
division and special.zation of labor was more productive. The children
discussed the role of banks : nd the functions of money in relation to the
operation of the business venture, -The children came to understand that
profits are a particularly important factor in the market economy. The profit
from the sale of cookies was calculated after the costs of making them were
deducted from the revenue obtained from the sale. They also discussed the
advantages and disadvantages of saving some of the profit from the sale of
cookies. The filmstrip "Saving for Goods and Services" helped to point out
that savings represent income not spent but placed in financial institutions
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such as banks. Daily elraluation was' conducted to 'assess the students'
performance. In addition, a twenty-item test of economic understan ling was

administered orally to the blUtielliS at alt; bumpletion of !hr.,. progrim

RUTH B. MAYES of the Vegas Verdes Elementar .School. Las Vega,

Nevada, taught her kindergarten children economics by relating the basic

ideas to the family as an economic unit. The children studied goods and

services and how families' provide for basic or subsistence wants. The

concept of opportunity cost was discussed to help the pupils understand that

when families decide to spend their. money income they are involved in

making choicesthat is, they are choosing orre thing in place of something

else. A series of slides about the Pilgrims' early life in America was used to

show how people's wants for some goods and services have changed over
time because of, technology and innovation. Ms. Mayes wrote a story about a

Pilgrim family to explain how decisions were made to use scarce resources.

The story was divided into several episodei, depicting various aspects of

early people's work, the kinds of capital goods used, and the natural

resources available to produce products and services. The children came to

understand that we can think of people's wants as having both consumption

and production dimensions. They learned that before goods and services can

''be consumed, they must be produced. The idea of a -bake, sale" was

employed to reinforce th, concept of opportunity cost and.the necessity for

consumers to decide how to allocate their money incomes among alternate

uses. Other concepts taught in this unit me ,d-v i demand. scarcity. and
specialization. Stories, flip chart);. posters.. and role-playing activities are

used liberally.

MARIE E. MEEHAN of the J. M. Ullom Elementary School, Las

Vegas, Nevada, developed a number of lesson plans and activities to teach

her first-graders economic principles. The children were involved in an

activity in which they became producers and consumers of "nature" candy.

The children studied about consumers and producers as they prepared and

consumed the traditional Pilgrim food ul baked pumpkin and roasted

pumpkin seeds. They also saw how division and specialization of labor make

production faster and more efficient: they peeled pumpkins. cut them up.

added honey and cinnamon, and washed, oiled. and seasoned the seeds. The

concepts were further developed by having the children produce granola and

by the making of place mats, menus, and invitaticis. The story of "The

Three Billy Goats" was used to plan a puppet show and to teach such

concepts as resources. opportunity cost, money, and choice-making. The

scarcity concept was diSeussed after reading -Peter, Peter, Pumpkineater."

In a role-playing situation that follaved, the children learned that human

wants always seem to outrun the productive resources available to provide

those wants. The rhyme "Jack and Jill" led to a discussion of natural

resourcesincluding renewable and nonrenewable factors of production.
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Other nursery rhymes were used to illustrate concepts such as interdepen-
dence, services, and scarcity. Filmstrips. films. poems, and resource speak-
ers were used extensively throughout this two-week project.

MARILYN K. JONES of the Auburndale Central Elementary School.
Auburndale. Florida. taught conomics to _her kindergarten children by
involving them in the production-of pizzas. The project began with a fielJ
trip to the Pizza Hut restaurant where the'pupils observed the production
process. Restaurant employees showed the children how to make pizza. wait
on customers, serve food, and clear tables. Upon returning to school. the
children discussed their experiences. They made a list of the different jobs
they had observed and discussed division and specialization of ,abor and the
high degree of interdependence among the restaurant employees. The
students brainstormed what would happen if the baker didn't cook the pizzas
on time or if the waiters and waitresses didn't clean the tables. The
classroom was then converted into 6 pizza restaurant and role-playing
situations were set up, with children voluntecritig forThe jobs for which they
were best suited. Group discussions. audiovisual materials. r.ines, and
many other activities were used to teach basic economic concepts. As an
outcome of this project. the children learned to perceive themselves as both
producers and consumers. They explored the ways in which various
restaurant workers depend upon one another, and identified skills and
interests that might lead to particular ;:areers. The children also came out of
this excnit_ilLe kith increased kno),Iedtte ()I the name of an economic
system.



Intermediate Level: Grades 4-6
CHAPTER TWO

Bee" Up on Economics
A Fourth-Grade Economics Unit

Introduction
"We're going to buy some bees!" This was what the twenty-seven children

in my class went home saying last January. Thc., were excited about the

new adventure of buying bees and relating them to the world of work. Little

did we know how involved we would become in the study of economics.
We wanted to use live be s because we felt that they would enhance our

economics study. The more e discussed buying the bees the more excited

we became. The class discus ed many ways of paying for the bees. Since the

children in Echols School c e from affluent homes. they first offered to

make donations, dividing the t cost among the class members. However.

one student suggested that we borrow the money.
Our principal. Beth Manville. was interested in our idea of observing

bees in the classroom and comparing their way of life to our own. She told

the class that she had seen glass hives in every school she visited on a recent

tour of England. Realizing the potential of such a study, she agreed to serve

as our loan officer. Before she v, ould lend us the money_ there were several

questions she wanted answered: How much did we want to borrow? How
were we planning to repay the loan? What would he our collateral? For how

long did we want the loan?
After we had a better understanding of credit, we went back to the

questions !ft.Manville had raised earlier ah, our loan. If we were not able

to secure the amount of money needed to . pay our loan. Wen our loan
officer would receive the bees. The bees were our collateral. We borrowed

$20.00 at 6 percent interest, to be paid back in three months. Elaine drew up

a contract, which was signed by the, class members, Ms. Manville, and me.

We told our loan officer that we would make a product and sell it to repay the

loan. We had not yet decided on a product. trt we wanted to produce an
item that would make enough profit to pay for the bees. While we were
negotiating with Ms. Manville to secure the loan, several students were

Stanley Wells
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getting information on where to order bees, prices of bees, and other details.
Several students wrote letters to bee supply companies, the state apiary
board, and to the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The class also obtained

'advice from a beekeeper on how to order bees. The beekeeper recom-
mended that we order a gentle type of bee from the York Bee Company in
Jesup, Georgia. So we ordered a two-pound package of "Starlinc" bees
from that company. Star line" very quickly became a household word.
April seemed so far away when we ordered the bees in January. but how fast
it would come upon us!

,,earning Activities
Most of the students had seen a beehive only from a distance. I asked my
father, who has kept bees as a hobby for over thirty years, to talk to us about
technology in the beekeeping industry. He started by telling us about the
bee's built-in equipment. He told us that only the honeybee has the
equipment and know-how to change the nectar of plants into honey on a
commercially profitable basis. No one tells the bee what to do, how to do it
or when to do it. Bees do their work by instinct, not by being taught. The
pupils learned that the worker bees have special organs for making wax and
for collecting nectar and pollen. We discovered that they use their mouths to
model wax secreted in their abdomeLhs into perfect hexagon-shaped cells.
Bees make prop2lis or bee glue from brown resin they collect from trees and
use it to seal cracks and secure items in the hive. Bees are economical. They
never waste any wax. Wax left over from making cells is used to cover
honey and brood cells. The honeycomb is very efficient and economical. It is
built entirely from wax produced in the bee's body. The children decided
that there is no way people could produce a storage dwelling with greater
efficiency, less expenditure of materials, or in so short a time. Yet bees build
a honeycomb without the use of a single instrument!'

My father told us that in addition to the bee's built-in machinery for
making honey, people have invented tools which help to increase productiv-
ity in the beekeeping industry He showed us a modern beehive and
explained all its parts and their uses. He also showed us an old skep hive.
which does not contain movable frames. It was more difficult to check and
care for bees in the skcp hiye.

At another time I showed the children bee equipment that had been
developed through the study of technology. I explained that honey used to be
squeezed out of the comb after taking it from the hive, but that today
extractors are used and the comb can then be reused by the bees. The
children were also shown a solar wax molter which melts the wax cappings
obtained in the extracting process. This is one way in which energy can be
conserved. The wax can be manufactured into comb foundation or used in
industry. We also saw special items of glothing that are worn by beekeepers
to protect them from bee stings. We deNded that beekeeping has grown into
a very specialized science with great economic importance. We went back
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and reviewed how technology had helped in the production of ho y. Then

we realized that technology had helped in a much greater way in elation to

items we use every day.
We had learned by now that bees are kept because they produce honey.

We wanted to find out if there are other products that come from the

beekeeping industry. To introduce students to beeswax, we did wax batik

during an art period. We melted beeswax and crayons in baby-food jars and

painted designs on cloth. The material was then dyed and the wax melted out

by using a hot iron. One of our mothers sewed our pictures together to make

a wall hanging.
Heather did some research to learn more about beeswax and its uses

and shared the information with the ( lass. She told us that beekeepers get

beeswax from the honeycomb after They extract the honey. The comb is

melted in boiling water. When the wax rises to the surface, it is dipped of)

is reel d again and filtered to remove impurities. (Modern-day beekeepers

use th solar wax melter to do the job more effiCiently.) The beeswax is then

used i products such as ehewing,gum, candles, cosmetics. lubricants,

polish s. and adhesives. Industry uses beeswax to extrude fine wire at a

ve pid rate. All of these are by-products of the bee. Heather told us that

beeswax brought the first artificial light (candles) to people's shelters and

was the first material used for modeling and sealing. She surprised us by

telling us that the bee's sting (venom) can be used in the treatment of some

illnesses, such as arthritis. Three of our mothers helped us to cook and serve

goods made with honey. the bee's prodeet The children learned that honey

serves as a substitute for sugar in many recipes.
Two students volunteered to find out how much honey is produced each

year in our country. They made a chart showing honey production in the

leading states. They found that about 20 million pounds of honey are

produced in the United States each year. Florida and California are the

leading honey-producing states. They told us that at one time htEey was sold

in the comb. Today's suppliers remove tl c comb and seal The honey in

airtight container§ to keep it fresh for a long time. We learned that

comMe'cial produce's buy the honey .inkt refin bottle. and sell it.

Fe lowing a discussion on decisions concerning what to produce. we

prepared a class chart summarizing what we had learned. The 'children came

to understand that our spending (demand) at the market helps decide how

much honey and bee by-products will he produced. We cast our -dollar

vote." In our country consumers are free to buy and sell as they choose.

When the consumers buy honey and bee by-products in the market, they are

telling the producer what to produce. Another question was raised as to why

the entrepreneursid not raise the price of honey and those by-products.

The students agree&rat consumers had some alternatives. If the price was

too high. they would just do without the products. They could always go to

another store.
Students were asked to use reference books, textbooks, and library

books to learn about the bee's role in pollination. Students wrote letters to
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Congressman John Paul Hammerschmidt and to then Governor Dale Bum-
pers to ask about idev on making the honeybee our national insect. It is
the state insect of ArkansSs because its work in pollination contributes a

great deal to the state's economy_ . We invited Fred Stecher, field representa-
tive for the Gerber Baby Food Company'in Fort Smith. to tell us how his
business benefits from the work of the honeybee. He told us that Gerber
buys most of its- fruits and vegetables from area farmers, and they depend
upon the honey_bee for pollination and better crop yields. He said the bee is
more valuable in our area for its pollination service than for the production
of honey.

The lesson that the class learned about interdependence through the
study of pollination set the stage for a study of interdependence in the lives
of the students. Dramatization was popular with the students, so another
role-playing situation was created. Bill played the role of a physician. He
started togo to the hospital to perform an emergency appendectomy. His car
would not start. He was frantic. His patient might die. Judd. a mechanic.tt
came by and started the doctor's car. A life was . aved. Two days later the
mechanic became seriously ill. The doctor was called. He rushed to the
mechanic's aid in the car repaired by the mechanic.

The children also saw that members of their own families were
dependent on one another. Later on in our unit they would see that the
committees working on our bee booklet were interdependent. The students
used our large world map to identify countries that carry on trade with us.
When students found a product such as a foreign made car on the parking lot
or a piece of foreign-made equipment in the school, they would draw a
picture of this product and place it in the space of the proper country on the

map. The students were also responsible for finding out about items the
United States ships to other countries.

In our social studies class we took a look at the countries of the world
and their products. The developed and underdeveloped nations were studied
along with the regions of our own United States. We listed on the chalkboard
goods that are produced in certain countries because of their comparative
advantage. Beginning with the into ,:epciiLkilLe LILA i csu:: from th, b.:c's
role in pollination, the class had now pursued activities relative to iliterde-
pendence in the school, the community, the nation, and the world. Our
investigations revealed that workers who produce one service or good have
to depend on other people's services for the other things they want.

Culminating Activity
The time had come for us to make a decision on how t., p. ty back the mon,. k
we had borrowed. We had promised our principal that we would use .Nhtit
we had learned in producing a product. In a class discussion, someone
suggested that since we had learned so much about bees and how the-
compare to the world of work that we ought to make a bee book. We liked
the idea and decided that we could compile a book of facts about the
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honeybee. We would include honey recipes and interesting facts and clever
sayings dhow i bees. Our book would also include a copy of the then
Gi_ecriCri Dale Dui-wets' proclamation outlining tic bet:, valuable serviee:,
in increasing agricultural production through pollination, with no traces of
pollution resulting. We knew from our study of economics that we would all
have to work together to put out a finished product: Each student -would he
assigned a task which called for his or her special talents. We knew by now
that specialization increases productivity!

Before starting work on the booklet. I wanted students to learn about
another method for increasing productivity. We asked Elaine's father, who
works at our local Whirlpool plant, to tell us about assembly-line production.
He described the assembly-line methods used in producing refrigerators at
Whirlpool. We asked him if he thought we could use some of these methods
in simplified form to make our bee booklet. He suggested that we continue
with our idea of specialization and assign students to four committees
advertising. layout, production, and business office. He helped us to
determine which tasks would he assigned to each committee.

When the booklet was finished and as a means of summarizing some of
the economic ideas we had emphasized in its production, I wrote this
question on the chalkboard: "What economic ideas did we use in making our
booklet?" The class members responded that scarce productive resources
had been utilized. The students were the human resources. Materials used in
making the booklet were natural resources. The tools used in cnnstruc-
tion were capital goods. Entrepreneurial roles were played h i teildlet
and supervisors, who brought the productive resources togethei

Students serving 011 different committees specialized in the jobs they
did. The students learned to use the tools and materials in which they were
most proficient. When production slowed at any point. we examined our
methods to see if the hest use was being made of our specialists. Through the
use of specialization and assembly-line techniques. the students noted from
day to day how much more efficient production was bet:0min

We spent a long time discussing a correct price for our boo We did not
/ want to sell it for so, low a price that it would he hard tor-us to utilise it pi olit,

nor for so high a price that no one would buy it. I explained to the class that
producer prices must be competitive if their products are to sell. People
wanted our booklet, and they were willing to pay the price we had set. This
was called effective demand. If the price had been.higher, the demand would
probably have been less. Profits would have been lower because of a smaller
volume of sales. The main reason the class made a good profit was that the
cost of production was kept low and thetrice was set at the highest amount
which the business office thought the consumer% would pay.

The children wanted to use our profits wisely_ Since the whole schkiol
had helped us by purchasing our booklets. we decided to.' help in a
schoolwide project to buy a tug-of-war rope. We also bought a hook. Pie
Hive and the Honey Bee. to add to our school library.

After purchasing these items we had 53(1.85 left. What could we do with
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this money? I reminded the children thakthe honeybee saved for the future.

Could we take a lesson from the honeybee? The idea met with enthusiasm.

so we planned a nip to a savings and loan company to put our money in a

savings account. Our savings book was made out to Wells's fourl, grade

class.
Ms. Smith, who helped us with our count, told us about the services

offered by a savings and loan institution. She told us that our money Would

be making more money for us through interest payments. At the same time.

our money would be used by someone else who needed to borrow money.
The borrower would pay a nigher rate of interest than the 5'i4 percent paid to

us.
The children were interested in the computer being used to open our

account. Someone remarked that technology at the savings and loan
company was much more advanced than the bee's technology! What we had

learned at the savings and loan company sparked an additional activity
dealing with financial institutions. Some of the children had saving.'. ac-

coune-.. and I asked them to share with the class their reasons for saving.
They were saving for television sets, tape recorders. cars. and bil.Ls. SOme

even mentioned that their money would be used for college.
The class members agreed that they were glad we were using se

our profits from our project to increase investment capital through a savings

account. We opened our account with our remaining profits and earned 6

cents in two weeks. Many parents said they hoped this experience would
impress on the children the need to get thai rthday money. into : ings

sooner.
With the $30.91 we no' had we decided we wanted to do something

specialsomething we would all remember and something in which a
number of people would he involved. The class decided to have a family
picnic. The children brought hot dogs and buns and the mothers fixed baked

beans, potato salad, and desserts. What a great time we had with our new
tug-of-war rope, as the fathers pulled with us! We also had sack races. a
water-balloon-throwing contest, and a parents-children softball game.

The bees arrived on April 2(1. hey welt; ..sic beLausc
lions had not been cond live to safe shipment. Excitement ran high
throughout the entire school time earlier our school maintenance crew
had prepared a chute leading to th outside through a classroom window. We

stopped all other activity for the up the hive and attach it to the

chute. We prepared sugar water for the' s to use for food, since rro honey

had yet been produced,
The glass observation hive allowed usto see in action the things we had

been talking about since January. We first watched the qUeen emerge from

her tiny box that had been sealed and placed within the hive. The children

were able to identify the different bees of the hivequeen, drones. and

workerses en though they had only seen pictures of them. They identified

many of the activities going on in the hive that we had read about.
The children also watched the bees' activity outside the classroom.
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They were -d it seeing the kinds of plants visited by the bees and
actual! Bing evidence of the interdependence of bees and plants.

S ire the bees vy e in ..!anall two frame hive. e could not Vt_.er thorn

more than three weeks- They produced enough honey during that time for
their own consumption. They would need more room to produce ewes,
honey for people anu for their ne, -!, during had weather and during the
winter season: We discussed what we should do with the bee-x-to insure their
survival. With my father's help I decided to set ur, a reeulat -si!.,:k1 hive in my

yard. so that we could continue to watch the bees as long as the children
were at Echols School. We could use profits from soles of hone to enable us

to do other projects in the cute:e.

Evaluation
All through the project I watched my students grow in their kn ,-;ledge of
both economics and bees. I was very proud of the information they took
home and shared with their parents. Many parents told me that they had
learned a great deal about our project from their children. Other parents told
me how money - conscious their child had become. Before buying mimething.
their child would weigh the alternatives and then make a decision.

We were very pleased to have over 375 people visit our room and view
our glass hive- This number included parents. relatives. friends. teachers.
other classes, a private kindergarten. and members of the administration.
Since the students could an et almost an out:stion dial
felt that the children had the knowledge that I had hoped they would acquire.
One of the persons who viewed our okservation hive was C, EV Garrison.
our superintendent of schools. Dr. Garrison was very impressed with the
proficiency of the children in answering his questions and telling him about
the hive, batik, and the pictures of the types of bees. One child not only
showed his drawings of bees but also told Dr. Garrison in great derail about
the value of the honeybee to people. not only for making honey but in
pollination.

Our principal. Ms. Manville. was diNt. 1.4.("14, .:ills tlae ki6 iL
class had gained in the areas of economics and honeybees. 1She mentioned
that even the disruptive students couldiesplain any phase of the project in
detail.

Everyone at our school became involved in our project. Teachers would
bring in articles or books about economics or bees: students from other
classes kept asking about the bees; and parents would send ';.:ms from home
that pertained to our project.

Parents also participated in many of our activities. Fit teen parents came
to hear my father talk on technology. Over twelve parents served as
resource extenders. The class invited their families to a picnic.

Having jhe observation hive in the classroom improved the students
work habits, because their daily assignments had to he completed before
they were allowed the privilege of viewing the hive. They studied the
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honeybees in great detail and were able to identify the many activities going

on within the hive: I asked the students to write about some phaye of the
project.and ielab; It to both aud c.;onornics. I was very rle:!se,!
with the results. The students could relate the life of the bee to that of
people. Again this showed me that the objectives of the unit were being

achieved.
I was proud of my students when they told me how they wanted to

spend the money they had earned from The sale of their bee' hook. The
decision was not easy. As .I ijescribed above. $15 were spent toward the
purchase of a lug-of-war rope for the school. The students sad that was
something that the whole school would enjoy using. The students bought a

bee book. The /live and tla. IfoL,ybee, 1,K the school library as a
remembrance of their economic-bee project. Two of our room mothers were
paid for the materials they bought for us for our batik. And with the
remaining money we had our family picnic.

I guess I will always be known mound our school a ±s the fourth-grade
teacher who taught an economics pro_ro ,ct to twenty-seven student,. with the
help of twenty-thousa id honeybees!

.This k Your Economic Life,
Sixth-Graders!
A Year-Long Study in hutitilitit.

Sheila Organ

t,;;:;(1(1, r !7-Ji Fort Smith. Arkansas

Introduction
Woods School is located in a neighborhood composed of relatively high-
income families. When I arrived there in the fall of 1977. I found excitement

among the staff concern, ig the teaching of economics. Facing my twenty -
seven students. I was undecided about a topic for study, the instructional
approach-. and how I could make economics an integral part of the school
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program. I finally decided to design the study as a year-long project. My first
rive was to make the unit relevant to the ever_ day experiences of

thinders. Second, the project was to be comprehensive in scope, in that
several economic Outruns would be developed. Finally, the study was to
involve the full par4ipation of all pupils in the class. An activity approach_
would be used, and economic' concepts would emerge from a variety of__
well-planned activities. '

Plan of Action and Objectives
Following several days of discuision with the students, I settled on a plan of
action. The unit theme for the year was entitled "This Is Your Economic
Life, Sixth - Graders'." The main purpose of the plan was to teach economics
in a setting that would be meaningful and interesting to the students. We
would deal with their "real" world ofecOitomics. The foll,,wing outline was
established for each phase _of the study:

,Brainstorming. This -first step was exploratory or motivational.
Through class discussion, we raised questions and selected study topics to
explore as well as some learning activities we might possibly use.

Talking it over. Designed to be the main thrust for each phase, this was
the time set aside for developing economic understandings. Each activity
was based on real-life experiences of sixth-graders,

Talking it over again. This part of the study was devoted to student
evaluation. We always icvicwed the new economic terms we had learned.
Same of the children would tell what had interested them most in this phase.
and would ask each pupil to explain how ecotiornic concepts help to
ortnnize his of her thint ing. Under the heading "Spotlighting What We
Have Learned, I wrote on the chalkboard or on chart paper the main
economic ideas expressed by the children.

Some specific goals of the project were as follows:

To help children understand the economics of an all-new suburban
residential neighborhood composed primarily of expensive houses and
apartments;
To build a background of economic understanding to use as a
springboard for fur her study based on everyday experiences of sixth-

.
graders:
To help students understand that they make economic decisions every
day;
To show children that because money income and productive resources
are scarce, they must decide how to choose goods and services they want
from among Many alternatives;
To create an awareness on the part of sixth-graders that they are
dependent on other countries for goods and services they use every day,
and that this interdependence leads to specialization and trade:
To recognize that the world's resources are not distributed evenly and
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that each country specializes i
best fi d to produce;
To develop an understanditi,4 r f th ;

rational choices regarding the use

Learnig Activities

apprehension about gettine
dispelled when we were discussing hilo,
neighborhood. This gave me an onriq tun t
our project. "All Armind Your Ii trid \ew
raised questions such as the,
Woods area? Why are so in;(ic,
nvich do the houses cost"' I

':Lan the schooi building comma_ Ti'
aren't more shopping Lentos
explained to the children that w( m1,1 L.

Woods nog orhood to find an \1CIN Ilk I:
Our first ac 'vitv as a bus tout :hi

trip I asked the pupils to prepare I PI I,
included places such as :IN!
superette. restaurants, drive-ms; I

churches, schools, parl, housi4.
the undeide% eloped ;;,.
nity to see houses under constiaetiii:i.
working at a new con,.niiction \
into groups which se; !p '

ectonornics of thetheir I, neT
involved in planning to] tr

committee was responsilde for (II \

interest centers \1/4crL

New Homes We Ir. in
Schools We Go T.,
How We Use ow ;.,ind
Businesses rhat Meet (nil

'a Services For Our Neighhi.ii1

New homes we Iie in. In ;in-. .11;

displaying this message : Why ce(roi.
Benson, a parent. was invitcd k h t ft,.
his family chose our area to .

transferred from St. Louts aid gituk,i 10

redecorate and which was rented in ihc -
explained that the demand for that t pc



:1/410.1

i sing propertv values. lli. An oy,a, Jul n

in louse I- where

park, plavground-. open spaces. d rtione

r -.chools And houses or orship
,

I he oommittee made . Ben .ou s. it Ino.:r.12 to the

is neighborhood on a poster hoard and displayed it in the center. :'eft,
'e children prepared ti que-,`Ionnaire to -.cod to part_ to find ou' why nit`-,t

!n, ed to our neighborhoo!. completed ',tit crc

and summary of the responses was prcpared. The results indicated that

there v=k a. a seotcrl4 desirable 1-, th..t having, a beautiful

hoir-: with maw, ..,:onyemcneLs v as An co.rinomie vo:d of the majority of
,ilitss in thr' neighborhood: that a hero ,c in a desirable -f-ea of the city was

bee.tuse I s 4 Am, \t ,,ino appreciate, inat .1,4Lss to

r-ublic s, st.-hools, plavereands, etc., rated high on their

&mom_ list. In connection \Hu! it I sn, the !!!!'n

( e > tti inti!,kluce the to the ;ttltt4 tit unman,

.;ind capital resources. I he 0,1 to prodtice

golds serve -es that sans! 4 people s varus,
that there prim_~ yycic

haying nev houses constructed. !fie used rh, . ()prof-nm) talk ,riitit ,iii

entrefliCneli' yy ho brings together land, !Attu. and capital resources to build

,eautiful ,end to t.11, -lop new Ar,,as like the Woods neighborhood.

'hit- principal, Mr_ Freeman. and I took the meml H of the Nev. Homes

committee to visi: a construction project and to inter% icy, the builder.

(+wry. orpentirs, bricklavers. And hullt_loier operators at work and

discussed division ;I -Id Nile, Ialit,Iti.in of fthor. I ;Isk,:d the ,7uldren to make A

list of the productke resources bong used_ and they pointed out ti

rh, AT work on the sue ant
a ::

behind the scene,
Natural resources were represented by the land and building materials.

.ources were observed in the form of liuthloters. hammers,

Sa4k, N. a 'IAA!:

reeky wondered w Ie all of the money carne from to build the new

houses_ 14e learned that the laid developer borrowed money capital from a

local savings and loon institution. The children were rko Mil OdliCed it

concepts such scarcity_ govern -ent . profit, aid interest, Many question,.

were r Used by my student Is there a seareth of an building mar'rials?-
,..rtie vo% eminent h;o. c ;rnythinx to say about how houses
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the ',.kilt or it nee, house r, share I narl\ people. including the hint
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the archrtecte the r-ttnl.. the !nsur.inee t,orripttnt the real estate broker. etc

he rvyr!t
MIT, each of their etriploces shared Iii t pra i I a,,kekl the ',tridents It
Incorporate in their art letotton some tt the ,,,a.)111. lure iiletis they had learned
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tteltd. and how the 4 we,ulet _..ange
the down payment and the monthly payments, in thing pnneipal. :met c

wwia, Zhc ,A 74,g

pl lot their lream home.
Schools we go to. the commi

chose a place in the classroom for an
wall that read: "What Do 1 r u K now

:te1re 1 PI;

ritel A ,ign %1/4 pbc_ci
h, '17 Samik

borhood'.'" The children decide, to iew the prinLip,ik 11 ,,hooh,

the area, beginning with the Woods School principal. Each principa; was
asked to respond to the question: "What is the economic value, school in
the community?" interest v,as so high concerning the advantages and
disadvantages of public versus private schools that a debate was scheduled
to discuss the topic Dunng this phase. we incited Avieen Ragland, a p -mei
school p: acipal. to discuss the benefi, of public education The class 1141w
began the task of using what they 1-1,1 learned to estable,h their my rest
center on schools. A mural was painted. st. iwing the ario.o. ',hoofs in ,lie
area and which was Libeled, "Public Schools Are a Public nterprisc. At

the bottom of the mural there V.01 a statement amen read: dlli.::11_1011 of

Children Is an Economic Goal." We ,hen made a list of the eeonomie ideas
we had ikcquirev: 1,,eluding the tol.

Parents are willing to pay taxes h ;roc ,chassis. they must
up (more luxuries kietzer allay.anccs f,rr the children. in order

the.ir rinntirtnnitv 1-e;11 C( 1st of providing
education is giving up the possibility of producing something eke with
the resources.
People have to econom h:o they must decide how
to use scarce productive resources. rand, labor. and capital resources
helped build our schools These resources could have been n,,ed for other
purposes.
A pOlic school is a public enterpri arc paid to local govern-
ment. A school hoard olected by the people pri..ides educational
services by decidini how to use the limited resources available to them.
We have choices about what to do in school. \At: curl study hold. acquire
linrAtuipelgt !end c:kilk. :ontl cnunn,.te in world of tech'nologv
and change. We can become educated consumers: drop out of school at
age 16 or graduate from heYli school and go to work or go on to college.
These choices arc up to us.
Senclol!; prnvidc r-n.,rwt r
that servict_ Productive ,=esourccs are required to build our schools.
Most of the 'y used to sup_ port education is derived from property
!axe,

How we use our land. I he committee Ir this interest center led the
class in preparing a list of all tl c ways in which land is used in the Woods
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ight-no!'-lood. Ihe a '-idc 1,1, i, i

plav, iounds, parks. sch I. businesses. ;ieht ot \AO \
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chosen for the inr,,!rsi .,-cfi!c! A

near ,tir neighborho,,,I i.i' ni. tted pcAls to the ct the 111 1.1ml fir

Mal' ii operations. realior then ekplAmed ioninc And how it
protects Ili: L,t1-11:d hc:,,use
the demand for building sites in our neigh hood gig it. lots had
risen to more than per trontaec toot. A prise people with rage

incomes found difficult to p
Nexi . we studied the teder,d in-L11,010h, the including

dun'. I he pupils corcluded that the ArkAnsas Ko.er rrolect v,i An ellicient
use of our resources, he... .;e the prige, helped to conser\ e Lind. created

(WV, lobs, and i ,osteJ the it
tollow =tip actvir. the students sent questionnAncs to their parents

,.-on,-ernine land 11,: in the newhhorhooll 1 h ,,:ornriffitvc compiled th
results of the -,tit ie iiit it:pot-let, the tindine, to the the re,,porp,c,,
inOkzitted that the chilt-ci, par,:ins wAntcd the are.; to remain malt-fly
resktential. ,..antet.1 a Pc aai. tti ate. iot,, And

dcrivimunt Ad would w ork to.-ther to protect th,: pro, And i.aue
of their homes: the stud, s'l%111r1Cit2c1. th, pupils assembled all of

the infolotion the, _had obt,iiiicd on I it trificc. the Arkans.!, River
,,,r IVS,Ionmcnts, in the ,irea

They prepared rit;sters to explom /01_11g laws and Ti s.t -10,, the location ot
businesses and small industrial sites.

Businesses that ibtir ;mirl 1w4d5. I he committee prepared a
list of sixteen economic concepts !elated to the role of hthiness in the
economy'. The concepts w c defined and applied to the study of local
business operations. Then the children made a list of the businesses in the
Woods area and of the goods and services those firms provided to consum-
ers. In addition. goods and services found outside the Woods area were
listed. The children 'earned that only a relatively. small section of the Woods
area was zoned for commeremi business. Ultima, asked, "Why don't

-11-,-C1- A 101.:11 ornan came to the
class to answer this question. The children discovered that businesses
usually follow people, and that there is not enough demand from the Woods
area to justify the existence of some of the businesses found in more
populatcd -;:ty. I h r", !' !h' jppliers
locate close to malls and large shopping centers that Attract customers. Suzi
decided: "What goods and services are produced is determined by the dollar
vote. Posters were made to illustrate the fact that goods and services are
produced for people who are willing and able t.' pu:-,-hase them. We
reminded ourselves that our economy ants are unlimited. but that re-
sources are scarce.
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Scnices for our neighborhood. The swot , the ;ter
center organized its activities around three gut: wry,: What service, o

-NA rrA-Ifofr, :+Tt

providing these serv.ices7- and "What ,de (r o\

I he enthasiosm of the students kept leadmi. , us trofn acto.w., to another
All the children seemed to agree that the main problem was related to the
economic growth of the area and the increasing need to provide adequate
services such as more fire stations roads, sidealk, ,,treet 9.ater

_sewerage systems. and parks and recreational facilities. One student re-
marked. The growth of the ricigh-orhood is too fast for the services to keep

up!.'
Our wide world of choices. All of the children seemed to agree that

learning -.ononlieS !hrough the tows. speakels, and intercst s:enter., had

been pleasant. As we continued to evaluate the -.old\ from beginning to end.

I summarized on the chalkboard some of the main '2 norn;L: ideas we had

learned. Our trst unit had been so successful 'hat 'nt right on into the

second part. Your Wide World of Choices.- Our discussion opened with
the children talking about parents and teachers making air car owd kicLimffi,
for them, They began to raise questions such "Whs do grow n-ups make

ail our decisions for us. Vi.lo de l_ e things t , t11 hat A

like to l_!0'!" This scusston gave me n oprorturmi, to explain to the
children that they do Ake decisions ee1 do and that many of those
decisions are es:onoir,c in nature. I had the children list their three most
r'rnnt rhowes The list included such decisions as whether to bring their
gloves or not. whether to ride or walk to schtioi. whether to use their mono
to buy a poster or Arrow books and whether to eat cereal or a doughnut for
breakfast. We reviewed sow.. Of the economic concept- related to their

decisions_ asuch s opportunity rcost :Ind choice-making. As we continued ou
discussion, the children, without realizing it, made choices about littering
the roadsides with cans, bottles, and paper. In a follow-up activity, I talked
with the students about our national economic systema talk based on the

idea that every nation must have a method ct organizing the production and
distribution ofgOods and services, I nphasizcd that in the United States the

economy is influer:ced by liViions ul people, including sixth-graders. who
Il000t how they earn ;aid snend their money.

Evaluation
Being a new teacher, and especially new to ceernarm ho.. I was a little hesitant

at the start 01 this year to begin such a compiex study. i did so. though. ira
hopes that the students would learn that economics is all around them: not
just in grown-up lives. but in their own lives as sixth-graders. Based on
student participation and test results. 1 believe that I achieved some measure

of success. I used the lest ry Elementary I:comma( .s (Grade., 4-6) and thi:
results were remarkable. Out of a possible forty points. the median pretest
score was 13. with a low of 5 and a high of 22. The post-test median score
rose to 29. with a low of 14 and a high of 40
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Even hcttcr results er:"

constructed which the children tools at the 'he stud% . The test
desieneo to evaluate the students' undcrN dine of t hasic

concepts which we had studied. The letilan as 1- ,:t- t- 12

anti a high of 48.

Movin' on h

Economics.
An Economic% Unit for Fourth And f itth=t:,r,ult r

Doris C. Wortham
ArKi-ir )sas

Introduction
For several years I had considered developing stn economics unit for my
combined fourth- and fifth -grade class. I was encouraged by the success and
enthusiasm of her teachers in the Fort Smith school system and decided to
give economic education a try. Having had no background in eLon, lies. I
began to do some reading on the subject and to formulate some ideas for the
project. However, the more I read the inure l lealiced that Ott study must he

,,rglni-yeo -wound the interp,.1,, And of the students
At the start of the 1977-78 school year. the class discussed various

topics we might develop in our study of economics. Meanwhile. our bulletin
board of current events was attracting the interest of the students; they
seemed caught up ..vith the topic Irriffic Stopr:r, in the Nic%Ai which was
related to mobility.and transportation. At the same time, the students new to
our school were introduced by the bulletin hoard to the people who
performed services for our school by delivering milk. food, :end mail, by
garbage pick-up, and by collecting paper for the paper drive. Students
interviewed the r incipal, school secretary, media specialist, cook, and
custodian to find t w they served our school and how they obtained the
supplies and equipitiott used in their Jobs, In class discussions. students
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began to realize how dependent we ,,n these people I he idea of

focusing the unit on the movement of goods and services evolved from these

aLtiv dies. di,L,;,vcrcj that, !rt 111" V.;t1Ike,1 to si.;hool,

one rode the bus, nine rode bicycles, and six were in car pools. Just 11s

people who served our school were dependent on transportation. CR'

V.e!
'e decided to (il sury determine what 141111-1 i,f itansporta-

in was used '!tot by the stiidL and why. Did it depend on distance

from school? Do both parents a result of our findings. we
concluded that the movement of goods ,ad services could he the toread th,:t

would give meaning and continuity to -lir studs' of c 'onomics.

Objectives and Methodology

In planning this unit. I

objectives:
the children a-hie It +lit

understanding the role of transportation in our interdependent society.

The concepts of interdepen.fence and tr.ide would he emphasized.
Appreciate the way economic factors determine or influence the move-

ment of goods imd ervices in a particul111 area. Such concepts as

scarcity, economizing. making choices, and sas ings would he presented.

Gain an apprecit''ion of how our needs and wants are met in 1

alcnted -,ystcm ;;=1;t iiia
such decisions as what and how to produce goods and services to satisfy
un,rnited wants. Students would come to understand the importance of

,:conormzing.
Develop an understanding of economic and financial institutions through

experiences in id out of the classroom,
Leal it that .4,k1 able to 1711.1(.1M:11: use of our scarce productive

resources through specialization and technology.
Exhibit an understanding that socess iii business is dependent upon the

market economy and the use f productive resoitccesActivities would
focus on concepts such as private ownership, profit, corporation.
entrepreneur. and resources.

In organizing an approach to teaching economics, I wanted to utilize all
subject areas rather than teach economics us a separate entity. Therefore. I

used math. language arts. social studies. music. and reading in delielopiiig

activities and instructional strategies for the unit. Each pupil was required to

keep a notebook throughout the entire project, All worksheets, repiirts.

stories, poems. and art work k riaevil in this notebook. As much of the
planning as possible was left to the children. I hey were allowed to pursue

activities and topics related to those objectives tha. interested them. Y)tne

guidelines and procedure, %km established to insure completion of the
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not tor model !LI1

and speottlization

edict the awomohile indusus ha h,tt st l s 1i1 ee ;a0;;;-. ,h,nts And

saroten report- !,.e!,e Jest:loped topk- h crush: tAes
asehold owneishIp of cars_ material, ,ornsomed his the ataomotise Indus

sersiers needed hs .ind the iel,Itlstn tit Anti nansportatii Its

personal onsa...ppon e--.penditurcs \Ate! the .tuft lepotts ie

completed. the children wanted to make a min..1 -hot. ine the de' elopmeni
transportation in the United States \be Locled lAnspor tation

Old and New As a folloNA-up aAP.it. I asked the Ltass to read an article in

the VI, ,ii/t fi, r1tlt,` tin 'supersonic planes. the so-called SSTs 1 he ehildrcn

were' isematcd hs lime idea that tilt = ono,' .11! to !And in

the United Stales. and ,..se had a li =el s dchate sonecining the pros .1 d orris of

the SST
Meanwhile. Ruth sew ell N al', _II\ L.:, In k'h.Vd

economies proles. elated to health .ind nut! r _lasses

togetner I11 ,tune t,ILki writ(

would ,,orrilsinc lioth k_stmoinis units is 'It di-,:tr-"Ion Ith!

fork s t oincl ' hopping L-Hls-; 's1

and catine eslahltshments tt hilt.' trik, ;lit ncti
and the moCement tit goods And sel I he illiistra! es the is pc-

of husinesscs,itt.,1 puhifte sets tee- a-eluded 111 he sfl - ppricue ,enter:

c'ntl,ttt'et ttn tf AnSporialion

, lci
NC LicalciNhIp dermIttlicni

'Ned C;ii dealership R.Ii!roAd depot
Post office Amhularicc `sets lee

Port of Fort Smith I ruck terminal
klovIng compan% Police depatimen.
Airpoit Rent-;t -eat ..!.gerto

After all the huildings were constrtictctf, the ehlltfren laid out the streets

and boulevards. complete e nil street park:ng lots, and tee! ea-

tion.il areas When the shonnine center ssas complete. each pupil researched

the °witnesses the class had selected ht -leading. interviewing msiness

people. and visiting the actual hiisincsses. 1-hc compiled the information
they collected and prose iced a w: Uteri report t of their findings to the entire

rvr,rt., twv-itilicif Around the follossine questions:

what kind of machinery and equipment does the hit Ines, or organization
need and how much does it cost"
What kind of people ti.ork nett " th, ZL:y

pOSSeSs?

Who owns and operates ismess sir gam Lion"!



V t kind
servh-CN

r

Lii. thh, II Mc th,,:,.niidr,=! :,:,th/t_ h,' ..!,1,: ,-. r1

7-"ovide the goods .ind services that ,A,,; r _,A. t rill di--en----,,n hiought out

nal' eVell thouch ,_ h:O,C No :Tlittl':, good-, ,iti sci%.1,_:i, ,,,,,e qui do h non h.,,,,2

all 0, c vtill 11-i- -- 'l-i'... ficiin to ::1,i.,:i--,!.in,l :itc iy- ,sit,,-,-, .1,- iiiilited
reiato,.e to huin. tots: learning stations wcie ,,dahlislacti to introduce
terms NUCh ;,i', LA). ,timer. producer, production, -,..,_,ti Lir-, .- mid opp,,Ittimtv
cost. Students diseovered rhar the basic commun.__ prohlem of s,arcit .

A hich confront', all societies. ,:ome ihout hectittse people s n nal economic
wtints ec:eed tivalitinio resource- I ?ie ,filidictt ;,Ii.'ii -h.L .,,,_ Ni11,1::0`,C
carefull :. the things we hio, .-4.ith our liMit01 ithirc k. in,-ome and that \khen e

pur,htise something. ',.-,:_r p, : uf thK: opp!-Imn: L hi - 1),_rhirT eke
pointed i, m that when peool, or gronps ,ho,,,e one Lood instead ot .inothi .

thev tire m !King a trade-Mtthat is. thee it ridding oft lc, ot one thing tar
more or something vise. .sek,etit ,,itiLlt,TIL, Flute 1 ,F1.0t LIttitft,t \ it .;v,titi,

( ,V1r01 He Stdislied,- e 'rale kOFIL1-, 1-11LTI.ii,:,1 .! 1,iilli,in build ,_,Iptioned
!,,;;; 2 ,lijj nylind Zk) t --_ k . ;'!,;;,-,_: .'N,. ,-,,,

il. ustnp lin,tgin,ir ,trhi tc,11-11h: 1iiiii..1cin, the ,hiitlicti ht:g:in to

nta.e; stand that the,. must mike c' n,es and that in doing so the had to

,c,iii..kt '1an factors: Is this the h- ,,t Ho tom rue mone ,, ' V, 111 this product
tsriel ih, mod nie,i^-011-C Of N;OIfitlhi,i ' ',kook; it ilc hotter to Nae rov money
to get s, th, thing else I vvtdat it :le .li a i,t..:i lime: k iniv ine Oest use ol in.
rrimen-inenne We v iewed the lilm !f.,, 0, I/il nc i Ve( d and

discossed ,h,, ta,:r that 4 itriiii orok ice ,iii it the goods tino -,eivaces
peopic want in today's societv . Uhe class decided that group piotects could
hest illostr.ne .,oine ot the economic idet, V.0 has been discussing, inch
group w ,is ;'e,ponsthle for a NPCCItit: protect, but an ,:ttort wtis made to tie the

projects together when the were completed . t Inc group decided to make ti
chart showing consumer goods, including houses. car, school buildings,
and nondurable goods such as food, clothing, and toys. Another group wrote
a report surnmanzing the 1he Li/NIL etnitnulL pi ohlLiii ot so.acit. ,V-, each project

,,ornrIpted filo major economic ideas and terms were presented to the
class in the form of a panel discussion.

The films Productive Resowury and Loud. Lohor (Ind Capital helped
reinforce NOMe of the economic concepts vve studied, such as capital,

:!nd profit ,'io- follokk-or v.i. rmetric it list ot the various ways
productive resources are used, the pupils concluded that people help us
learn, that !search contributes to good health, that specialists repair
products, a- that technology and innovation crintrihute to economic
growth, Wised Your (nude tf#r I I'M AMR, !twirl himiccuiefil it) diNcUNN

inflation, credit, taxes, saving, and mvaistment. .3tgain, learning stations

were organized to develop a basic undeirstanding of the circular flow of
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metre \, We ' that , .. tl itrll lllttnC income

is used for leisure-time activities. The class cant.' to re,dite that money
anag;:rnent r if-1,Irrint ,.1117ircl It, Nit5I\ m;,de and kH

boards to highlight t, economic 1,:Cpl, leiArri;:d Ih4 rvoid slid! p

Shopping' was also us._ ' to stress the import,in,', kink -.1!?,y,t1

in allocating our money-tryome.
The children de.:ided 'hat a part of the solutio., fol tainik

pit ,ins could he for it . members to find higher=p,o.in paid

more ;none!" income for the job they do: (me -.Indent e \primed
higher minimum wag, would mean tt -14 orkor-, and businesses. Kim

reported that inflation had eated what 1- eferred to as the middle class

poor.'' She suggested that families who earn a Joss income are
now struggling to make ends meet because 01 1nt1 r I he hook!.:! #.-

Our Money healthy described the tole of the Feder:il ReSCr e
children had become :.'are that we live in a mane econoin whether

are earning inc me to buy the thing we need and yy.irt , saying it Ior future
wants. borrowing money for immediate use. or pending money income on

the goods and sei enjoy . ,11- 101k;

( becks. By This time, the youngsters ,'.ere beginnine to see tb; money

served as :cdium of evhange. The eavt, oral rcr4,11.. tit

explair sortie of the ideas they had studied.
Next %.-: discussed the role oi financial institutions in the eetmomr. I

emphasizcA that those businesses bring togorher the sayings of people,
inter,st to,- the use of money, and in turn raake loans to individuals and
businesse:, who need it. A.e ills, lea; lied that Hi 41{10111 goods

and services are exchanged through the use of mono-, blinking, and credit.
The class was interested to learn that real' income is the amount of goods and

services their money income will purchase at a given point in time.
reviewed the major functions of money and asked the pupils to write reports

related o consumer credit, coins and currency, the circular flow of income.

inflation and financial institutions. As a foliovup activity, the chapter on
money and credit from Introducinm Economii.., was read and discussed, We
were now ready to have a resource person talk about banks and Sow money

is created. Shirley Sallee of Cu:, ,'-rational Bank Laim. to inn classroom to
.plain how banks function in the economy. To reinforce the concept that/t.

individuals may invest in corporations and to explain the process. I invited a

resource person from a local stock brokerage firm to talk to the children.

Starting a Business
By this time the class was eager to start our major project c1. forming a
corporation and manufacturing a piodi;vt. They realized they .'.could need

financial backing for such ben obtain a

loan from the bank. Because of study. the children knew they had no
collateral and would have to depend on an unsecured personal loan. In order
to get a loan. we knew it was necessary to develop a well-organized business
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plan. Th;, rmant kra,wing the amount of Fthire to IN! the
husin' s started. how long it would take to repo., tl ' n, an,.I what the
pr-osect, w ere fo 1,-!lizing a normal profit The N n In tiiI ON'
brt-81,11,ni Worhi gr. drcri in understand ig 1 the date t\ pes

of busioess org,..±auLations. Al ic: ,ome dehate the ourvsters dLNided the \
wanted to corm a corp ration in which -1 .,,rte could taking
the risks and sharing the profits:

Nominations ere taken ! otficer, ser'. ,, Tht' hint it lii cto.s of

the trporation. Our nes task w to kcidc .% hat to pk,,tuce his to
pr. ice, and for w nom to produce. liecause e had begun nil 111d V ith

th idea 1 concentrating on the miwement ot goods and serviees. some
sarAen!, uggested that the company htifid trucks. trains. or something

t a was related to transr.,.rtation..-\nother idea w as to
SUE:vst..,ns Aere bounced hark and forth for several Jas before a final
Jeeision made. The class decided to menhir !wk. idea,. related !o
transpr ,at on and banking by producing ceranth. n.1111,%. 1 he honks would
he mate in the shape of a moving van. Everyone scented to think !ha! this
ptoutict e.otitu appcai ,; 1;; aht_

Our next step \\ is to deride upon a name for our husinc,
\ ,lunteered and a , oicA ntn. me selected w !

non. We calculated how much IfitTleY V. Mild he needed to put chase the raw
materials and equ,octent to begin production. and made an -esti nate of
potential sales. A eel arnic supplier 1/4:1'Nconniete,,i to find out the cost of th-
materials for producing at\ banks. We made arrangements with Nis. Sewell
to have th erant hanks fired in h.

Afic: doing same research, tke began to calculate the total cost of
manufacturimg tilt van banks ro accomplish this task, we figured out how
many banks could h.. cemented with one gallon of slip and how many could
he painted with each jar of paint. The children included in their cost
estimates anticipated losses due to breakage, We determined that we would
need $87.6$ to start our business. Ihe class voted to obtain a bank loan fin
$75.00 and to issue stock in the corporation to raise the balance. The
children were divided into groups to draft designs for their stock certificates.
When the certificates .A ere prepared. the .ticks 't etc sold to interested
individuals, including students. Earents, and friends. The stock was issued in
blocks of five and sold at S cents a shPre. The officers of the company made
an appointment to visit the 'siational Bank tI obtain the loan. Having
done this. we were ready to pins-base the materials \se needed to start
proiluetion

From our previous studies, we knew that more could he accomplished
through division and specialization of labor. We made a list of the jobs
needed for our business md defined the skills and abilities required for each
task. \he were reminded in ii ii diision of lahoi tIlL workers bad to
cooperate so a, to take advantage of the gains front specialization. They
knew they had to work together and were dependent upon one another to
produce efficiently. As the banks vere produeed. customer orders began to



arrive. The sales department provided in rma :on

each color were needed to meet customer deands, !%, _nutzietering wa,

estended over a three-month pi:11rd. l)ut orb
how a business operates, Our assembiy tine Was set up inc- day a week and
deliveries were made as quickly w, possible. The children were lieginning to

realize that there was more to operating a business than simpli, producing
and se:ling a produ.-,. Accurate records were kept on a daily has!, to irionitor

ales. inventor' ash flow, and cost, and p2verap: w

amazed at the amount, of records a business must keep in order to know
exactly where ti stands in terms of pr,Ifit.

The assembly-line technique worked well for our class proect. Erie
benefits of specialization made an impact when student, disc,:.cied that
some individuals worked best at painting or cleaning. NA tide ,t(hets were
more effective in sales and ,-ecordkeeping. When the class had received
orders for fiPty -four banks, we decided to call a halt to pioducooll,
enciting, event during this ome was a visit to our class by the editor of the
For Smith T;ne.i, Record onr h:cal newspaper The editor wanted to do a

feature story about our economics project. We felt honored and pleased and

were very eager to -olunteer information and suggestions. We also had
many interested parents visit th! e lass during our stud!.

The class wanted to pay hack the hank loan as possibh

se on as we felt we had a comfortable cushion in our account, the officer, of
Transvan Corporation made a Wp to the hank and paid hack the $75,00 loan.

The Wh," ,,""'nko, wort' paid mr

stockholders were given their dividends, we were left with a profit of $./it,. :9.

Of course, we all realized that this amount was somewhat infhted, because

we had not had to pay fir certain fixed costs. including. rent (MN ies.
and taxes. Nevertheless, the children were very pr-einet of their accomplish-

ment.

Culminating Activity
Our unit of stud was now coming to a close. Suggestions concerning what

to do with the money w,. earned crowded in during the weeks following
our business venture. Finally, the children decided by vote to send about
half the profit on a class party and the other halt on,sometning tor the seitooi,

During the time Transvan Corporatton had beep in business, the whole
school had been interested in our progress. Students ;ind teachers came by

daily to cheek on how many banks we had made, how many we had on
order. and how much money we had made. Many students and teachers as

well as the librarian. secretary, custodian, and principal had purchased
b...aks: On two different occasions our corporation was featured in the
school acw,paNi. Thereforo, the .uppOrt interest exhibited b the
entire school prompted the class to 'purchase something which could be

engraved and left as a reminder
Working through the principal and ,tudermt council, it gas decided to



pure pole stand. a 11gp,
engrav=ed: "Pi esented to ok `chl 01 I Lin-

With the balance of the m
tt )ur theme rtwvin' Smcc . 11, ,
we had a skiing, parts I hat a, cio,;- i, ouid
perhaps it was appropriate after all V,jCrI

1-his still did not seem the pl., L end our 1!:w I k. ne

wind it up with a big hang. Fherefore ve ,oie a ria 1,,t
hifrritnnu-s. Its' purpose' v.as to present an the thine-
Ninth-ed.:A i e'ver% student had a part

.i'aidents ako wrote poem, pelt. I. c, I tel -

.ere read hetsccen the acts of ot.r. Ir.,: IT

leilded the pla5. and %ALI,:

Scarcity in Our School
A Fourth T Grade Fr.onurrii t !nit

Geneva Parrish

Background and Goals

The study described in this report \1/4.t1 IL:NIL:1)1:d 101 !ht. t sent -1 1 ng

stern of vafying abilities v.no made lip rik tourtn-g NIt)st of tne
pupils we average or abase in in iligen,xitrld omic
levels. _Noosing a theme fin the econorrif,..s prlrlc,t became both a problem
and a challenge after mans se t re .*!ng ihitd- and fourth-grade
students.

The first ruester w.is des oted The stud f basic (Non, concepts
as they related cperienk During this ph,ise of the program, I
ji:.6!1474.:.2 :17 7!".;: 1!byygirth,: 1,1

enjoy school. they expte. scd a distil pointing attitude about the cramped
playground area. the small .1.issrooms. the lack of adequate ,,fora _ space.

and the limited librars ad tesour..2s the ehi:clren had
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taken to frequent complaining about school facilities in general. A visit to

our school library would invariably raise the question. "Why isn't this

library big enough for us to get around in?" In the classroom they wanted to

know, "Why don't we have enough running water and drinking fountains?"
\lank other questions were raised: "Why is our classroom small? Why

we e more places for storing our things ?"
( in the playground it was not unusual to hear comments like: just bet

y t. have the sorriest little oiti playground anywheic. Why can't the school

hti\ that kind over there and make a big playground? These questions led to

cI discussion and brainstot thing session to identify ways in which the

probtem :ould he solved. After much debate, one perceptive student

re marked "Hey! Just look at what we don't have. The idea for our
in-,;cpth 'Scarcity in Our School, was now under way. The most

Important aspect was that the children themselves had initiated the investi-

edtion and analysis of the scarcity problem. Some specific goals were as

trize ,t,tdents with the problem of scarcity and such related

L...)nomic concepts as opportunity cost, the market system. production,
dr,i on Allocation of resources. and needs and wants:

9 to provide the students with :in experience in doing in-depth research
Through a stud of the .school building and grounds and to compare the
results with those of anothei school in the district:
I. tip the pupils understand the human. capital. and natural resources
that .ire used in the construction of a school building and the opportunity

involved what could have been produced with the resources

l o ac.elop skills in written and oral communication. problem solving.

ootek c art,d,ts. dcb,Ite. and group participation.
a t o help oimgsters to recognize the goods and services that are provided

c, oh tax revenue. t
eluding competing public wants such as highways.

ridnonal defer..e, and etic:Mon.

I ,earning Activities
tiiok my class for a walk around the school yard and through the building.i ,,rotrnti to tht cl:oo.room. I asked the students to list everything

the had ooset ved which they thought limited their opportunity to learn, and

to Itt:k additional comments. Fhe follower criticisms developed from this

I ;;Tutct.1 facilities:
Inadequate playground cc.
Not enough playground equipment:
Small classrooms with no running water:

few water fountains in the building:
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Inadequate restroom facilities:
Not enough space for - mall-group activities:
Limited library materials.

We proceeded to discuss the problem of scarcitythat resources are
limited relative to our wants and that adding to our list of wants 1.:quires the
use of additional resources. The childre, learned that all societies are faced
with the scarcity problem and, therefore, must decide what goods and
services shall be produced. The children made posters, murals, and draw-
ings to reflect what they had learned; children were shown fighting over
swings, complaining about small storage spaces, and pointing out the lack of
pl igtound equipmelit. Next, I asked the children to write essays explaining
why they thought the school's facilities were inadequate. They were asked
to answer the question. Why can't we have everything we want in out
school ?"

In a follow-up exercise, we made notebooks which contained questions
and answers related to the pr._;blem of scarcity: What is scarcity'? What does
economizing mean" What is a consumer? Whitt are consumer goods? I could
see a dram: le improvement in the children's understanding of basic
economic ideas and principles as they recorded their answers it the
noteboks. Some of the Incepts g.ncepts were reinforceu in role-playinsituations.
We conlinued our ..ludy 6y having a resource person vis'' the classroom to
explain how the school was built. Armed with old blueprints and school
re, ,rids. our guest consintant described how the building had been con-
structe,1 in 1962. We learned that the city had sold a school bo. I issue to
build the school, at a total cost of $296.025. The class reviewed the actual
budget for the construction -project, including expenditures for the ar-
chitect's fee, kitchen equipment. and school furniture and supplies. The
children seemed fascinated with the discussion on the budge and in
particulai- with the set of blueprints for the building. The pupils came to
realize that there had not been enough money appropriated to buit.the kind
of schoo! building that everyone wanted, and that choices had had to be
made regarding the way scarce resources would he used. As a result of this
learning activity, the following conclusions were reached:

People have unlimited wants in a world of limited resources. The pupils
at ravanatigh School want more goods and services than can he
produced with the school hoard's limited resources.
The school board hat_-! to make difficult decisions rev.trdirig the tit;e of its
limited money income to construct the building. Economic choices are
seldom easy to make.
The people who originally planned the school wanted a bigger and better
facility, but money income was relatively scarce. Therefore the board.
had had to economizeto allocate the available resources to best satisfy
the needs of the coMmunity.
Even though some children are not completely satisfied with the limited
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facilities, the actual cost of construction exceeded the amount of money

allocated to the building project. The balance of the funds came from

money to be allocated to purchasing additio.lal playground space and

classroom equipment and supplies.

At this point, the children were asked to imagine themselves in the

position of the board members and the superintendent when the decision

was made_to build the school. This led to another role-playing situation. A

two-act play was written about the economic decisions that were made in

1962 when the school building was constructed. The play was called The

Economic Facts cbout %tiding Cavanaugh School. Some of the pupils

wanted to know why other schools have everything they need. To answer

this question, we invited the principal of a neighboring school to visit the

class. The principal was the chief administrator of a newly built school s' 'hick

contained many of the facilities the children in my class wanted in their

building. In answering the children's questions, the principal indicated that

the problem of scarcity exists in the ne A' building and that hard choices had

to oe made in drawing up the proposed budget. As a follow-up acitivity. we

visited the new school to compare that facility with our own. The children

made a list_of the differences they observed.
We continued our discussion of the scarcity problem and identified the

rmsons why people in all societies must make choices about how to use their

limited productive resources to satisfy their unlimited wants. The children

prepared a chart showing the many wants and needs of people living in our
community. At the top of the list was a new school building. t2pne student

asked, What kind of a school could we build if we didn't have to think
about scarcity?" The class decided to draw plans for a new school that

would contain all of the thin.. they wanted. The plans included an elaborate

layout for an auditorium, cafetetia, gymnasium, baseball fielu, tennis court,

classrooms, playground, and parking areas. We invited a resource person to

speak to the class and to give estimates on the cost of building our "ideal"

school.
After some discussion on whether the city had sufficient resources to

warrant building a new school, I asked the pupils to give written examples of

the human, capital, and natural resources that could not be used in the

production of other goods and services if they were use ;I to build our "ideal"
school. Some of the conclusions we reached were as followq-

More pi ,ice protection is needed in our city.
Scarcity means we don't have enough resources, so choices must be

made.
Scarce productive resources could nett be used to purchase new fire

;equipment.
More fire stations are neeed in the community.



This activity was conclude I with a discussion on how allocate scarce
resources among alternative uses. The children began to raise questions:
"Can we afford a new school?" "Would a new school be a wise use of
productive resources?" What" could be done to the existing building to
make it better? What is the opportunity cost of building a new school?
Some of the children began to realize that it was not possible to build a new
school which contained all of the special facilities that they wanted.

During this phase the Port Smith elementary schools were involved in a
self-study and accreditation review by the North Central Association. We
asked our principal to explain the process of accreditation and to identify
areas of strength and weaknesses in thc school, The principal pointed out
several potential areas of concern uncovered in the self-study, including a
too-small library, inadequate space for small-group instruction, lack of
storage space, and a relatively small playground which was in poor condition
in terms of accreditation standards and guidelines. Next. the students drew
plans for a new school, incorporating recommendations for changes de-
signed to meet the accreditation guidelines. Some specific recommendations
were presented:

Purchasing additional land for playground space
Improving the existing playground
Removing the existing playground
Removing a pAtition between classrooms to provide enough space for a
library
Building.two small-group instructional areas in a remodeled library
Enlarging the storage areas the expense of other facilities

l'he children learned that some of their recommendations acre already being
considered by the board of education. We proceeded to study the costs and
benefits associated with each proposal being reviewed by the lii;ard. The
PT \ also became interested in helpig to improve the playground and sent
representatives to meet with the superintendent, As a result of the PTA's
involvement and financial support, the playground area as blacktopped
and the school board promised to acquire more property for expansion.

The children were delighted with the goods news. We analyzed the
economic principles related to these decisions. The conceTit of opportunity
cost was studied in terms of using the limited money income to improve the
playground and giving up other things which could have been purchased for
the school. Thi.children agreed that spending the money on the playground
was the best ehoice among the alternat,.es being considered. No decisions
were made regarding the other recommendations or proposals_ MY students
were gaining experience in applying the tools of economic analysis: prob-
lems-were defined, alternative solutions were examined, and choices were
made by comparing the costs and benefits of each of the alternatives. We

J
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also studied how these costs and benefits would affect different groups

within the community.

Culminating Activity
Although it was obvious that we were not going to have our -ideal- school.

the children still wanted to debate the issue and then take a vote. I divided

the class into two groups to debate the question: "Should Cavanaugh Build a

New School?" Both sides of the issue were evaluated and the pupils

demonstrated their knowledge of -onomic concepts in presenting their

views. Following our debate, a vote was taken. The class voted overwhelm-

ingly for a "practical" school. and rejected the proposal for a new building.

The class decided that with a few basic improvements the exist;ng school

and facilities would meet their needs, A School Appreciation Day was held

at the end of the year to show how thankful we were to have a good school.

Evaluation was an on-going process throughout the entire economics
project. I was able to use a variety, of methods to determine if students were

increasing their understanding of economic ideas. Oral discussions. written

reports. stories, debates, and other techniques were employed to assess the

students' performance. A final examination encompassed the whole range of

economic content covered in the unit. The results demonstrated that the

students had developed a good background knowledge of such concepts as

scarcity. opportunity cost. production. consumption. good, and services.

resources. income, and many others. The students performed like profes-

sionals.

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER TWOL,

Good Ideas In Brief: Intermediate Level

FRANCIS THERESA ALLEN. of the no Elementary Se/t 1.

Louisville, Kerauc kv. taught her fourth-graders econo tie y updating a

"Kentucky Craft Shop.- She kroduced the unit by large outline

map of the state and having the hildren draw in the' rivers. forests. crops.

,and other natural resources. Th students were introduced to many eco-

nomic concepts such as barter. money. goods, and production. and were

involved irrmaking and selling handmade goods. Some interesting objects

produced were corn necklaces. corncob pipes, pioneer dolls. potholders.

rugs. flowers and vases, and hows and arrows. A "mini -economy" was set

up in the classroom, complete with stores.: hospital, schools, and govern-
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ment agencies. Children discovered the importance of division and spe-
cialization of labor as they role-played various jobs. As the "economy"
developed, it was necessary to add new businesses and to provide more
services, including a post office, newspaper, travel agency, and art gallery.
It even became necessary to build a jail and to impose fines on those who
violated laws. The class studied about the industries and businesses in
Kentucky and learned how to make decisions regarding the use of scarce
resources to produce goods and services, 1he concept 01 competition was
discussed when two pupils each decided to open TV stations. A variety of
resource materials and methods were used to teach basic economic concepts
developed in the unit. Filmstrips such as "Quilting in Kentucky" and
"Kentucky Waterways" were employed along with numerous films, tapes,
and reference books. Resource people from the community were invited to
the classroom to help the children learn about different careers and about the
state's economy. An assembly line was established to reinforce the concepts
of specialization and interdependence through the production of model
horses, and the children made puppets depicting athletes, coal miners.
painters, barbers and other workers. Several field trips to local businesses
were made to give pupils an opportunity to apply the economic principles
and practices they had learned. A highlight of the project was the actual
filming of an economics lesson by a local TV station for its evening news
special.

NNA LEE DAVIS of the Belt'ior Elementary School, Twinsburg,
Ohio. veloped a variety of activities to teach basic economics to the
fourtee pupils in her adjusted curriculum class. She introduced the unit by
discussing the Cleveland mayoral campaigh. The students interviewed one
of the main candidates running for mayor, raising questions about taxes,
government spending, and voting requirements. The class prepared banners
and posters for the candidate of their choice, wrote letters and .articles for
the school newspaper, and participated in a mock election. Preparing for the
school's annual Halloween party provided an opportunity to expose the
children to concepts such as budgeting, needs. wants, money, consumer.
and producer. The class was divided into groups and made punch, candied
apples, and other treats to sell at the party. This activity helped show the
pupils how division and specialization of labor increase production. As a
follow-up project, the children used the assembly-line method to help put
together a newsletter for the Parent-Teachers Association. To introduce the
concepts of economic wants and scarce resources, the children were asked
to prepaie a bulletin board using pictures of different goods and services,
which they took from magazines. The Primary Test of Economic Under-
standing (joint Council on Economic Education) was administered as a
pretest and again at the conclusion of the project.The test results indicated a
significant increase in the students' understwiding of economic knowledge.
Games, films, video tapes, written exercises, manipulatives, resource per-
sons, and field trips were used throughout the year-long project. Role-
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playing and simulation games were used to teach concepts related to taxes
and government spending. The children learned that city government
provides the community with many goods and services in response to
Wile's needs. Several act i -Was helped to explain how income is distribs

uted in the U.S. market economy.

BEVERLY DALY of the Pat Deakin Elementary School, Las Vegas,
Nevada, had some interesting expnences with the stuck market approach
to teaching economics. The classro'sm operates as a mini-economy where
fifth-gratlers become involved iti maid% economic decisions. Ms. Daly
began the unit by reviewing previously learned economic concepts such as
scarcity, opportunity cost, competition, monopoly, supply, demand, and the
factors of production. As the year progressed, a unit on commercial banking
was developed to explain the functions of money,.eredii, and income in the
economy. This led to the study of the stock market and Wall Street. A
speaker from the University of Las Vegas was invited to the class *n discuss
the operation of the stock market. Students were intr,-ici...ced to terms such as

dividend, shares of stock, broker, price-earnings ratio. over7the-counter
trading, and bull market, The students were asked to read the stock market
pages of the newspaper and to select a stock that they would like to
purchase." Ms. Daly presented some interesting facts on the history of the
stock market. The students followed their individua! stocks daily and
interviewed their parents and friends to learn as much as they could about
investing in the market. The film The tine Man Band Gobs to Wall Street

was used to show aall business growing, incorporating, and selling stock

traded on the [it -P. Exchange. The students continued following

their stocks each 6.1 17"put ;ig gai... ard losses and aiding new economic

concepts to their , ries.
Eventu ecided to form their own business. incorporate.

and sell stock -. 7 Kids Incorporated. The company produced and

sold macrame -.re stuffed mice, using the assembly-line technique.
A committee nducted market feasibility studies to determine-
product derru,...i at t.-- c r !Ash the selling price for the stuffed mice. The
students had ,!: the total cost of pax/action, analyze supply -.nd

Cernand facto' ,.oa an an advertising campaign. During the project, the

children decid. alay the stock market "fur After doing research,
the class investeti a ioril of $100 and purchased fifteen shares of Golden
N igget Incorporate-;. (jam, s and simulations pertaining to the stock market

he to reinforce the students' unders'anding of is economic concepts.

As a culminating ..tivity. the class re, rived a special invitation to attendghe
annual rowing of the stockholders of Golden Nugget Incorporat-A. Report-
ers from all the major newspapers, i ,,auding the UPI and AP wire services,

...tre present to record the ever;!

JAMES -UHLY and Cl l` 6 Di)! A NI of the Alcyander Elementary
School, Alexander, New York. -i-!veIor, . a highly mei: ;:',roach for



teaching ecoriurr.iCs to their fifth-grade students. The children are given
opportunities ipply economic ideas to practical. real-life situations in the
world of prof,.s- onal sports. i.e., stocks, draft rounds, team management.
costs. prof41. !:rize money. etc. A winter basketball tournament is created.
with four te,--, of ..tridents actively competing for prize money. In a game
called Coo Char :des." the children are divided into groups and in-
structed to anutize particular goods and services. In another activity, the
pupils malt : collage from magazine pictures to depict various consumer
goods. In c.irrying out the sports theme, the class is divided into "owners"
who drett 1.;:::.tketball players from the class. A basketball skill test is used to
help the ti.. tlers choose players for the team. When the owners have
established tclzsr teams, they axe allowed to sell shares of stock to interested
investrrrs As tournament :2-re approaches, the teams busy themselves

ard posters. t paring for the game, selling tickets, and
developip: a garne plan. With the actual playing of the tournament corn-
plett-1$ !ie ;,.ripiis divide ;.-1 the prize money. Each team receives a share of
the or..ft t. ii;.sed on !i.tal position in the tournament, and dividends are
distributed stoct- = °. ..rs. In addition to learning many economic con-
cepts. he I era ,: .ire their skills in mathematics and oral communica-

-k -est is administered, which usually shows that the
students have re d many concepts from this innovative project.

RUTH SEI.1'.WL.L of Cook Elementarr School, Fort Smith, Arkansas,
has develoved i.'Ith-grade unit in which the pupils learn economics through
the stirrly f health and nutrition. Ms. Sewell discovered that most of ht.,
twerr.y-toai p:'pill came to school each morning without eating breakfast.

..e project, all the children were invited to have breakfast at
morning. Committees of students were formed to plan the menu,

p:A the meal, make place mats. wash tables, etc. Grocery lists were
or-_pared, shopping was done. and the total cost of the breakfast was

tleulated. Economic terms were introduced each day, and weekly tests
..ere given to check the students' progress and comprehension. Local
newspapers, reference hooks. U.S. New & World Report, encyclopedias.
and other resource aids were available to teach economics. The project
included a study of the AFL-CIO Amalkamated Meat Cutters' strike against
Safeway and the impact 01 the strike on the food prices in Fort Smith. The
class discussed how early people made use of natural resources such as the
prairies, forests. rivers, wild animals. plants. and trees to meet their food
!,--eds. The pupils prepared a wall chart showing how these resources were

by the Indians and the pioneers. and how early people dealt with the
oblem of scarcity. The concept of opportunity cost was introduced as the

pupils analyzed the reasons why early pioneers left their "comfortable" life
behind when they moved west. The youngsters learned how capital goods
were used to benefit the Indians and pioneers and how various methods were
employed by early people to cook. process. and store their foods. As a
follow-up activity, students came to school dressed as Indians or pioneers
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and they cooked and ate foods from each period. From this activity, the

pupils gained a better understanding of the problems early people faced in

deciding how to produce goods and services to satisfy their unlimited wants.

The closing of a neighborhood grocery store provided an opportunity to

discuss the impact of consumer spending on the economy. After dung some

research, the class made a list of the factors that contribute to business

failure and success. The children learned about collective bargaining, labor

unions, and the role of management when they intei itic wed striking meat

cutters during a field trip to Sale way. Advertisements from the local

newspapers were used to compare and analyze the prices of grocery items

and to understand unit pricing. As a culminating activity, the entire class ate

breakfast again at the school. Since the class voted pizza their favorite food.

they decided to have it for breakfastalong with orange juice and milk!

DORRIS MORRIS and GEORGE NICKLE of Warner Elementary

School, Wilmington. Delaware, have developed a classroom activity called

"Beyond the Mini- Society" for their fifth -grade pupils. This experience

enabled the students to gain a thorough understanding of the interrelation-

ships among the economy political, and social systems of a society. The TV

series "Trade-Offs provided the impetus for the project. The children were

actively involved in making economic decisions using the problem-solving

technique presented in the film series. This approach was applied to the

study of basic economic concepts. As the project unfolded. a committee was

elected to develop a slide presentation entitled "Economics Inc. Once the

script was written, each studerit was given an opportunity to draw pictures

illustrating the concepts being studied. A brainstorming scslan was used to

review the economic concepts illustrated in the slide presentation. The

students were directly involved in the planning of learning activities. This

active participat n helped to arouse their interest. In the course of the

activity. studen make many decisions and soon come to realize the need

for using logic thought processes to solve problems arising in the daily

lives. They o learn to live with the consequences of their decisions.

VIOL T MILLER of Washington intermediate Elementary N,hool,

Little Roc Arkansas, developed a well-organized unit in economics for

fourth-grade students. Ms. Miller introduced the children to the economy of

Little Rock by describing the city's industries and products. A publication

from the local chamber of commerce. The Metropolitan Economy. was used

as a reference in compiling economic facts and statistical data about the

area. The students learned about revenue bonds as they studied various

methods for financing new and expanding industry. The children became

familiar with economic concepts such as specialization. interdependence.

capital formation, and production. As the concepts were studied, the pupils

made posters, wrote stories, did research, and presented reports tothe class

on the economy and people of Little Rock. A resource person from the



community shared a wealth 0 information with the class on the local and
state economy. From this discussion, the pupils came to realize the
importance of interstate highways, railroads, electrical power, inland
waterways, and the labor force to the growth and development of industry
and manufacturing. The class took a field trip to the AMF Cycle Plant to
study the manufacturing of bicycles. The filmstrip "off We Go to the Bike
Factory".helped the pupils to understand the various stages of production
and the importance of division and specialization of labor. The childre
discovered that many bicycle parts are imported from other countries
because they can be produced there at lower costs than in the United States.
Watching aa. bicycles being put together on the assembly line brought to life
t e meaning of specialization and interdependence. A representative from
t e U.S, Small Business Administration was invited to the classroom to
escribe the special problems encountered by small businesses in Arkansas.

The chikiren learned that any manufacturing firm with less than five hundred
employees is conside-ed a small business. Next. the class studied transpor-
tation and its role in Little Rock industry. Some of the more unusual forms of
transportation found in the city were identified. including the monorail, the
snowmobile, and the bidloon. Several films and field trips were used to

)reinforce the importance of transportation to the local, state, and national
economy. The class toured the airport and observed people at work
performing many different Jobs. The children wrote songs. prepared bulletin
boards. and did research in economics. As a culminating activity, the pupils
made keepsake booklets which summari/ed the understanding of economic
concepts they had gained from the unit.

I TN DA HARRIS of the C entail hi/iv-mediate St 11001. HI
Arkamio, created an ejan mics unit ensitled Newest Thin nder the
Sun for lift h-graders#PMs. Harris made several presentations a introduce
the pupils to some essential concepts related to the econo of energy. A
five-step problem-solving approach ' !tired as a basis for exploring
issues related to economics and energy. in one activity, the children were .

asked to identify the source of energy needed to make products work
effectively and efficiently_ Some of the items included on the students' lists
were coal. natural gas. windpower ia sailboat), and electricity (a stove).
Students played a bingo -type game calkid Power to help them understand
the relationship between Tinlirmied wants ,c'art'e' resources. A erossl.vord
puzzle containing economic and energy-related concepts was used to teach
the pupils economic analysis and decision-making skills, Role-playing exer-
cises and panel discussions were used to study energy conservation prac-
tices being carried out in the school and the community. Speakers from the
local power company taught the students how to read electric and gas meters
and demonstrated energy-saving techniques for home use. A student team
vas assigned to investigate the uses of electricity in the community, the
school, and the home. All pupils wrote essays entitled "A Day without
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Junior High School: Grades 7-9

Simulation Project for
an EcOnomics Unit

CHAPTER THREE

Donna Wiilalsean
Patrick Henry Junior High School, Sioux Falls, South Dakota

Introdiction.
This si ulation deals with legislative politics as well as economics. The
students re asked to draft a law for which they believed they would get
support an which would alleviate some of the economic problems related to
wheat production and exportation. described below. The simulation should
be done after the students have completed some foundation work in
economics; have become familiar with the baste concepts of scarcity.
opportunity cost, and productive capacity; and understand the purposes of
taxati i. They should also have some background in our political system and
lawmaking process.

The activity was carried out with a class of thiri y students. I divided the
.;lass into six groups of five members. The size of the groups can be varied to
accommodate fewer or greater numbers of students. Specific roles are
assigned to group members. e.g.. homeowner in the taxpayers` group.
Democrat in the congressional subcommittee. It is essential that the teacher
provide careful discussion and definition of each group_

Basic Concepts Included
The fundamental concepts and terms included in the simulation were:

I. Human wants exceed an economy's capacity for satisfying iheifi.
2. Choices must be made regarding what. how, and for whom to produce.
3. Choices may be made in response to tradition_ to command. on,': to the

operation of the market system.
Opportunity cost and trade-offs.
Specialization, division of labor, and interdependence.

6. Productive capacity is determined by the quantity and quality of the
factors of production, including land, labor (of which management is a
part), and capital.
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7. Foreign trade occurs because of differences in resources among the

nations of the world.
8. Foreign trade benefits consumers and producers by providing markets

and making available goods otherwise not obtainable.

9, Fo,..ran inde is often redirected by government action in order to serve

special Interest groups.

The Simulation
In Congress, a subcommittte is often assigned to hold public hearings on an

issue; the hearings may ultimately result in specific bills being written or

proposed for enactment. Various groups or indiv; 'eels from throughout the

United States are invited or may requestpermission to provide testimony on

the issue. In this simulation, we will have a congressional subcommittee on

agriculture listening to testimony on wheat production, exports. and price

supports. It is the responsibility of the subcommittee to determine what

kinds of legislation need to be written in order for the bill to be enacted by

Congress as a whole. The bill will be writtkta after the various pressure

groups have given their opinions.
Some background information is helpful. In 1974, the United States

exported nearly 58 percent of its total wheat output. This amount repre-

sented 44 percent of all the wheat exported in the world. In 1975;the United

States increased wheat production by 10 million tons, all of which was

available for export. It is important to note that wheat ranks sixth in dollar

value of all U.S. farm,outpin. During that same two-year period, the dollar

value of exports of manilfactured goods was 41/2 times higher than that of all

farm products combined.. Wheat is fifth in dollar value of leading goods

exported from the United States.
Past federal farm programs have included price supports and soil banks,

as well as voluntary set-aside plans. Under the price support program,

farmers could get loans Dom the federal government using their crops as

collateral or could sell the crops to the federal government whenever the

market price dropped below a predetermined price called parity; some of the

food surpluses purchased under the price support program have been used in

foreign aid programs attd some to aid the poor in the United States. Under

the soil bank plan, farmers paid for not planting certain crops. In the

voluntary set-aside program. farmers agreed not to plant a percentage of

their normal crop in return for a guaranteed pike support on vrh.a was

produced.
The task of each group is to provide testimony and to lobby -for the

enactment of a law which would favor a specific point of view. 1The groups

may need to negotiate compromises as they bargain withcach other so that

some form of acceptable and workable legislation will he pasXed.

Description of'the Six Grc;ups to Be Given to Students

culture Subcommittee: You are member of r:ongress af,,igne,_ to

a subcommittee with instructions from the -:ommittee chairperson to draft
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legislation to attempt to solve some of the current farm problems. Your
committee consists of a subcommittee chairperson from the majority party
and members of both the majority and minority political parties. Your job is
to listen to testimony made in public hearings by the other groups. You may
ask questions as the witnesses testify or at any other time during the
he wrings.

It is your responsibility to write ine nest bill et_meta Mug the production
and/or export of wheat that you believe will solve the problems and receive
the support of the greatest number of special-interest group,,. Remember,
one of your realistic objectives is to get re-elected. Specifically, the bill should
aF.complish the following:

I. Improve the balance-of-trade position bf the United States;
Improve the income and profit position of U.S. farmers;
Decrease the tax burden on U.S. consumers in the United States.

Taxpayers' Group. Your group is lobbying for lower taxes. You tend
to favor a free-market system in which supply and demand would determine
price. You are afraid that price supports would encourage overproduction
and that taxpayers would er.d up buying and storing surplus output. You
dislike making payments to people for not working. as is implied in the soil
bank. You favor using food in export to obtain products we need, suet, as oil.
"ou are opposed to foreign aid pcograin, that giN. e food to countries we
might be lble to sell to instead./

Farmers' Group. You are wheat farriers whq y erned
about the low prices you receive for your wheat relative to the overhead
costs of producing your crop. Some of you belong to groups such as
American Agriculture, bin eau. rsLitional 1 m organization, or
Farmer's Union. You do not- all have the same vie= s. Some may favor 100
percent parity which is <i guaranteed price for wheat set by the Department
of Agriculture. This price is paid by the federal government (out of taxes)
whenever the market vrice falls below a certain level. Some may favor a
set-aside program under which some farm acreage is taken out of production
in order to reduce supply and consequently increase prices for wheat. This
might be a voluntary program in which government funds are used to pay
farmers for allowing their, land to remain fallow. Some may favor a subsidy
program such as aid for purchasing fertilizer. loans for obtaining
land and rri-.chinery, or low -cod diesel fuel for fairn machinery. Some may
favor a free market in which the forces of suppli and demand establish an
equ:librium price.

Environmentalisk Group. Your group is concerned about upsetting the
natural ecological balance and di_pletine our resources. One faction ir your
group favors restrictions on the use of pesticides, herbiddes, and cl . ical
fertilizers on farm land. They fear destruction of the land and distur, ance
of the balance of nature and arc concerned about the use of chemicals to
increase production. Some of thl group also belielle that cities should have
green areas such as parks that would be places of beauty and respite from
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Operation Paint
rtilu WI;

Kay Michael

he Setting
I-b,o,c!)-Pori, is 1' :14';

fhi::,"1118'housed in twit
teacher, hoildmv t-t!,:tvki Irt the tt-qk ;Ind
re-,tronnv,, end claNsroorti,-, to! k,!;tiv!ti,:tr ten t!-`I ,agh 1 he other

building was built in I-) I ',did l n ,,!rerne:', poor ,:or wn H. I

the Liallia Dist! utut ircil 11\. the Stare
Dejmiimcrit ol Filthwon in I') 41 1114,1. ,q1.2 4.)! the

send: \k P 1, _. the 11 ,_11,1110,, were

vet:,, poor With a uhlii ,,Pier fila I I, Icleatlag in our treia.
we have made considerable pr.-ae,s Iii Cling the students the hest
education ,,ossihlt 1.411 Inc eh:ink:M:0 senool remain
J,

I he students \ \ho attend 11 ;well Porter e crag: `1.10-a of

them ,ire memhcrs of Ialltlics who .0i e Lonsaleted hi he low\ mildle class or
arc on writ -sire. (nil population Ha, ,A ho

members of minority groups. ducation in our school has focused on the
ha icy: therefore. the eh,idien hw.e no training in economics.
Nly Invo!vcrm,',.1!
economic edii. dion

The Pr ..ct
? , cn00000rn lessons nsiniz economic

terms. concepts. and principles. Above all it Was our o7stre to develop a
project which would interest all of our students and ,,ould provide opportu-
nities for practical expeilence. Since we had been teaching in the building

he :10 h:od not horn namted in
years. We seized upon the i -1portumtv to incorporate economic e.!ircation
into a wort, experien e hy painting two or our classrooms.

We NT 1n the activity with two dirt, drab clas ooms. ._!onomic

lessons late. We ended with two trshh, painted row-ris t ntr studiors
designed and painted the rooms. One room was done with murals on each
w111. and the other was painted with the school colors and included, th,.
drawing of a "Snoopy caricature Who serves our mascot pirate.
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Organization of the Project
We organized the r-oiect into 'An rWftd
p,,,rfrrnance hieetv. materi,.11- neecc1. r ic hc ;Ind

evolui.nion N(rat ies. In most 0" he c
resource person,. v.ere

Eci thi epmc mc 1iIcLl1 c ml :r.
,cveloped for Proiect 1 nt

(Iverall QhJe rim

I To understand markets, simpl, 'sold dcm.,1-

mg protectselling cand,- Pars-,
2. I a raise moncy to carry omit the pu Iun pH,
3. hi develop aad undersianding oUuhe usL- h

..::counts and savinis acmunt
4 To understand th7 1acvantages and dis.id\.,iiiku2e, k ml

C. r() ,nd,.stanti interest; and
6. To undersUind the differencu iletv ccii ii

Pcriormam e livct tm m I he ondein mm ill h

A. Write ,heck c hal- '-e chcckun
;410ntotv culunt ri,hiok in c;11,111;nc Iu1Iercc ocd kn ci

particular bali.mee;
C. Identify charge account procedure, And tIUI ic nierc-d Joe on a

pm-tic-War balm nm'

1). Discmi. mark suppl. and dcrniind i telatc-J, io (iur proico
E. Understand that the proh' .ate r, 5t1 pekzent tin e;1-1 ciridt. bar.

",ictiidary:

I. halance
account

X: percentage

tritOrotif M. credit ratme
4. compounded interest Ii , market
5. checking account 17_ siipplv

6. savings account demand

.14aterw'

Mimeographed bank cheeks -.no
2_ Mimeographed savings account passbooks
3. Charge cards from vaTaous businesses
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me hl
pii -.1urc to; ,A FT( g - .

4 1nv .1 nhm tril-tud

chtogc ;!t-tki t.ht2it LI

akulittc in!eiC-',I on hc ,11T1,11111" .n

Dtst.m.,t, :td\VItttLt.:,
LO)!( rn

Hi out ilk.
,Jrrip..ar, tot crt

I 41' 04'IIiI L'4

t ,ger

hir current hlani:e o $12q 7 poNi '...225.00 and \Arite tv.o cheeks.

one for $9.16. and the inner tot n2. V, hat is our new balance?
Ai all t nnuid interest itt 4 on a halanee
of S600.00 for one year.

4. What would thL annual inlet a at;count with a rate
of 11/2r'r monthly'

S. What effect, if a. do the flLcl' of supply :ffid demand have on our
tanilv rniirket''

f) List two adviintapc, ch.,. ge iccourr.
7. List two disadvioad,.:s. ut charge
8. Interest which Is t-pe. d al the current hoiance called

imereNi ANS ciporii d 1:

9. What is a credit rating :!!Id ;All', is it important ."
10. Is puttine, money into a savings :ic,:ount ;tiled :1 deposit or a o, lit?
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__PR( oi

rid t' rk

derst,tou the Lonep Act
1nd undL itand the

J hti ,.r6 :!!

hit

A Create efe.igns anu tin he e
B ,int the room in the correct proeedure.

Clean up an replace all equipment used:
I), Replace all ft niture and all j ,-(trAtort

AnNker .qtly` all qui, .!ions is the surnmdi-,. tai e r, ,mertea's
Wheel of conorm, Progress

iff roil%

I, paint
2 him dies

roller,.
hutA, t' .I 111 Il,ili

1Rewuri c 1 c rrpi; .

Richard Ki.
Ron man, teacher of elas.

k Napier, ar.
Michael, teacher of Sic

Pr:ICeiht
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Heaninp ;anal clearung
i!,:treeni- nit ois

I. I he pamtnig of the r i a.tr l LI tlul mg ,eheduled all
classes and completed nine -hour workday on Saturday.
First. the students th,t, nine cars. ret,i !heir ork

-'hedules. and he int,tructed thew superviso on their job assign-
ment for the day.
Second. they etiili ok e titrniture from the k it place tt in the

middle of the rot
; thoi will cos, sill erntr et furniture mth sheets. newspapers. or
plastic. They will e..et the exposed floor similar materials,

4. Next they will prepare all the neo:ssan. took and mix and stir the
paint properly.
Workcrs /II pilimine mu hip 1.
down to the floor.
After the main part ilf the painting is :ie.,: mplished. they
.,vith the trim paintii3g and -,,zisticalk paint in the designs,
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The Brainy Bunch Meets
the Circular Flow

Jack E. Am, long
nool. ir-raley. Ohio

NI> PrOjeCt s developed a., a ,..1t part ,Itaik in the of econorn:cs

in junior high sen( I. While . I1.acc phise of protect :Ire Intel related:
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each ,e used 1,-i ent'
ent-st in

art I: The Cin tiiar F

-;Ithou I

The rna'i goat of this phase of niN. g.--Ell

betkcr under aanding f how- a market c,. fl th01,
become awe- c- (hitt th:y are part or fndrkkq does such
a fine job of satisfying people's need, and wants. The procedure for
developing this ,,ha.sc. of my prograr.1 w as !.i) prc,.e;it .;i.,ncepl of circular-
nov. thrLiuyh a ten-page ..:artn story (the cover and page 3 are shown
1-lot -). The cartoon story .'an he used effcLii, eh,' with .,71: anit that deals
with economic activity. If ..:n he effeetivel!. present ,d in -o or three
nerious, and it c. my Itufitment hiat in order for do the ;!cti \
two periou., are necessal

The cartoon paites Lai, he hoken down into Clete divi,aons. In the first
five paces. my In-ttinv bunch how the circular flow operates, ano
in the oth,:r five pages. they put cir---,rlar flow into practice b, howir
all families and in&lividitol, 1i into th flow, n r1O1 =1k;

Ample. p,rtinetit int%,--rrnation is in-ilwied in the cartoon t.= altow-
.11 objective and .ity testing. Th.' v' curl he risen to llateve

dridior s:taients tilt' lit.
I -,ve folio !Lo,

in her own drawielgs t a circular flow on the '.t _tint' o_ Of the twits I

then inform rfi that at the conclusio of ,Ili ;n:::7- have ,c

The students to the arfoon has been hav-
inaleatcd ,:-!a! they ha emoyed
textbook to study economic concepts and term--

Alai'. -igh I h,! many resources available l ccncer. -k? tl!at most of
them includeu only rm It an.ounts cr'' pertinent inforinalor. esainived
e' tular (1 ),v diagrams se differ,nt textbooks and pamphILt., hut. after

astir limitations I decided to do clop r' own fira,kings.
Another procedure I I-K.ve. followed has been to ke:p a copy of thr

circular Itow cram in front art the cl.ts-a-oom. I have then iissir-ned sludeins

sonic r I7ations c-und in the cartoon presentation. I fed this
technique he h:en exceptionally succc ,sful ..Inee groups of eleven- and
tw . e-yea) )1(1 yoongs.er, have indimcil that they understand very

approach.

Pant I Candy Sale
Since our school was cornarctIng a candy sale. I decided 'neorpora,._ that
activity into an economk:s for 1,1. studies C ASSeS. Here was a
perfect opportunity to take .; rein-life selling acts ty not sialanon. and to
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1_1( tl tilt'
,t1

It --t.21(1,! 1C1t111 111,

at the heginning ot le period Ana .,.; r. ,.,

gottins. I tree shcets ni.t,eki on th.: ;.i th.117h,.rt: 1111 ,-011

CV1:1111-1C h IC1011 11,1d 1-1,t1 ci lih,r1,1

c.-r-aph kith sho\ked the at,. ',Atli c+1 group leading in the
N

At the concluston or the .toodt%., ,tu,1 and e Ira

credit grades. Ihis epc;leti-,:e ten th0111,!h

time 1111P4t:Vel, the results V.t.:H: t !rig h--:catise my

seventh-craders eastls outsold the eighth and ninth grader ointhined. I here

is hulk,' tiouht Oik mind that otit tiLtt, ttpontahk' our

Part III: Boost: r Bad--
d!;,ir ; t.,1 -creating,

producog, distributing. .inki et,n llirli' a ti -.thi+ r,idit hantimaue`

hooNter 1-tidgc-, for an ;incoming ball 12,1m;; I his ;.11111-=k t% 1 its

major onieLto.c the develornc. I or an .innik ttt a pi :

)1, ph.,,c tit hit e students
ruvri,00k r+1 4t tis ii

cre pi okitt,.. ;-;,cr-vio2s. talk.
dfinod in terms

of our upcormrg hooster had, , .1c- e imp:twit. In addition to the V, ords

found in the textbook, I added I 111,1N production. quality

ontrol. aNN(:114WO ", I then had inv

sulkier use the cl,issitied p,tges of the tch_phoott .1(rt.ttortv ithe

pages I to differentiate hetvo:n goods and Nerice,,, listing,. Students evere

soon ;ihle to determine v.hether the enterprises listed produced a good or a

service.
In the next phase f the r, each slydem 4k1es10,1:k1 In hring to class

a hi tut badge of his her (mit ,ri the second day of the protect,

'companies v.ere orearu.;.A. latch him then deoded tin the pal tk..ulai-

inoki,1 ,,t 'A; 1.--; t, 0.1,0 v. hAdvc

selected tea, designated to as the c mpank president and after th.o.

planning for produetion took plak
On the thd day. the various cumnarne, hykran pro__ Atter

,4,01 i:-/L11oj !"!. h ilni 11 to

determine total and to clean up, preparation' v, ere made tar the final day of
production. Production on this day. the lourth, k.k.as hatter by far than on the

third day. Student k,tt doAn to -NA ork immedi rail, and ,t11 the v, ;nkles of

the previous ploonotkal ii., climinatej, f tlllt1lLmg the producuon
period, a final 'al Winton l 1/4a, made, ;mid produetion results %Acre itnnounced

to all members at the teams at that the' could conmule the profit and
rtt ovr their Investment capital the Products v. cr.-`

trat,gv, riv: cloning
read an .,ssignimut in i111

/14i er, .A11)011g file MTH, di
; ,,
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THIS 15 THE ;
IN THE CIRCULAR FLOW. ITS
115 THE okeli-noze, WOULD

5E. EIRTHOV1 010A41,

-114 HUNREUES

WATT CHIP, AND THESE
14CJU5EHOLEP5 ARE THE CONSODFDS

WHO FURNISH THE RESOURSES
10 THE PRODUCER AC Ti4EN
USE 114E COWS AND ,LIZVIC4-5

THAT ARE CAL4TED.

NOW P6 WE LEO( AT THE
OUTER LOOP Lig i.,EE THE

CiPClitAF C'rtgr'f EIRCIVntro) FLO, ef A
is ANY

ANU HERE `IOU CAr.. SEE THE
RIONF" BEING SPENT BY THE

_ .

HUE WE Sal( ROMER
EXPENSES-INCWOING 114054
CHECKS TO THE HOO5LNOIDERS
WHO WERX AT THE 151.15INESS.

2 HOKEHDLO5

AND T1df noc
ETTER IloPE THEY SELL

ENOLC4-1 TO INTKI A 171?VEI
OR 114ERS WILL 5E NO

5US1NE55!

HERE WE SEE THE CIRCULAR FLOW
RU. PUT TOGETHER-INCLUDING THE
THE ROOMS SIARKET AND THE

PRODUCT MARKET.

ANI2 DONUT GET 171:COURPGEO

j or A mo omv IF n- A rTTLE UNCLEAR.
e 5ief VrE ARE ABOUT TO EXPLAIN

IT SO THAT ;=JET4 CHARLEY

SI



Suntiitar
Apt ieuee piesenti- the r it

? her in -tine thmtts ! ,2\,innle tither
dlers become interest d in what rn Jas- :s the

tt idlers are being preLued-b% their ol,k n st:. to oi;f kinGs

ni,nects When tkur produtAs ib , other hittites shat~ ti-71,trou;

student*., espeLialry the cheerleaders. take parttk-, :tr notice It se that

the CtoterriCri7 , use this activm sp tie Lily turns r in to he it reap spirit

)0ster for the ;ne ball garnL. But more :mpv ';sift. 11-n pleased t' tt

my stuuents have Jew reel that economis can he This has been er

rewarding.

Careers
Ehm and Robert Strickland

mc-4 1!;incls

Introduction
Jack London Junior High School had developed a unique, sehoolv, He career

education and consumer math program which is the high point of each
student's eighth oracle experience London has appioximarely 550 seventh
and eighth graders. Wheeling. Illinois. ha- a population of 17,000 and is
located in suburban Chi -ago, Most Wt, ling r milies are middle or lower
middle class. Since the school also draws from Buffalo Grove and Arlington
Heights, we have a number of students whose family incomes are somewhat

London students whose readire skills are ,elow aver,;ge are placed in a

reading lab. The others study reading al,u language arts in heterogeneous

grouping ,. Students take both sub' 'cts with the same teacher and are
scheduled for two 43-minuie peliodN i'Ca; 11;14li!,h

assigned to work with the eighth graders. In math, students -e grouped

homogeneously accordir_s to stanuardized and tea h, ,r -made tests

One ofbe authors of this entry is a math teacher id the other teaches
language-arts. We worked joinir to develop o work; .ithin-a-v.orld ctrr
riculum F,'r half semester ich spring. eighth grade'rs do not receive
grade in reakiing and lanQuage arts Instead. they earn money and with it



they

of the Proje.ei

trtr I n r

hers omit satist-,letion. and i..\perien
'hi,:se relationships bv itirteen-n,e a:--01k1 sumenis then- ill

pamhil les' on later in tNe stress th shout.' ';ttist', inr that
work should brii..4 rewards it her than neI. and
involves deiisions ,zhout vi,lue, All three it Iii our ruin-tar!,
goal in prt th pruner.

seL,ind rnaior is that student bii thicioI real
wolki itf fu, Ise whi, " , in the 1-eliitivelv

tture. Our third goal is ki in lldn 4.SIC I as possible to out-
'Ali.. durn.i: the th

0.11 tun mi-In order io out
oh

iictu Joh,
ir

her t: nt:i
rt

- 1,1' \

tndi , ',err '1 re idini, .irts

'earn and report .,111

Iii atoLluee student, to ,hiicking s thlotiQh the use
umev ii has teal e Atli' to thr

I o have students hal,mce b.t talk:mem .

, 11,0,1 NitdeitH Lii)011.11 H ill t,it II tlItHILS

to optinnic SatiNtaCh,f1,=.

Our fourth go, an important is to pio%, lite mi. au lgfti \petieni
our remedial math N'uLlk:rifs throuiTh oalh, rice of baste mall, t'Ach
of our remedial students w:is expected to manage the ,recounts of _n tither

grader-, by recording transaction, it born -hediong ain :Oinigs
accounts. by auditing both acLounts..ind Ili eompu iwei est on ivings
accounts. We also wanted our it:meth:if students 1kho had this respony

reLer,, posu,i,e rc...0giation tror:1 _ miry igl;th fo peitorning at
difficult task that is valued Fn. all

Activities

At the outset of the unit, the tudenis are mtoimed that luring the next five
weeks, instead of I Loving I!_ ,oy Il4l mill l; :tLy
for school work, tl y will he gien opportunities to earn I,ond in :noney.-
We take the time ko explain that it represents pur !lasing power and that it
can look like anything. e.g., sea shells, lung is it is accepted in c \ change
for goods and servic3.-:,:. At the same time. the math tea,.hel begin teaching
the remedial class 1-)w to maintain records of transactions. how to keep
accounts- for : tl 25n eighth gra 'ers. and how accounts are to he a'idited.



Each student in the remedial class is assigned ' and ls

ble for- maintaining thementering deposits (imputing irierest, nd sub-

tracurp withdrawals. Since these students w-e it, in reading Oiguag?.

s classes with the other students, the remedial students gc, a revi,,, at inc

correlation between n ,ne and work.
All udents learn aot many career and job opporpininc.

strengthe.i their English :AA '-ituatiors. As the:, Zit ,,t1-

they earn Loadon money- and choose shat they want and how they ,ill
study from a long list of jobs. A contract is signed and ,211 student is paid n

the spot whe-, a work project is completed. In all, we developed a .st

thirty-one activities from which students might choose. In addition, other
activities sugges,ed by the teachers or the students are available. Some
examples of the Lads of activities and the amounts of money that emild he

earned are: take the Kuder General Survey 'required of all
students)L$300: interview adult orkers-1.$1, 1: fill in a standard ioh
application fora -L$100.

stuu nts were give-, a list of 1\1/4 ent', activities they could

For a. ;)n the tenor card Cv L$1.5(0. ti

buy a free period in the learning center read magazines cost I,S2N) and to

teach one halt-day in the elemei 'ary scut et L.$600. Am ye, the t'arious
other activities students could purchase were to work :is eacher s a.de,

clerk in the office. or at as a custodian or gas stator attendant. It costs

L$500 to buy a half day's experience at each of these jobs. -it, dents were

also give a opportunities to porch& C ice cream, or to even to call their
:cachet-, by the!' 1111i t- tut,

Through the indicated activities, students I .arned a sense , ''respOnsbil-
ity by making decisions about how they wanted to earn money a d how they

wanted to...v.:spend it. The project ir numr of ailiitional writs. For
example. not only did students ea:a money by performing spec& tasks. but

they j.,,ained.additional insight into Lit, Aorld of irk that often ire lost in
:lassndom environment

Et.'alut-tion
There has bee" so much comrmmtv, pa' eat re,reher, trl. student en-

thusiasm about our program that it is difficult to know \s, here to start in

relatint"he values in o ilvation. We have received a considerable amount ot

newspaper publicity as well as Icters of rJraise fro,- \ arious school

admintstratOrs.
The amount of language art'. and reading work accompliskied by our

stii,lents during the five weeks of the project for 'exceeds 14.:' done

previously in the samc length of time. We arc .:are'a1 to grade all prrier,-,.

which we treat as regular language arts as ioments. Since money is charged

ror errors usually i,$5 par mistak,;. av at' he work has

improved ansiderablv.
Basic math skills definitely mini cit the remedial classes as men

.sured -by pre- and post-tests. Foi example, one poorly motiv.dej low-
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change dramatically during the simulation, which requires long-term budget-
ing and planning. Sludent5 develop an appreciation for financial planning
and family budgeting problems. The planning that occurs during the lengthy
simulation increases student responsibility as it inspires planning of other
matters such as homework and study time.

LUCILLE TAYLOR, of Hugo Junior High School, Hugo, Oklahoma,
developed an instructional program that was designed to equip hei. educable
mentally handicapped students, 13 to 15 years old, to become _self-
supporting, economically efficient citizens. Because most of her students
were not familiar with the concept that Work is the principal- means of
acquiring needs and wants, emphasis in the unit was placed on increasing
their awareness of employment opportunities for skilled and unskilled
workers, on the development of positive behavior and attitudes, and on the
acquisition of basic skills needed to function in contempo-lry society. The
study of -American history provided the basis for the prop am as students
gained an appreciation of our .heritage. This was followed by a review of
government and how it functions. Instruction in practical applications, such

as how to registtir to vote, voting requirements. and use of the ballot and
voting booths, emphasized the students-responsibilities as citizens. Effec-
tive work habit. respect for authority, attitudes toward health and appear-
ance, honesty, and duties and resporlibilities of workers were discussed. In
addition, shopping simulations. banting activities, budgeting, filling out
applications for jobs, installment buying, meal planning. car buying, and
obtaining a dtiver's license were built into the program. Several field trigs
were conducted so that the students would -have some real life reference
points. The results of.the program were reflected in the students' improved
attitudes toward their owl work. the desire to earn income to support
themselves rather than depending upon welfare, and the development of a
sense of pride in themselves as responsible citizens.

DALE A. -LAMBERT, dor High School, Eastmont
School' District No 206 East Wenitfuhec, Washington. developed an
elective course to introduce economic principles, structure, strategies, and
activities in an honors course for eighth- and ninth:grade students. The
program is a one-semester course and is organized into twelve instructional
units. The basic philosophy of the program is to allow students the
opportunity to gain practical anif.academic experience and personal compe-
tence in economics in accordance with their interests, abilities, and motiva-
tion. The primary goal of the course is to help the students identify their
roles in the American economic system. and to establish the Place of
economics in theirs and their families' lives and in the functioning of the local
economy. Student activities are centered on playing in an economic
decisionMaking process. Once the student!.; understand, their direct in-
volvement in the economy. emphasis is placed on The comprehension of
basic terms, concepts, and theories in economics. In addition to a variety of
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basic textbooks and instructional .materials, newspapertransparencies,
masterprint sets, films, sound filmstrips, and games and simulations are built
into,the program.

,LLOYD HUFF, BARBARA PAULIN. and FRANCES PRUYN
CORCORAN of Algonquin Junior High .Ychool, Des Plaines, Illinois.
developed "An Economic Analysis of the First American in Illinois," The
unit emphasizes an interdisciplinary approach and is meant to be included in
the North Ame'rican History program of studies.

The purposes of the unit were (I) to create an awareness that cultuf-41
variations and simikirities are the product of historical forces (cultural
dynamics and cultural statics) and that examples of selected cultural
institutions such as the nuclear family, bands. tribes, and chiefdoms can be
found the world over; and (2) to develop in the American history curriculum
a sense of the evolution of society from a traditional economy to a market
econoniy by stressing time relationships based upon cultural and economic
history; Among the- many materiahi' included in the unit are a teacher's
manual, maps, graphs, charts, transparencies. and a .slide presentiition.

,The theme, the North American Indian, proved successful. in both social

studies and language arts, classes: teachers and students who became
involved in the various 'activities gained a new perspective on the American
Indian. Pre- acid post-test results. using the Junior High School Test of
Economics (Joint Council on Economic Education), indicated a substantial
gain in cognitive knowledge of economics.

GARY E. JOLLIFF, a teacher of ninth - grade educable retarded stu-
dents in thq.Harding Freshmen Building, Atiorion, Ohio, organized a series
of activities 4o develop a basic understanding and practical applications of
economic-s. Time-money relationships, concepts of work, and methodspf
handling and spending money were presented in mock classroom situations
to twenty-two students. 15 to 17 years old. Time cards. the earning of play
Money for hours worked in the class:oom, and the charging of fees for
nonessential activities (excessive restroom visits, requests to go to the
drinking fountain, to lockers. etc.) were used to initiate the unit. Additicnal
related activities in practical economics were,developed, .which included
computing wages from time cards, establishing banking procedures, includ-
ing savings accounts, and budgeting the spending of wages. Responsible

handling of income was emphasized When students had spent.all of their
wages and were unable to enjoy some of the extra privileges that were
available. e.g.. playing checkers. unstructured time, and participating in
classroom parties on Friday afternoons-. Writing checks and btidgeting for
basic monthly bills were added activities. As the class seemed to be
prospering. upon occasion a surprise billfor c-Aample "son needs dental
work," or "car has broken down"would appear on the blackboard,
symbolizing the situations that create obstacles to financial planning.
Through the many phases of the unit. students learned how to tell time.
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developed more punctual habits, learned how to handle money, and showed

they understood the correlations between work and money.

' BARBARA D.' CONRAD, an eighth-grade social studies and math
teacher at Stone Valley School in Alamo, Ct ifornia, developed "Surviv-
ing," a simulation focused on the inclusionof conomic geography in social

studies classes.
In the simulation, each 'student received a legacy from Aunt

Mathilda." However, to qualify for the inheritance, students had to meet

certtin responsibilities. Among these, each was expected to seled a .
five -acre virgin plot of land and to survive on it for a period of one year.
Since the acreage was to be located no closer than five miles from the
nearest town, students were expected to anticipate and obtain all needs

considered essential to surviving alone for the full year.
The eight-day activity required students to keep a., diary of what they did

and a journal to relate haw money was spent in order to purchase needs.
Students were also expected to draw maps of their land to indicate the
location of survival systems; the natural terrain and vegetation; compass
readings; and whatever trees, bodies of water, hills, and other features they

found on their plots. Among the geography activities included 'were the
determination of latitude, longitude, and altitude; daily temperatures in July
and December; 'Major crops', and name and population of the town nearest
the selected land parcels. .

The simulation proved to be highly Ntivating. Students were given a

"hands on" experience which provid&l- an element of independence,
ereativt , and responsibility in r ion to basic economic concepts.

7 r
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High School: Grades 10-12

Teaching Practical
Economics to Meet the
Needs of Cd-vv-Income

Students . and Their
Parents

New Dorn High School

Introduction

CHAPTER FOUR

Raymond J. Long
Staten Island, New York

Economics has been required for graduation from high schools in New York

City since 1918. College-bound students are given the traditional one-
semester course, most often in theft: junior or senior year. Practical
economics is presented to general" studentS, those who will enter the
world of work immediately following high school graduation. Indeed, many

of the latter already hold full- or part-time jobs.
New Dorp High School is small. predominantly white, and low to

middle income. It is located in a residential section of the borough of Staten
Island (Richmond). Most of the parents of our three thousand students own

their own homes And are beset by all the problenis associated with home
ownership: mortgages, rising taxes and energy bills, on top of the usual
maintenance demands. They are affected, too, by general cost-of-living
increases for the basic necessities including food, clothing, and transporta-,.

tion..
As a point of interest; in recent years economics seemed to be a

high-priority course among college students throughout the United States,

but in New York City, it has been in danger of being dropped as a
requirement for graduation from the public high schools.

Goals
A course in high- school economics gives social studies teachers their only
formal oppqrtunity for imparting skills such as budgeting and comparison

I
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shopping, both of which are considered essential for surviving economically
in communities with high unemployment and rising living costs. As I shall
develop later in this report, thc2 course in New Dorp High- School has a
unique feature: it is taught in it way designed to reach the students' parents
so that they, 'too, will be better able to cope with the myriad problems they
encounter in their everyday lives,

In planning the course, I first identified the special needs and problems
of the economically poor, the slow learners, the underachievers, and the
poor readers. It is estimated that 25 to 35 percent of all students in
suburban", communities like mine can be classified as slow (carriers (50
percent in urban areas!). I also gave special attention to career education,
stressing a practical approach, the value of using sound economic practices
now, and the importance of preparing for getting a job (or a better one) in the
immediate future. As I organized the course, I was aware that Hispanic,
black, and other minority students have many mostly nonacademic demands
placed on their time, For them, therefore, an approach requii'ing out-of-
school research" is usually ineffective.

Since studies made by, sociologists, psychologists, and economists show
that the poor have the worst spending habits. I emphasize the importance of
money management; how to get the most for one's money; how to get more
out of what one needs for the least amount; how to limit wants to available
resources.

Practical Economics is the last chance my students will have for a
structured study of the principles of economics and the last opportunittp
develop sound economic attitudes and practices in a school setting. It is

hoped that students who complete the course will have learned, for example,
the basic fact that scarcity gives rise to the need for economizing, that is.
allocating scarce resources to meet apparently unlimited human wants; that.'
all individuals, therefore, of necessity must decide 'how to allocate or uNe

their scarce resources; that in choosing among desiraBle alternative:;.
individuals incur the opportunity cost of giving up the next most wanted
alternative. On the practical side, it is hoped that the students will under-
stard the difference between money income and real income; he able to
figure out how much disposable or spendable income they have after payroll

'deductions; appreciate the effects of taxesfederal. social security, local
saleson their spending power; and bec.wrac,a-wtre of the impact of Intl at

on fixed incomea process f particuirr*mportanee when considering
savings and insurance.

I empha;ize the immediate utility of the cour. . My interest in reaching
the parents of our students reinforces this practical concern. I begin the first
day of cldss by telling my students that this cour.ie will save them and their
families hundreds and perhaps even thousands of dollars! I repeatedly,
remind them that the course is not only for them but for their parents, and I
often ask them to make special marginal,notes to bring something' to their
parents' attention. In essence, my goals are Co develop the students' critical
thinking ability and their use of the tools of economic analysis; to enable
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students to understand basic economic concepts related to scarcity and
wants, supply and demand, and the marketand to act accordingly.

roe unique feature of the course:---the attempt to improve the econolhie
-t-Lad efficiency of the parents through their childreni ac-

complished through the readings, activities, and ideas discussed in class,
many of which are related to community resources, espe`eially the loval
newspaper, the Staten Island Advance. My academic aims go hand in hand
with a conscious effort, to- he l -, bridge the generation gap by improving
relations between parents and weir children: The family that faces economic
problems together, stays together

Children underst'Ind better why they can't have stoney for everything
their parents have limited funds.
Phrents better understand what their children want money for and-can
involve them in the total decision-making process concerning how much
can be spent and for what.
Parents appreciate that their children help them lye and shop with
them.

In class, students learn the best food ays for the week, for example, and
bring that information home. Th_ also encourage their parents to use
discount coupons, to spot bargains, and to judge quality.

I attempt to reach the parents of my students in the following ways: (I) I
remind students throughout the term to pass 'information along to their
parents. (2) The information to be passed along is recorded in student
notebooks which I grade every two or three weeks. (3) I recommend that
they read the information over with their parents. (4) 1 also ask students to
make dotes in the margin on especially important items, which they are thtm
strongly urged to bring to their parents' attention. (5) We discuss in class
practical' questions raised by parents and brought in by, students. (6) I

sometimes offer advice but only in a general way. presenting options, and
leaving the final decision up to the students and their parer

Here are some specific examples of my procedures; The unit on taxes is
taken up when parents are doing their income tax returns. As a class lessor),
I alsohelp students to [take out their own returns and requests for refund of
withholding taxes, if appropriate. When we study auto insurance I give the
students actual figures and ask them to discuss the specific amounts of
coverage with their Parents. and I ady,ise them of options (most do not know
about the medical or off-premise; theft rider;). When we study he eowners
insurance I ask those who live in apartments to inform their pa is that
they, too, can purchase this insurance. tiuring patent interviews on ipen-

,-school days,. a mfmber of parents remarked that their children were
'enthusiastic about- the course and that they themselves had learned much
from it. Consiilering the high dropout rate and t -limited motivation ofIt
general students. these are doubly cherisheil igns of teaching success.



Procedures

Practical Economics is a course in personal economic problem. the

student as consumer. wage earner, taxpayer, union'inember, and citizen in a

country beset by many serious economic problems:' inflation, unmiploy-.

ment, a rising international payments deficit, an energy crisis, and so on. As

one would expect in a personal economics course. there is a heavy consumer
orientation; but the course is not primarily a course in the problems of the

consumer. Molter, it is a course in economic 4:itizenship;
As the course title indicates, the content is practical, 'that. is., im-

mediately:applicable to the work=a-day world, not in preparation for
economic living several years hence. But the course does not ignore theory,'

For, as Keynes said, there is nothing ,To practical as a good theory.

Therefore, introance as much economic analysis and economic theory as

the t..affic will bear. This approach is best illustrated in a topic such as
buying a used car. part of the unit en consumer problems). In this instance,

the unstated aim of the teacher is not solely to enable the students or their'

families to buy a good second-hand Volkswagen. but rather to learn how to

make any major purchase: when to buy or noi, when to save, how to spot a

real d'argain, how to recognize misleading ads and high-pressure salesman-

ship. Especially for general 'students, who are more likely to be victims of

impulse buying and wasteful spending. I stress the development of

decision-making skills.
I provide motivation by emphasizing subjects that interest our +Riderrt..

renting an apartme,lt or buying a car, 4automobiie insurance, clothes,
records, or sports Nuipment. To inv lye students with tbeir parents, I

suggest preparing a fiunily.'-md illy stress shopr i g for food, as a

way of getting you%; ople frimilies together
instead of tellir'_5 the students to save food coupons. I Ir,lp them to organize

a file, labLEinF rJtt envelop' the various food categories. I suggest

they make a weekiy shoppmg caring which stores have the best buys..

Students ner.d a .var;:ty 'if approaches. The teacher is in c=onstant

competition with a ine_.tra other activities, programs. and idels. School is

not the most irno,;-tantconcern of adolescents, especially those who do not

plan on highscr To sustain intere,t i i one's subject. not just -for

one super lcscrri"0- even a series of lessons th- oughout the entire term takes

a variety of programs and techniques.
To .this end, some lessons emplrisiz-. the ingt.iry approach, and in

others we merely read the textbook togett. .1- or interpret its tables, graphs,

or pictograms. To get out of the classroom. and ;nto a more stimulating
enkonment, I teach lessons on career education in cooperation with World

of Work (WOW) at our Career Learning Center. A film lesson in the library

involves yet another technique, given-in still another location.
Students are made aware of community resources available to them.

The public library is visited and applicable T programs assigned and

discussed in class. Students are recognized and rewarded when they bring

information to my attention and we share it with the class.
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It is vital to keep up with'economic news. Radio, TV, and newspapers
arc essential but are not enough. Excellent summary materialstables,
graphs, pictograms, and chartsappear regularly in such publications as
U.S, News and World Report, Newsweek, and Business Week. It is also

., essential to observe and learn from colleagues. We continually discuss our
methods and evaluate each other. Materials are shared among us, and we
keep up with educational and economics journals and attend teacher

conferences,
Trips arc pppular, particularly those we make to the New York Stock

Exchange or to local plants with assembly line production and automated
processes. In tailoring my approach to the students' needs. I have found that
extra-credit assignments are more likely to be completed than routine
homework assignments drawn from the 'class textbook. Judging student

capability is, as important as determining the scope and sequence of
particular topics to be

read.
In the case of general students, I cannot even

assume that they can read, I cannot expect much in the way of homework or
test achievement from those for whom English is a.second la guage, I try to
devise realistic assignments and tests, test questions arc dir ctly related to
what is most emphasized in class lessons. ---

Student capability should also be a prime consideration in the-choice of
a textbook. The text musrbe readable, with simple terminology, and a larger
number of pictograms, graphs, and cartoons than would be chOsen for
college-bound students. A course for :general students should 'heivily
emphasize skills. Just getting some students to overcome their fear of (or
embarrassment at) reading aloud in class is a major accomplishment and a

worthy goal, In addition to reading skills. I also teach some simple
mathematics, all of which seems "new" to them. I include basic work in
fractions and ,percentages, computing the unit cost of items on a grocery
shelf, determining a monthly electric bill given the rates per kilowatt.hour,
and finding "true" interest rates on credit purchases. I also.show how this
'can be done with a pocket calculatbr. In addition, I review basic weights and
Measures such as pints, quarts, and gallons, and pecks, bushels, and the like.

Students are most likely to do homework assignments that are short and
for review rather than preparation for class. It is probably best to assume
students will not b prepared for class. I have my 'students read and scan
ahead, and I assign written work after we have covered the material in class.

Students will also gain a sense of achievement- (very important for those
accustomed to failure!) since they can then do the homework easily. In the
same vein, the first test should, be relatively easy so that most students can
pass. If we alienate them in the beginning we may never regain them.

,..- Another technique for helping slower students gain confidence is to
individualize instruction. For example, in the consumer educkition unit I ask
students to select ads from the local newspaper-for-items in which they are

personally interested. They usually ,.0 so. But it is a good idea to have some
extra adson hand for clothing, cars, apartments, and jobs. After the students
make their selections, I ask them to read to the class what they think they
should look for in the ad and what may be misleading in it. When.we d9 the
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I ssons careers and jobs we lookplihe-rhis1 recent classified section for
jobs the students themselves would consider applying for.

Summary
TheAssciciation for Supervision and Ourriculum Development has summed

urthe goals for mirAtudents for the twenty-first century: to learn the basic
skills-, to understand concepts; to posses competencies, to he receptive to
new ideas, and to appreciate the natutalvvironment. No high school course
in New York City comes closer in helpulegitillents to achieve these worthy
golds than Practical Economics, Indeed, an enthusiastic teacher, one who

understands and cspects his students. can achieve encouraging results.
Even though many of the students may be Jiow learners with little
motivation, it is possible for some of them to do limited projects, and even
independent study. These activities are usually.skcessful when an existing
interest can he used to provide motivation. For example, students who are
also working part-time or in a world,of-work or cooperative education
program want to satisfy graduation requirements as soon as possible, For
those students a Practical Economies project related to their jol-) is usually
carried out well. I also suggest that students do proj'ects that can he used for
other classes, as well as ours. There is no reason why a book report for an
economics class cannot he modified to satisfy a requirement or get extra
credit in an English class.

Evidence of success will be the satisfaction expressed in remarks by
students and parents. improved attendan: records (rearkable for gen-
erals), and passing test grades. There has been a noticeable chang,i2 in
student attitudes toward social studies in general because of this course.
Practical Economics is one of the most realistic courses offered to our
students. It deals with real concerns of our students and their parents on
their level and offers immediately recognizable benefit;;. It saves them
worry. It mots the special needs of our special students-land for me, it is one
of the most rewarding subjects to teach.



Econonlics/Investment.
Mathematics

h shana Herzig
Moaaluz High School, Honolulu, Hawaii

Introduction
The intention of this course is to show how economic laws and theories
manifest themselves in the business and investment worlds. This is one
course, but it is known by two titles. If the student elects to take the course
for social studies credit, the transcript will read "Economics." But if the
student wants to take the course for math credit, the course will he listed as
"Investment' Mathematics" on the transcript. However, the material

covered is identical for all students.
Throughout the course, each student experiences the theoretical as well

as the practical. Thus, an insight is gained into our economic system from a
variety of viewpoints ranging from the all-encompassin to the most minute.
To put it another way, we want our students to study both the forest and the
trees.

Rationale

It is entirely possible for a student to go through years of schooling with
minimal exposure ttketronornics or business and certainly with little under-
standing of those situations in which the theories of economics intersect with
the specifics of the business world. It is an anomaly that our students, from
the early elementary grades on through high school, will experience some
discussion and analysis of our political system but seem to retilveiittle if
any sclapoling on our economic system. The results are startling; even our
most intelligent students are not really able to comprehend the significance
of news events that pertain to economics and, as a result, are hard pressed to
perceive cause and effect relationships.

Thus the main purpose of this course is to relate economic theory to the
economic environment encountered by our students and to enable them to
understand those news events that have a direct or indirect impact upon
their daily lives.

Among the major goals students should attain upon completion of either
Economies or Investment Mathematics are these:

Understand the major principles of our economic system;
Known some of the specifics of the business and investment world;
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Ile able to connect daily economic and business news to the economic

principles and concepts studied;
Be able to determine how changes in the economy are inextrieahly linked

to the business and investment worlds;
Be able,to think in terms of cause and effeCt relationships among the

various academic disciplines;
Appreciate the enormous importance of govei ninon policies on the
economy" and be able to analyze their effects;
Learn from business people the day-to-day problems involved in running

a business enterprise;
Be able to make the calculations required to r wise investment deeisioi
Be aware of the applications of economics to personal investments.

Background
Three years ago I submitted a proposal to my principal for an investment
math course designed for college-hound students. As a math tiVii:her. I had

noticed that the brightest students, those who will surely become leaders in

business and government, had little business background. As the discussion
progressed, it became apparent that an even greater gap existed in our
curriculumthese same students had very little exposure to economics.

Thus, a full year's course, Economics/Investment Math, was created.

The prerequisites were successful completion of Algebra I and the recom-
mendation of the student's math teacher. The student had the choice of
taking the course for social studies or for math credit. .[Ins credit flexibility
attracted a large number of students.

Experience during the past two years has shown that the beSt procedure

to folloW is to present, the basic economics concepts during the first
semester. The most notable proof of learning was the submission Of a major

essay relating to our economic system. Whenever practical. small group
projects, discussions, and oral reports were presented. This procedure was

continued into the second semester when maior emphasis was given to
business and investments. I found that this organizational structure worked
well, since the students had. in the first semester, acquired the economics

background necessary to make reasoned judgfnents concerning savings, the

stock and bond market, and real estate investment. However, I have found

through expc.Pience that the subject in which theory and practice converge
most obviously is the study of federal taxes.

Provided with a fairly-good background, each student went out and

conducted an interview with a member of the business community or a
government agency. This proved to be a highly successful activity.

Through activities such as-!these. in addition to winning the Golden
Goose Award sponsored by Wheelabrator-Fry. Inc.. the reputation of the
course was enhanced as my students told their friends, abo4t what they were

doing. As one of my students said, "I told my friends to take the course, but

only ttihe smart ones."
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Methodoloiy and Actfvities
The following are some the activities expected of my students during the
Economkqnvestment.' Math Course.. Using the residential and et;

-dominium multiple listing references, students study all the financial data on
housing in the school's sending district. Two textbooks,one on economics
and the other on investment math,-are assigned as well as a variety of current
magazines and newspapers. Each student is expected to have a, calculator
available. Such data as price quotations on Treasury bills; New York Stock
Exchange stock price, and over-the-counter indexes asNwell .is the Hawaii
Economics Froject materials arc _u-.;ed. I indicated some VIf the major
ass i nmenti,,such as a comprehensive essay. in-depth interViews, and oral
NI sarlier in this i-eport..

I

Int disciplinary Li ks
During the, full year's ouroe, I constantly emphasize that the discipline of
economics is closely re ated to many other subjects. In effect, I attempt to
,shoW my students that we do not live in a world in which economic issues
are isolated from the real world. The accompari,)iing chart serves as a-
referencepoint for relating economics to other subjects.

Evaluation Procedures
1

Among the several evaluation strategies I have used are the following: pre-
and Post-testing using the Joint Council on Economic Education Test of
Economic_ Understanding, a major .essay pik What Private Enterprise
Means to-Me,': preparation of a short researcli p`aper on the energy problem,
presentation of oral reports, completion of 1040A and 1040 tax returns, and

`teacher-prepared examinations on all topics studied.
In addition, I have had several significant subjective indications that the

= course has been very. successful. One of my students was awarded the top
.prize in the Central District for the essay, What Private Enterprise Means

9 Me.. Another of my students was among the twenty-one finalists in the
competition, and our school had the largest number of_ entries in the
contesteleven. From a personal point of view, I was more than pleased to
have received the news that I was selected iisthe__Econornics Teacher of the
Year at the. annual meeting of the HaWaii Joint -Council on Economic

Education.



Teaching Economic
Concepts-theough'the
"Histoey of Western
CiVilization7 Course-

WililamSigelakis and Lawrence Abrams
John-Dewey High Schdol, Brooklyn, New YO k

Introduction
The study of economics is difficult for many high school.students because it
is an, entirely new field of learning for them. Being confronidd with new
reasoning skills, terminology, definitions, and concepts is often an intimidat-
ing experience to students. We- souglit to alleviate this problem-by giving
younger high school stodentsli?grounding in economic concepts and related
terminology before exposing them to a more fOrmal and traditional high
school course in economics. We did this by integrating economics into our
seh-ool's Western Civilization curriculum.

The Setting
onefschooi is unusual in several ways. It has a eight-hour day for students
'and staff. Each student is scheduled for both formal classes and independent
.study. There are five cycleS a year Between each cycle the entire school is
reprogrammed according'to student requests-and needs. Individual courses
are made up of one cycle or clusters of cycles as needed. In each subject_
certain general topics of study arc mandated. Thete mandates may be
satisTied. by selection of courses from a- 'variety offered in each mandated
area In addition, a portion of a students total high school program is set
aside for electives.

As part :Of the social studies requWement, students' must take three
cycles (three-fifths of a year) of Western Civilization. One of the sill( 'courses
offereVin Western Civilization is The Age of Industrialism, a study of the
impact of industrialization on the Western world.

The cow was originally designed as a study of the Industrial Revolu-
tio inEngland. After teaching it once we realized that there were problems
.w th it (I) Since the topic was somewhat removed from student experience,
the 'Merest evel Alas low. (2) The'economic concepts in the course were
vag (S) Available materals i

2often
outdated. (4) The content of the

i
, -

1
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course was not sufficiently applicable today's world. _(5) The course did

not adequately develop cognitive and affective skills which would be carried,. --NI-
beyond the classroom. Consequently, we redesigned Ihe edurisse so that it

would include fundamental economic theories of industrial society taugh-t in

a stimulating way and at the cane time preserve the eVSentials .of" -the

historical bacl(grotind -bf industrial England.

Goals: .

Before starting to redesign the course, we outlined the following-goaW

I. To design_and implementh rniffitourse- that integratef, basic economic

concepts into the established- terith.grade Western. Civilizition cur:

riculum;

To Provide colleagues with a range of teaching strategies (inquiry,

small group processes, debates, simulation games; independent study,

role-plays, multimedia approaches) designed to stimulate student inter-

6t in classic economic concepts;

3 To provide high school students with a foundation, fOr, their future

required study of economics; /

To increase student interest_ in an elective program in economics;

To provide students with learning experiences that develop their skills

in economic problem-solving and analytical thinking;

6. To have students analyze and evaluate economic theories and alterna-

tive econOrnic systems= (socialism. communism) that have had an

impact on Western civilization:

To have students appreciate the intricacies of fundamental economic

concepts -applieable in ,a free industrial society, e.g., supply and

demand, self-interest, profit motive, free enterprise. invisible hand;

8. To have students-identify,analyze, and evaluate the ideas ofimportant

economic theorists (laissez-faire capitalism, utopian socialism,-demo-

cratic socialism, and Marxism);

To have students tvalifate the strengths and lirRitations of industrial

growth on the economises of newly deiieloping nations;

To help students understand the overt and subtle
trialization has had on their behavior;

impac, hat indus-

To have students appreciate the interrelationsships among economic,

social, and historical factors in a society.

Steps:
In attempting to achieve our goals, we went through the following steps:

We began by isolating those economic concepts we believed should be
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at the core of the course. We then redesigned the course of study, adding
strategy suggestions, to reflect the general and specific goals we had
isolated (see Appendix A of the full report, availableTrom the Vernon R.
-Alden Library, Ohio University, Athens Ohio).

2. While planning a series of lessons and learning activities, we surveyed,
selected, and created appropriate materials. We have enclosed in
Appendix B only those leSsons which bear specifically upon economic
concepts and values, together with. Student materials used n each
lesson. We also freely used the homework and "resource enter"
assignments, which are generally available in Our departm (see
Appendix C),

93. We administered a pretest of economic concepts and evaluated the
results (see Appendix D).

4 We evaluated student outcomes in the standard ways: midcycle and final
examinations, assessment of student performance in class, evaluation of
studetit individual and group prorects (see Appendix E).

NOTE: As an alternative to the lessons on the development of the market
economy and industrialization in England we have included mate-
rials for a debate,. These are contained in Appendix C.

Organization
As indicated: we organized our course in Western-Civilization to include a
foundation in basic economic concepts by (I) isolating economic concepts,
(2) planning a series of lessons and learning activities, and (3) developing a
series of homework and resource center assignments. For the e-purposes of
this report, one example which links the three compbnents of our program is
given.

LESSON d. ,HOW DOES A NATION INDUSTRIALIZE?

Objectives:

I. To analyze raw data of a not yet indutrialized nation;
2. To solve the need for increased foad.pr art of industrial

development:
3.)' TO appreciate the difficulties in planning for a country's industrial

growth;
4. To apply the equation, INDUSTRIALIZATION- LAND 4- LABOR

CAINT4L + IDEAS to the not yet industrialized nation.

Strategy:

Students are given4 data sheets on the fictitious nation of Fenwick
(remarkably similar to England prior to the Industrial kevolutiOn). Students
are to act as economic advisers to solve various problems associated With
Fenwick.
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'41
"CAN FENWICKIANS BECOME MORE PROSPEROUS?

IYou are a res.dent of the island nation of the Duchy of Grand Fenwick. You

are consider d one of its brightest residents and have publicly stated that'

you think Grand Psnwick should become more prosperous and assume its

rightful role as a world leader. As_a result, the chief political leader of Grand

Fenwlek, the Grand Duke Turgid Mediocritus, has placed you on zi

committee to try to outline a'plan to make your country more productive.
However, several other committees are also working on this problem. If

your committee fails to preseRt the best solution, the Grand Duke (who is

noted for his impatience and idiosyncracies) will have you ground up into

fertilizer and scattered over the fields o' Ghind Fenwick.
The following data abdut Grand 'enwi k have been gathered.to help you:

I. Geogrciphy: Grand Fenwick is In island which is separated from its

neighbors on the mainland. Size: a proximately 95,000 square miles

big as California).
Topography: Grand Fenwiek's a d contain~ many giodi harbors,

many navigable rivers, some fer pi 'ins. some low -1n mtains and

valleys.
Climate: Mild; located i
by the nearby Gulf Stream
Zis New York City).

4. Population: 1$,508,000 (m

5. Population Density.(average
15,2; city: 291.6..
Ocrcupations: M aj

minor: small man
academics, government work.

1 Natural -Resources: Significint tirnaunts of ecytrl and iron (basi

ingredients for steel), much-of which ,is unmined.

Trade: Exports: goo& made by craftspeople, some, cloth, rifles,

wheat; imports: gold, silver, tobacco, some cotton, sugar.

9. Riconze Ekitribution: 1-0 percent very wealthy, own 92 percent of the

nation's wealth; 90 percent just managing, to get by A few unemployed.

10. Economy: t 80 percent agriculture; 10 percent handitTafts, hnmemade

cloth, etc.; 19 percent small manufactured goods produced in factories

located in cities.

tr tempera -
/ verage rain

zone and warmed somewhat
41 inches (about the; stole

9:75_0$ 000

mber of pe(

sh

era

emales: 9,000,000).
ple per square mile): Rural:

epherdi
s cot

dairy .farming trade;
industries, finance,

PROBLEMS=10 BE SOLVD'(your tasks)

Deal with each of the problems listed below as assigned. Record the

problem, your sSlutioni' and the reasons for your solution in your notes.

Problei Many Fenwickitins have a difficult time getting enough food

to eat. -Develop a plan for solving this problem.
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Solution?

Reasons?

Problem: Grand Fenwick's economy presently has 80 percent of its
pebple working in agricultural production;. 10 percent work-
ing in commerce (trade); and 10 percent in small factories.,
and crafts. How might you like those figures to change if
Grand Fenwick is to become more prosperous?

Solution?

Reasons?

"Economic change changes all of society.
Problem: Assuming the above statement to be true, how might these

changes you decided upon to solve Problem 2 affect each of
the following in Grand Fenwick? Urban population density,

use of natural resources, occupatiOns, imports and exports.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT' SHEET Lesson 4

Readings, as listed.

Explain how each of the folloVving factors of human origin helped
promote the Industrial Revolution in England: (a) faxiorable government
attitude, (b) availability of capital, (6) large labor supply.

a

Explain the role that nature played in 'promoting the Industrial ReVolu-

tion.

Was nature or people more important in starting the Industrial Revolu-
tion in England?-Give reasons for your answer.

Ass.ume-that'you are the leader of a poor nation today that is anxious to

-'induStrialize. Describe 5, essential requirements for industrial develop-
ment that would be needed to accomplish your task.

Summary of Coutse
We organized our course by listing twenty key economic concepts that we

wanted to include in the program. As suggeste& above, each conceptept was

presented and discussed, a series of lessons and activities was developed,,
,

and homework and resource center assignments were indicated., Essentially,

the course focused on the impact of industrialization on people. Students

analyze] both the benefits and the problems that 'developed out of an

accelerated industrial economy. The course emphasized a sociological and

economic analysis of industrialization.and integrated these disciplines into

)the historical dev lopments we call the Industrial Revolution", The develop-

merit of the prog was organized theinatically rather than chronologically.

I

I I 4
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What Makes Johnny Runk

Maxi filler

Nortnside High School, Fort Smith Arkansas

Background ,
f

Planning for the unit began after I had heard James Fixx, 'author of The
--_ Ctimplete Gyide to Running, discuss the impact of the running shoe on the

economy when he participated in a panel discussion on a local educational
program. While the title began to take shape in my mind, I was reminded of
articlis'l had read on similar topics, s ch as "Why Johnny Can't Read."

thing a hypothetical person as the rotagonist, I was able to develop a
three-week unit designed to integrate eco omic concepts into my courses in
sociology and psychology. Johnny, a composite of all students attending ,

Northside High School, was used to fill roles as a worker, consumer, and
citizen in the various a`ctivities of the unit. Before thd project was completed,
over .125 students had taken part in "What Makes Johnny Run?" since our
_students elect sociology in the first semester and psychology in the second
term. My students were' mainly seniors with a sprinkling of juniors, but
before we completed our work, the seniors and juniors taught the Econom" y
Game to a class of sophomores.

The motivating question used r the unit generated immediate and
constant interest. It seemed that Johnny became part of our classrooman
imaginary friend who Was always with us. As we continued ,the unit, the
answer to our question took on dimensions and projections we had not
anticipated. Everywhere we turned; it seemed that running-was the in
thirig. Fortunately, als , our choice-of a consumer product, a shoe, could hot
have generated more nterest with the students. They felt that the running
shoe was their " g.- .

In psychology, we learned that as humans we not only have emotional
needs to be satisfied by others, but that we associate With others for the
fulfillment, of economic needs (reasOns), being dependent upon others for
food, clothing, and protection._ Interdependence is high among people
because individuals tend to concentrate on specific tasks. Purtherm4e, r-

Johnny not only finds much of his identitY in work, but he is dependent upon
the goods and services produced by others.

Teaching Guide
I organized the unit by develbping a teaching guide (Exhibit 1) in which I
listed the choices I thought niy students-would have to-make, the purposes
and procedures they were to follow in making decisions, and the economic
Concepts to'be stressed throughput the unit.



Purposes
My objectives in organizing "What Makes Johnny Run?" as a unit of study
to be included in our sociology and psychology classes were:

To create an` atmosphere and to select a topic that would encourage the
exploration and identification of choices from a psychological approach
through the utilization of a hypothetical person, Johnny, in the role of a
worker as we approach the 1980s;.

To evaluate Johnny's role as a status'seeker and to determine its impact
on the economy;

To select an exciting, currently popular, consumer product; to track it,

through the economic system; and to use the product to lead the
students into an awareness of balwice and imbalance in the American
economy;

To offer students an opportunity to find effective materials, to tcaaf,
and to discover new consumer products in their own state; aud

.

To provide an opportunity for increased awareness and-pralcipatiort in---
the citizen's role in the community.

Organization he Unit

.Thf unit was organized into thirteen subsections which uneicr
three divisions: (1) pSycholotical choices and the economic system.in their
relation to Johnny as a worker in the decision making p`rocess and as
status- seeker whose. behavior reflects .the strength of current -fads;
(2) consumer aoice; using' the sneaker a a case study to analyze the
economic system;. and (3) the citizen's exerCiseof choice: making powers,

For the purposes of this report, I have included a brief example to
illustrate organization and content,

CONSUMER CHOICE: THE [)RIVING; FORCE OF A MARKET ECONOMY

,

We began by indicating that Johnny the consumer is in many ways the most
important person in the tree enterprise system. Without him, there would be
no need for production or distribution of the shoe or any other consumer
item. To emphasize this key point, we used a teaching kit on consumer
choice. We recommend this -strategy as it allows shortcuts to be taken.

At the end of this phase of our study, students were better able.to help
themselves and Johnny to:

I. State his consumer rote in the marketplace; '

2. Evaluate Johnny's importance as a.consumer in the marketplace;
Determine and list factors that influence Johnny's choices as a con--

Aumer;
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EXHIBIT 1:

TEACHING GUIDE: "WHAT MAKES MANNY RUNT!

Choices in

Values

Attitudes

Decision making

2 Vocation

, Commitment to

vocation

3 roblem-solving

4, Job Satisfaction

or higher pay

Contracts at work

6, Alternatives to jop

stress

7. Carnmitment to self

fitneis

Purposes or Procedure Economic Concept

Exploring by taking Choice

values and personality !'Opportunity cost

inventory

Determining personal

goals and developing a

philosophy of life

Analyzing approaches:

systematic, intuitive

perceptive, receptive

Bollen.self-discovery inventory

Finding one's skills

Considering interdependence vs,

individualism

r
Exploring alternatives to tit needs

health

Sorting our what's really On. 5. own

Choices

Increasing

productiVity

Social decision nuking

Collective power

Interdependence

Trade-offs

Law of supply and demand

at work in the labor

market

trality of life of VS. vs,

gross national product

Priorities benefit i



8. Workplace

Bess

9. Status seeker

Pre-test

IL A consumer prodlict

the sport shoe

1 Conkimer

1.;

13. Systm of exchange

Post-test

14. As i citizen

A few. actions as a

citizen

analyzing choices based on fitting

with the corporation

Study effect on economy

Determining EQ

(Economic Quotient)

Adapting study materials obtained'

from the Converse Shoe Company

Adaptin g study materials obtained

from an Arkapsas.based

companyAmbi

Improving EQ

Important outcome

Consulting an elected city director

' i

Voicing opinions

Registering to vote

Voting in primary election

Circulating a petition

A

Atmosphere determines

productivity within

corporations

Scarcity

Economic litcra6y test

Production

'Seritice

DiStributidn systems

Consumer's role

A driving force in tale

American Econ

Economic literacy

Organized governmerit

essential to economic

order and growth

Voice and vote essential to

the free enterprise

system



ReCogr. that in a marketplace different people have different needs.
wants, desires, goals, and values;

5. Define. discuss, and gilve examples of opportunity costs and trade-offs,
6. Define, discuss, and give examples of societal choices, opportunity

costs, and trade-offs;
.7. Explaih how supply and demand help determine the price of a product._

_As. the next step, the students took the following series of tests drawn
from the study guide: Making Your Choice, Multiple Choice on Completing
Sentences; True or False Statements; Circle the Word Puzzle; and a
Crossword Ruzzle..AH these were interesting and enjoyable to our students.

As we studied Johnny's consumer choices, one of the students who
works at a ;local sporting goods store brought in a leaflet on Ambi, a
training/casual shoe made in Arkansas. Subsequently, we wrote to 'the
manufacturer and used that brand of shoe as case study to illustrate the
manufacture of a new product in Arkansas.

Other parts of this section ineluded: What Is a Market? Choice and
Scarcity; Tradeoffs; Choices for Companies;- Values Determine Choices;
Finding the Price; Supply and Demand; Competition; The Cost of Respond-
ing to Consumers; the.Role of Profits in Responding td Consumer Choke;
and Productivity.' 0

Evaluation

We began ,with the question. What is your EQ? That question prompted
another: What is EQ? We responded with EQ -- Economic Quotient. We
then had our students take the new Joint Council on Economic Education
Tests. of numur Literacy. On tho pretest, the student scores ranged from a
high of 85 percent to.a fow of 26 percent. The low scores were not surprising
since they were attained by students who normally score below average on
any test. On the post-test, the highest score was 96 peril'ent. In most easesT.
the studrts were pleased to increase their EQ. Two or three scored lower in
he posl-test, but considering that ihere were several intervening variables,

this was not unusual.
We also had subjective data to indicate that the project was successful.

e sociology students I had taught during the first semester asked, to
bccome part of the project. Subsequently. near the end of the second'
sell ester,, 'just as they were completing a study of the economy and the
ov nment, the information from the shoe- company arrived. TheSe stu-
ents were eager.to use the material to analyze the American economy. We

It, d an extended period which provided an opportunity for the students, to
Work in small groups. The additional assignments they completed were used
tate\-, by 'pal psychology and sociology students.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER POUR

Good Ideas In Brief: High School

DOROTHY ANN BARRETT, of West High School, it ankato. Min-

nesota, developed a simulation entitled, "StLmboats Get Tracked On."
The sixteen-day activity was designed to dramatize the costs and benefils of

technological change through the utilization of an historical event: the
replacement of steamboats by railroads for volume transportation in the-
Mankato, Minnesota, area. The simulation is.rnultidisciplinary and has an

historical setting and political and ,economic applications. In this case,
political factors dominated the decision-making process related' to a market

question, As the sim lation is developed. students role-play a five- member

city council inc)-udin the' mayor. After hearing arguments and testimony,

from various vested interest groups, the council decides whether the railroad

should be permitted to come into Mankato. The special-interest groups
include the railroad company-and their lawyer; the steamboat companies and

their legal, representatives; people representing big business, who are
looking for markets and travel opportunities;,-local ,busineSspeople. who are

threatened by P oc.sible 'competition; farmers, who are looking for wider

\...markets for their g ajAs; preservationists, who strongly advocate the con-

tinuanee of the 'status qt1to regardless ofprivate and external advantage; and

newspaper representatives. A large amount of supportive materials is

included in the simulation, among which are worksheets, recommended

reading list's-, day-by-day lesson plans, a glossary of economic terms,
supply-demand -analysis, the histOrical setting and data sheets, and profiles
describing the roles of all participants in the activity. The activity, which is
integrated into the tenth-grade American history program, provides a model

that could be adapted to any community that has experienced the-eciQnomie

impact- of changes in transportation mode or other technological innova-

tions.

BETIY GUR K E. a fifth-grade teacher in Gould School, North

Caldwell, 'New Jersey. and THOMAS W. MULLANE. a twelfth-grade
social studies teacher in West Essex High School,North Caldwell. New
Jersey, originated a program in reSponSe 40 11 grant&en by the state -w

Jersey to teach economics anti corporate structure to a group of graders

who were identified as intellectually- gifted. lnstruaion was given or only

by the teacher,'by using community resource people, films. and fiet7:1 trips,

but also by seniors attending the local high school. After studying the legal
issues and requirements related to the foundation of a corporalion, the fifth
graders forMed their Own corporation. General Creations. Officers were
elected, by -laws were written, and el:pluml w:is raised by writing.a.prospec-
tuS, issuing promissory notes, and selling stocks. Candles and pot holders

were manufactured, and marketing strategies and advertising were dkcitssed
and put into action. The high school seniors gave a series of lessons linking
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the.corpOration's manufacturing to economic concepts-and the stock market
by using a variety of teaching approaches, including debates, role playing.
AV materials,and small group discussions. Among the terms -and concepts
presented by the twelfth graders were business organization; stocks, bonds,
dividends, and interest; factors--of production, and money and banking,An,
important outcome of the project in addition to the acquisition of knowledge
about corporate structure, the stock market, and other economic terms. was
that the fifth graders learned how to think critically in real situations that
require problem-solving action.

SUSAN R, JACOBSON. of Male High School, Louisville, Kentuay,
sensing that her students questioned the necessity and legitimacy of profit in
a capitalistic system, developed a unit called "Profit or Perish: The Role of
Profit in a Capitalistic Economic Syst --n.:'.A comparative systemsapproach
Was tried. An investigation was und-Ttai:ien of a barter-type economy. a
command system, and a market-orient d, i.e.. capitalistic system. Account
was taken of differing levels of technological development and methods. of
distribution of goods and of conflict_ likely to -arise in each system,
particularly those resulting from din/riI g expectations concerning the role

of the individual. Opposing and contAtdictory views were presented and
analyzed. The unit was devoped as an interdisciplinary project for students
in grades 9 through 12; and can be used in history, anthropology. soal
studies, economics, and speeial-educatio-y. t.litsses. Among the instructional
materials included in the project a survey form for assessing students'
attitudes on profit; -statements of behavioral objectives: lesson plans;

worksheets and related questions' and activities; readings from various
disciplines including anthropology; and four outstanding conflict dilemmas.
An interestiu highlight of the unit is its emphasis on basic, skills,. A
"Speedway. Board" is used to" have students work on the pronunciation,

spelling, definition, and usage,. of vocabulary' through a, motivational
-chance" system. Activities especially interesting to students. e.g.. hiring a-
dance band for a school function. are used to encourage students to analyze

and .discuss _economic concepts,

KAYE L. DARBY, of David Douglas High School, Purl /u ,g

developed a course designed to introduce students to ,a series specific
environmental problems primarily oriented to the Pacific .Northwest and the

local Portland area, Various groups involved with environmental issues were
examined so that the students might gain a better understanding of the
economic, social, and political `significance of the arguments of each

special-interest group Throughout the eighteen-week program, students
were- challenged to utilize their acquired skills iwcritical thinking to arrive at
the best possible practical solutions to the environmental problems studied,
Among the major topicti presented and discussed were the course introduc-
iion; land use management' problems in Oregon; urban pollution problems,
including those related to solid waste disposal, air quality and transport
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tion: energy problems; population: growth vs, no growth; politics and the

environment: and values and value
A varietiof teaching and learning Reiterials is-eonrained in the pr

which inJudes a forest land management opinion poll. exceptionally
developimulations in which students role play member ship in

interLA Al-oups, and a series of related thought-ptovtikiiig

BEYTYO. ANDERSON. of /yep High Sho e7w,apeake,

Vligima, up determining that her business students to grades 10-'2 did-
have a- working knowledge of what business organiz:itions were all

mt. dolt:loped a packet of independent unit. of study on Types of
usiness Organizations." Each packet included student/teacher guidelines

for each activity, techniques and purposes in directing activities, pd student/
icher evaluating procedures and instruments. In addition, a complete slide

presentation, individualized prects and tests. and a teacher's scoring key

are included. The unit rationale was that "the student, upon entering the
business world, must seek employment in or operate the type of organization

-that best suits his/her personal needs. Once employed by self or others,.
he/she must identify and select business procedures advantageous to this

organization. Too. as a consumer and citizen, the student must A)tilize the

services and products of these organizations.Y Except as noted I student

.activities. learning guides. and information are original. Othcrjbusineks
teachers have availed theMselves of the unit because of its outstanding and

creative activities and organization,

SALLY BLACKMER. of Honeove tral .ScijuoL 11, .oye. New

'ark, developed an instructional unit called -Gross National Product: An
Economic Education Unit of Instruction for Ninth and, Tenth Grades.' The
purpose of the module is to develop an understandini% of ha (c concepts

relating to GNP and to apply them to wore abstract:situations. 1 he focus of

the tint is on deriving the concern of GNP and comparing past annual.
measures of economic activity by using current dollars. A sequential
program is presented. inqludVig lesson outlines. for running a busine,ss, that

illustrate some basic concepts ass fiated with GNP; a piettird lesson for
deriving the meaning of ,GNP: a research project and game: and a series of

objective questions for evaluating student learning. Tlw first group selected

to receive instruction frOM the module was the lowest-achieving group of
ninth.graders. 'Cho following year. all tenth-grade social studies students

used the unit.:It was found that the original group seemed to.rektin the
information developed in the unit much :h'f than they did other units
taught to them in their ninth-grade secifil studies chiss: It was also found that

even though the general achievement of the students s,vas belokv average,

they showed a higher level of understanding of GNP Concepts and abstrac-

fions than did the rest of the students. who had studied the topic in a less
extensive unit. The module has been reprinted and circulated by the
Genesee Region Council4m Econonne Education (N.Y.) for teachers who
wish to integrate. economic concepts into their classroom.



MICHAEC POOLE- N and HELEN MONTGOMERY of Bellingham
High School, Bellingham, 'Washington, created a simulation designed to
model international economic relationships in the COntemporary world. The

simulation, "Wealth of Nations," is the final activity of a required ninth-

grade course called "Social Studies Concepts," which includes the essential
concepts of geography and economics. Wealth of Nations': ;s a two-week
activity, and requires all students to participate, using information and

concepts they learned during the preceding ten weeks of class. In the
simulation, the classroom becomes a world with its own countries and

resources. The students are divided into a maximum of six groups. The
members of each group are required to develop an imaginary country,
following an outline which guides them in establishing their nation. Each
group gives a name to its nation, makes a map, lists resources and products,
and generally makes decisions on the basis of the geographic facts they have

designed for their country. Each country has its own distinctive set of
resources and a desire to be self-sufficient in order to provide its population
with the necessities of life., After completing the basic description of their
countries, the students determine the wealth of each nation in preparation
for a series of trading rounds which are conducted ,to achieve the desired
economic goals of each couPtry. The trading rounds start with the exchange
of resources, since none isiduplicated amen v ne countries. Money values
are assigned to each of the resources, and exchange rates are established to
facilitate international trade. At the' conclusion of the training rounds,
students then determine the relative economic wealth of their countries.

PATRICIA L. SHELTON, of Pleasant Hill School.Marian, Ohio

introduced a unit entitled "Distribution of Income and the-Role of Profits in

the Market System" into her consumer economics classes. The two to
four-week unit can also be included in high school classes in marketing,
sociology, and current affairs, If used in consumer economics, it would be

the third topic of a sequence that begins with an introduction (scarcity,
opportunity costs and decision - making. and comparative economic systems)
followed by a unit covering supply and demand and the pricing system in a

market economy. The new unit serves to introduce macroeconomics and is

organized to lead into a unit on the role of capital, interest, and wage

determination in a market system. In addition, in consumer problems
the role of government, the federal reserve system, and interno-

tional trade are included. The major objectives of the unit are to present the

meaning of economic erms and concepts. to develop a framework or model

for decision making through which students can logically analyze contempo-
y economic problems, and to help students idc..;ify their own influences

on the system and understand how thesysteaLinfluenccs them. Among the
raziy materials included in the full report were learning activities, a glossary
of economic terminc ogy studies, a list of behavioral objectives, worksheets
and related activities including crossword puzzles and graphs. simulations.,
selected readings, a post-test. and a complete btbliography.

1
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College Level

CHAPTER FIVE'

Moncy,apd Banking
Forever

Robin L. Bartlett
Denison University, Granville, Ohio

Introduction .

In the winter of 1974, I found - myself in a new location, among unfamiliar
faces, and about to start my teaching career. Teaching principles of
economics while in graduate school and soliciting the advice of seasoned
professors had not prepared me for the lecturing doldrums which occurred
halfway through my first course on money and banking. Students began
asking me what monetary theory had to do with anything in the real world
and I began asking myself what my previous objection had been to injecting
a more institutional emphasis in this ,course.

In retrospect, aheoretical as opposed to an institutional emphasis was
not the error. What was missing in my course was some display of
applicability or relevance," some way of making the St. Louis multiplier

exciting to the average college student, and some way ofmaking money and
banking a memorable educational experienceone that would stay with
students after graduation and be of benefit to them in their day-to-day lives:
The task of designing a course that fulfills these gils and at the same time
teaches economic theory was indeed a challenge.

The problem is that the material contained in most money and banking
courses can be boring to many students, particularly those not inclined to
appreciate the esthetic qualities of Taccounts or the mathematical elegance
of simultaneous equation solutions. One really bad lecture, with the time and
potential for others, just adds to the tedium unless students see the necessity

- for the drier aspects of theory. The Federal Open Market Committee
(FOMC) simueation, as an integral partof the course, is one way of insuring
that students, see the necessity of thiory -and the exciting role it plays in
policy-making situations. ,
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The FO 1C Simulation
Several factors ore important when analyzing the effect of the FOMC
simulation on student learning. First, the FOMC simulatioh iti one-quarter of
the course and'of the student's grade. Second, the simulation represents a
second generation in sirriblation design. Third, the simulation reinforces and
draws upon what. students learn in the rest of the course: The effect of the
FOMC simulation on student learning is examined with both soft and hard
statistical evidence.

,-1

Students were requites! to purchase two books for the course:
Simpson'S Money and Economic Analysis and Bartlett and Amsler's A Wall
Street JOurnal Journal. The ,textbook is theoretically oriented. The WSJ
Jouiltal serves as a workbook and analytical guide for the Wall Street
Journal, to which students arjl-equired to subscribe.

(-The course is outlined iii a very traditional manner except that after
examining .the GI'ZP accounts briefly students are introduced tO a very
simple Keynesian model. The early introduction d'a macro model is done
for two reasons. First, intermediate macro is a prerequisite for money and
banking. To maintain continuity, it is important to establish the'link between
macroeconomics and monetary theory early in the course. Second, the early
use of even a very simple macro model is a prerequisite for the 'FOMC
simulation. Students need some analytical frhmework to start with and to
build upon. Throughout the course the-cmphasis in lectures is thebrotical.

Students are tested.on this material over the course of the semester with
minitests. These areSorty-minute tests on material discuss'ed in the book and
developed in class. Sttidents are allowed to drop their lowest-grade of five on
the minitest. At the end of the semester. students are tested again but only
over the specific material on the minitest. Thus, their, final exam is a
modification of questions previously asked. This traditional approach to the
material and testing of the students' understanding of it acedunt fbr 50
percent of their grade.

The remaining portion of a student's grade is determined either directly
or indirectly by the FOMC simulation. There are four or five FOMC
simulations throughout the semester, depending on the schedule. Students
are_required to participate irvfour. They are graded on five things: demeanor,
accuracy of facts. plausibility of analysis, adequacy of policy suggestions.
and responses. A simple grading sheet facilitates the grading procedure. At
the end of the semester each student must- write a position paper which
mirrors-much of the simulation, giving students a second chance to learn the
material. It is premature to discuss this aspect of the course at this time,,an
an elaboration on these experiences'will follow in due course.-

The i n of the FOMC Simulation
As can be s rmiSed from the time alloted the simulation and the effort
required for a position paper, the FOMC simulation' plays a key role in
affedting student learning In essence it serves as a bridge between the-
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-economic theory they are learning in class and from personal study and:the
use of theory in the "real world.- Unlike most simulations used: in the
teaching of economics, the FOMC simulation is 'synergistic; that is, it is

specifically designed to incorporate three different simulation te hniques
and to build upon the cumulative nature of the learning,process as nillined
by Bloom in his taxonomy of educational objectives. A rationale this

. design is developed after reviewing the inconclusive findings of traditional
simulations and adapting Bloom's taxonomy to fit the nuances of economic
theory. . fp yI spent four years dev o ing this approach, and much of m work was
supported by the Deniso_ Simulation Center funded by the Lilly Endow-
ment. Incorporated. The center provided assistants, released time, and
travel money. The work was presented Irf various stages of development at
several conferences and has been published. In addition. a former stihdent,
Christine E. Amsler, funded by the center, Worked closely with me on these
projects. Denison University- haS: been very supportive of ..my research
efforts-in developing effective teaching techniques.

.-

Goals of the FOMC Siniulation
The overall purpose of the FOMC simulation is to reinforce -stud n
under4:nding of monetary theory and financial institutions and to ill Irate
how monetary policy in the United States is made and executed. In s ectfic_
terms, the three main objectives of Die FOMC simulation 'are ,to:

Describe the purposes and functions of the Federal Reserve system and
familiarize 'students with basic economic information available in

public media;
Illustrate the role macroeconomic theory plays in Polieymaking 'and to
give students an opportunity to use the models they learned in class;
Have students apply their fundamental understanding of facts and
models to judge for themselves the relative merits of policy actions
reported in the press.

Each of these objectives parallels a stag_e in the learning process and an
aspect of the policymaking environme 'nt ar discussed in the rationale. The
FOMC i§-synergistic in that these objectives dre.met,by _simultaneously using
the simulation techniques of case study, model-building, and role-playing.

The Classroom Experience ofihe_FOMC Simulation

In brief, the FOMC simulation is an enactment Of the -FONtemeetings
actually held in Washington-. Eleven to forty-four students can participate
each of the triweekly meetings. Each session lasts for an hour. Students
prepare for the simulation by clipping articles from the most recent issues of
the Wall 'Street Joarnal.-The workbda helps them to recognize which
articles are important and provides them with tables for recording iniOrma--
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Lion as well as xvith charts on %Vhick to plot the entries so that trends can be

observed and followed. Space is provided for pasting the articles in for

future reference in the simulation, Thus all the students have up-to-date and

identical pieces of information. The common ground facilitates discussion.
Siudents also prepare for the simulation by researching their assigned

roles as committee or staff members. They analyze the facts collected from

the Journal within the theoretical frameworks learned in class and from the

'political perspective of the committee member: As the courseprogresses.. the

analytical preparation is expected to become more sophisticate'd.

I prepared for class by updating'my own WSJ Journal and by filling out

the grading sheet's. I paid particular attention to release_ s of the chairman of

the Federal Reserve poard, since that was my role.

At each 'meeting, different members of the committee are responsible

for different sectors of the economy, as outlined in the WSJ journ.al.

Members of the committee or their staffs must brief the entire committee ont

the current economic situation within their sector, give their analysis 7)1'

these developments:predict future trends, and suggest policy courses,],

When all,' ten of the three- to rive-minute presentations are comple.te,

discussion takes place' until a consensus for policy action is reached.. The

views of the chairman are always made known.
The atmosphere for these meetings is set in several ways. First, the

room is set up for a conference. If a large conference table, is not available,

members of the FOMC sit_ in an inner ring of chairs provided with name

plates.; Staff members are sea in an outer circle near_ their assigned

Committee member, who acts as group's head in large classed. The mood

of gravity is further enhanced by uir g students to wear businesslike

attire, tlyaddress the committee form orn a podium, and to stay within

assigned roles.

A Final Effort
The debate between particular committee members, in keeping with their

assigned roles, can be time consuming, and not 4.1.11 students are permitted to

engage in the discussioin Thus, at the end of the semester after experiencing

at least four FOMC simulations, students must write a position paper of no

more than fifteen' pages. The paper is divided -into three sections which

parallel the simulation presentations. Unlike their earlier presentations,

however, students are responsible for every sector in the economy. Informa-

tion for the first section, which reviews the current economic situatiat, is

taken from the WSJ Journal. Their reviews focus on the economic events

the last 'quarter as compared to the same quarter of the previous year. In

next section of the paper, this information is analyzed within a mac - -

roeconomic model. The degree of difficulty or sophistication in their analysis

is limited by the five pages alloted for this section. Finally, policy recom-

mendations based upon their analyses, are mad,e in the last section. Here

students are encouraged to consider all the alternatives and state why some



are out of the question. So the position paper offers students a final chance
fo draw the course together, to bridge the gap between fact and theory, and
to make economics come alive.

Course Summary
Four years of work went into designing a course for the fall of 1977. Half of
the course was in the traditional lecture format and the other half rested
heaVily upon the FOMC simulations. Students were always given two
opportunities, to learn the material, allowed to drop- one minitest and
FOMC simulation, and given several opportunities, verbally and in writing,
to express what they had learned and apply it.

The evidence shows that the simulation was crucial to answering the
"relevance" question, creating excitement for the material, and providing
students with an economic framework within which to put the facts reported
by Walter Cronkite, NeWsweek, or the Wall Street Journal after they leave
Denison.

Evaluation
There is ample evidence to substantiate the claim that money and banking as
it is currently taught at Denison University meets the stated objectives of the
course. In addition, there is ample evidence that the FOMC simulation is

effective in attaining its specific goals and thus fulfills its role within the
course structure.

A rigorous experiment was conducted during_ the firsi semesters of
1976-77 and 1977 -78. =Both experiments used a pre. and post-test procedure
to measure student learning over-the semester. The test was designed to
measure student understanding of facts, theory, and policy issues surround-
ing the making of monetary policy. The more traditional -TUCE and TUE
tests are inappropriate instruments for advanced undergraduate courses and
particularly for money and banking courses. The evaluation of the FOMC
simulation, which controlled for such factors as age, sex, major, etc.,
showed that' the simulation as an important determinant of student
understanding. The simulation s greatest impact was on theoretical issues.
The evaluation also showed th. t students follow Bloom's taxonomy and do
move from very bask cogniti -levels such as knowing facts-and definitions
to 'understanding interrelafonships among variables. Comprehension of
facts and relationships is a prerequisite for making reasonable policy
suggestions and judging the appropriateness of current policy actions.

In terms of attitudinal changes, the 1977-78 experiment, which pooled
the data from the previous year, shows that the overall course rating is a
signifiCant explanatory variable. This point -needs, elaboration. In this
experiment the students' ratings of the course constitute a measure of how
well they felt the course -met its objectives and how well the lectures and
simulation meshed to meet, these objectives. The higheestudents rated the
course, the more their interest in the material increased over the term. This



can be interpreted to mean that the simulation was successful in bridging the

sap between practice and 4:Wry and thus that the ,material displays
applicability.

Softer.evidence comes from several sources. First, the student position

papers at the end of the course have demonstrated an amazing grasp of the
current economic situation and -an ability on the part of most students to

analyze it with some sophistication. Also, their policy suggestions are well

thought out and justified, ratherAhan being a disp14 of emotional or political
rhetoric. Students Themselves admit that they learned a lot in the simulations
and in writing the papers. Every year there is a waiting list tbset,into one of
the two forty-student sections., Finally, the grapevine is very effective in any
undergraduate institution., This well of information says that the course is a

lot of work, but worth the effort.

Summary
The lecturing doldrums experienced over four years ago have given way to

well - structured course that attempts to demonstrate the applicability of
economic theory to the current economic situation. The vehicle .used to

'transport studentS through. economic theory is the anticipation of, the
excitement of, and the satisfaction,g,enerated by the FOMCsimulation.

This simulation is unique in the sense that it is synergistic and is
therefore more effectiyetin attaining its golds. Other synergistic simulations
can be designed to fit a variety of economics courses. The Council of
Economic Advisers ,is an example of another synergistic Simulation. It is

designed with the same objectives and format the FOMC simulation,
except that the focus is on fiscal poliZ:y. Regardless of the focus, however,
the synergistic approach to' simulation in economics is a valuable com-
plementarylechnique .to the traditional lecture.
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Hawaii E ohomics Project
_George Lee

University-of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii

Purpose and Objectives
The purpose of this project was to help students understand our economic
world better by providing them with some economic tools with which to
analyze "real-world problems. (The speCific performance objectives are
included with the full report) The major objectives for the study were as
follows:

To introduce the students to the principles of economics
O To enable the students to use supply and .denfand analysis to evaluate

economic issues
o To -enable the students to describe the state of the 'eConOMY and to

suggest the use of fiscal and/or monetary policies to solve the problems s.

To enable the students to understand the various market structures in the
economy

Instructional. 2rocedures
Frorri the time that I was a teaching assistant to the time that I was an,
instructor, '1 was dissatisfied with the results of the course. I was-not quite
sure whether the students were learning what they were supposed to learn
and if I was teaching what I was supposed to teach. I realized the two issues
were related and began to ask ,myself some crucial questions: How do the
students know what they-are supposed to know if the instructor doesn't
know? Even if the instructor knows what students should learn, how- do
students demonstrate' they have gained that knowledge? What is the most
efficient way ,of getting this knowledge across to the students so that they
can retain the concepts and apply them outside the classroom?

They key that unlocked the answers was Teaching by Perfornau e Ob-
jectives, eloquently expounded by Robert Ff Mager. In the summer of 1975 1
wrote the outline for the principles-of-economics course, setting down What
the students were supposed to learn and what I was supposed to teach in terms
of performance objectives. The results far exceeded My expectations. The

syllabus', written in terms of performance objectives, has been crucial to the
success of my introductory economics, courses. It gives the students a
detailed map of the road to economic knowledge and it gives me, the
teacher, an essential guide for organizing my lectures and activities. The

program is made up of four units:
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UNIT ONE: THE BASIC ECONOMIC PROBLEM

Lesson 1. "There's NO Such Thing As a Free Lunch

Lesson 2. Scarcity, Wants, and Competition
Lesson 3. Productive Resources

UNIT TWO: TRYING TO SOLVE THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM

Lesson 4. Types of Economic Systems
Lesson 5. Specialization and Exchange
Lesson 6. Profits and Economic Incentives
Lesson 7. The Role of Government

UNIT THREE: THE MARKET SYSTEM

Lesson 8. Why Do Prices Change?
-Lesson 9. Supply
Lesson 10. Demand
Lesson 11. Demind and Supply United

UNIT FOUR: THE MARKET SYSTEMSOME CONSIDERATIONS

. Lesson 12. Market Structure
Lesson 13. Efficiency vs. Equity
Lesson 14: "Market Failure"

"The Basic Economic Problem" is designed to last one or two weeks

and give students an introduction to economics and economic thinking

(analysis). Iri.,the process, they must become familiar with economic
terminology such as scarcity, opportunity cost, productive resources,

choice, competition, etc. It is hoped that they will discover and concep-

tualize the basic meaning of these ideas before formal definitions are given.

In Unit One several types of choices were discussed: What to produce?

How to produce it? Who -gets it? All economic systems must answer these

questions because of scarcity. But different economic systems will answer
these questions in different ways. The following activity from, Unit One

illustrates the kind of learning situations incorporated into the economics

course:

LESSON 1 '''THERE IS NO SUCH THINGIAS A FREE LUNCH"

(length of lesson: twothree days)

Objectives:

1. Given a group of "free goods," the students will be able to recognize the
person(s) to whom the good is not free.
Students will be able to define cost as what they have to give up to do

something.
3 Given a particular choice, students can determine the potential cost of

the action.

Activities:

Pass out the story of e king and tile frog to your students. While they n.
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are reading the story, write the phrase "There is no such thing as a free
lunch" on the board. When they finish reading, ask them the following
questions:
a. What does the statement mean to you?
b. How does it relate to what you think economics is?
c. What does "free" mean?
d. What are some things that are free?
On the chalkboard, under the heading -Free" Good, list some of the
items students say are free.

"Free" Good Free to Whom? , Who Pays?

1. Free education Students Taxpayers

Album frOr a radio station Thd fourth caller The radio station

3. A gift Whoever recei,,es it The giver

4,

5,

3. Under the heading Free to Whom? list who receives the free good.
For each free good, ask "Did someone else paY for it?" If so. list the
payer under the heading Who Pay -s?

5 Ask the following: "Suppose you did no.Chave to attend school. What
would you be doing right now?" You should get a variety of answers
from working to sleeping to surfing. Explain that this is the cost of going
to school, i.e., the thing you have to give up. You may do this by
rephrasing_ the question to something like -By going to school, 1 am
giving up the chance to
Write the definition of cost on the board
Cost (or oppOrtunity cost) is the highest valued ken alternative

or the most important thing given up.

7. Have your students work on the exercise on costs.

Unit Two is designed to last two-three weeks and to give students an

introduction to various types of economic systems. Also examined is the
rather natural process of specialization and exchange. We also consider the

role of profits and economic incentives and the effects of government
intervention and regulations.

"The market system" unit is designed to last two or three weeks and to
introduce. students to the market system and the reasons for fluctuating
prices. The major tool used is the model of demand and supply. To reach as

many students as possible, teachers should use demand and supply graphs
only if their students can handle graphic analysis. Emphasis is on verbal
exposition of the concepts.
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In Unit Three, we discuss how and why prices change. using the model

of demand and supply. When using demand and supply analysis. we make
several implicit assumptions. In Unit Four, those assumptions are made.,

explicit and we considkithe effects when a market does not conform to the

model.
For students to obtain basic economic knowledge` they must study

demand and supply; but they must also consider the concepts covered in this

unit. They need to look at the total picture, which includes equity as well as

efficiency, market structure. information costs, and externalities.
Because of the size ofthe, classes (150 to 250 student's). the primary

medium of instruction was lecture (or Spray and Pray.'' as Mager
sacrilegiously calls it). The format of the lecture was Review, Introduction.
.ecture, and Summary, with strong emphasis on eliciting the principles of

economi from the students.
There t also weekly labs, which, because of-their smaller sites, allow

mi)rc'student. catcher contact. These labs are conducted by teaching assis-

tants who het clarify difficult concepts discussed in class_ lead the students

in activities -and problem solving, and give biweekly exams. The exams are

cgreete in class by the students to help them learn and retain their newly

g,ained knowledge.
. The class is -concluded comprehensive final examination and an

evaluation of the class by the s udents. The final examination helps the

students summarize their semes )flearning while the evaluation gives the

teacher some explicit directiol n3 the students on how to improve the

course.

Teaching Materials and earning Activities

Because of the volume of materials and-learning activities used during the

project, it is almost impossible to make individual comments about each

resource and assignment. Many materials listed were made available to
individuals, some to small groups, and others were for the entireclass.'-',

The assignments included:

Reading assignments in:
a. Economies. by Lipsey and Steiner.
b. Printer() Dinero. by Jackstadt et al.
c. Superheroes. by Jaekstadt et al.

2. Articles handed out in class, including:
The Valley of Darkness, by Schlesinger
"The National Debt," from Contemporary Economic:Pr( News text

Issues, by Hailstones et al.
c. When leation Runs Wild: The Case (d' Rrazil,' by Stewart

d. We Can Live -with Inflation, by Robock
e. "DoOnesbury" cartoons
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Analysis of newspaper articles about current:economic issues was used
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to give the students practice in applying economic principles to real-.
world problems. In analyzing the articles, the students were required to:
a. State the economic issue
h. State the suggested solution, if any
c. Explain why they agree or disagree with the suggested solution
d. Suggest alternative solutions

Biweekly exams were used to h'clp give the students and the teacher
frequent evidence of our mutual progress and to give the students
opportunities to apply their new arsenal of economic tools.

Textbooks:
a. Die Adventures c f Primer( ninety). S. Jackstadt, et al. (Follet,

1973).
b. Econc,ntres. Lipsey and Steiner (Harper and Row, 1977).
c. "Hawaii Economies Projeo." Burns, Jackstadt, and Lee (Hawaii

Joint Council on Economic Education, 1977).
d "Superheroes of Macroeconomics." S. Jackstadt, et al. (Follet,

'1976).

6. Books on Performance Objectives:
a. Developing Attitudes Tmvard Learning. R. Mager (FearOn, 196

Measuring Instructional Intent. R. Mager (Fearon, 1973).
Preparhig Instructional Objectives. R. Mager (Fearon, 1962).

In addition to the above references, materials used included
slides made specifically to illustrate the performance objectives of the
course, organize the lectures better, give a more legible presentation of
definitions and graphs, and make more efficient use of claSs time. A
complete list of the slides is included in the full report.

Evaluation
As stated- in the syllabus for Economics 120, a student_ must average 95
percent on the exams to earn an A. 85 percer,u to earn a B. and so on. The,.
same criteria were used for Economics 150 (Introductory Macroecon9rnics);

In the Economics 120 ...class. 109 students (51.2 percent) earned A's
while 152 students (71.4 percent) earned B's or better. In the Economics 150
class, 91 students (M.5 percent) earned A's while 119 students (84.4 percent)
earned B's or better. These results far exceeded our expectations since
fewer than 30 percent of the students in-my classes had earned A's on similar
tests before I adopted the performance objectives approachi

In response to the question, "Compared with other instructors that
you've had at the University of- Hawaii. how would you rate this instruc-

tor?" the students gave me ari average rating of 4.59 on a 5.00 scale, with
high of 4.75 in Economics 150 for the fall semester of 1977. This compar6
with an overall average of 3.80 for all other undergraduate economic
courses, including upper-division courses which have fewer studerits.
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I am very grateful for the kind responses of the students, because nl ctl

of the praise for the success of the classes goes to them as a result of-their

hard work. I should also mention that the effort of my teaching assistants,

,Mary Blewitt, Dennis Foster, Helen Gall, and Peter Lai. was absolutely'

essential to the success of the classes. because they were able to work

closely with the students to help ,clarify many of the difficult concepts

discussed in class.
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